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DR. Ε. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
MEDICAL KOOIQM

si»·» congress st,

Portland,

me.

Dr. Kced treats all cliroulc diseases that flesh Is
Heir to ; all cases that are Riven up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-lifths of the cases given up to die cau
te cured. Examination at a distance by
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office Î1, and consultation free.
onlce Weill··-»», m· «·»■ P· ·»· aplOsntf

letter,

THE VALUE OF MURDOCH LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

/

Out ot
Bad Box !

Getting

Teadicr ot Organ and Pianoforte,
lOO Park Street, City.

Last Spring Ira F. Clark, the clothing dealer at
482 Congress street, announced that he would
give $800.00 worth of pressent» to his patrons,
one-half during the spring months, the Dalance
this fall. He soon found that he had a bigger job
on hand than he had anticipated.
To answer the
thousand and one questions ; to keep an accurate
register of the patrons names and numbers ; to
look over thousands of guess slips every month ;
to ascertain who the lucky twenty-five were that
had guessea nearest ; to notify them by mail, and
award the prizes, required more time than Mr.
Clark could profitably spare, his increasing business requiring all his time and energy.
By engaging an extra clerk he managed to get througn
the first half of the year. Tne other $400.00
worth of presents originally intended for the fall
distribution will be disposed of in an other way,
it being Mr. Clark's intention to retire from this
branch of the business, but in so doing he pronoses to do the greatest amount of
good to the
largest number of people. His plan is this: For
two days, the dates to be annouced later, he will
sell any or all of the goods intended for presents
at the wholesale cost price. They consist of
watches, jewelry and silver plated ware, of standard manufacture, and will be on exhibition at his
store 482 Congress street, prior to the sale. All
goods remaining at the close of the second day
will be disposed of at auction the day following.
The entire proceeds of the three days sale is to be
distributed as follows : $200 will be given to a
committee as a fresh air fund, and next summer a
day's outing will be given the poor children of
Portland. The balance will be divided into six
equal parts and distributed among the following
charities, to be expended in the purchase of clothing for needy boys, between the ages of 4 and 12
vears; the Children's Christmas Club, Portland
Fraternity, Father Linnehan of the Cathedral,
Gospel Mission, Associated Charities, and M un joy
UUUgc ινιιιμπιβ ui χ ,χιιηα.τ.
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There never was an essay read before any Med
•ical Society on Haw Food Extracts, except on
Murdoch's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manu tac \
turers of Extracts have published many of on- ;
essays to show the value of their counterfeits.

Send for Essay and DIsCUSSlON
before the British Medical Association at Brighton, England, J 880,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association
and others oil the value of Murdoch's
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, it
being the ONLY Raw Condensed
Food, free from iusoliiblc matter.
Also essay read before tlii American Medical
Association at liichmond, Virginia, and Washington, D. C.

Its value was recognized by the
profession from results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have
been established and supported
by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.

They

now

equal

140 FREE

BEDS,

HEATERS!
is both scientific and practical, their power and
simplicity of management together with the fact
the same fire that produces the warm air
generates the steam without extra fuel, are especial features that render this apparatus the
most desirable and economical manufactured ; it
possesses points of merit peculiar to itself alone,
which place it beyond the range of comparison
with ordinary steam apparatus, and any competent and impartial judge can not but admit after a
fair test that there is more common sense combined with science in this Ileater than in any other
Λ careful examination of these Heaters is
made.
invited by the agents,
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Custom :uul Steady

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

Lancaster Building,

The returns show that it is
the Standard Food and Ex-

CONGRESS STItEET STATION KUUTE.

From the fact that 110 two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it is stronger in smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated .eduction. It cannot be reto all other
duced so low but it will be
preparations in treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.

superior

LIQUID

MIIKDOCK

FOOD CO.,

Boston

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50

year ; if paid in advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
a

paît of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.
MAINE.
Death of Nathaniel C. Reed.

Bath, Oct. 4.—Nathaniel C. Heed of
Phippsburg, 75 years old, who retired last
night in usual health, was found dead in bed
this morning. The deceased \/as one of the
foremost citizens. He has been town clerk
forty years, served many terms on the board
of selectmen and lias represented the town
in the legislature. His death will be a loss
to the community.
Death of Burnham Wardwell.

4.—Burnham Wardwell,
formerly a prison official in several states, is

Boston,

depended upon and fair
priées guar; nteed.

Then what results, with all the
different Milk pre iterations. (Irani
Foods, I'cptonoid roods and Beef
Extracts, compared with Muruvi'K >> ι. M) il κι rnuii.

tract, as the percentage of
lives restored was the largest
when used.

of
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THE BATH LABOR TROUBLE

Amicably Settled—Two Hundred Men

CongressdtfSt.

Return to Work.

Bath, Oct. 4.—The labor trouble existing

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
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land Ship Building Company and two hundred mechanics of this city was adjusted
this afternoon by the workingmen accepting
the second proposition submitted to them by
the directors of the company. The Knights
were in session several hours. By the terms
of the new agreement first class mechanics
employed in the ship yard will receive till
The second class
January first Jfl.73 day.
workmen $1..TO from January 1st to March 1st
both classes $1.50. The agreement was signed by the directors of the company and com*
The 200 men are to
mittee of the Knights.

Ou aii<l after MONDA Y, June 2Nth. care
couuectiug with iVlaiuc Central Itailroad
outward train» will leave

Oct.

The Lewiston Mill.

Made

12.38
12.43
12.48
5.10
4.40
5.24
Cars will connect with all inward trains excepting the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l Manager.
je28dtf
12.00
12.10

return to work to-morrow morning.
COULD AT THOMASTON.
The Ex-Cashier Begins Work In the

Trimming Shop.

II is oik; of tlie best incdiciucs
that \vc have used. Anyone sut'·
fering willi colds, sore lungs, sore
throat, indigestion, cholera morbus, teelli ache, ueuralgia, rlieuniatisni, sprains or weak eyes will
find this to be a safe and sure remedy. We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack of
pneumonia. Wc feel it a duty to
say this for the benefit of others.
Wc know of many of the best citizens of Cortland who will indorse every word and more liian
we have said in its praise.
i'ortland,

Teething,-.

Hie.

CLOTHING STORE FOR SALE.
and Fnrnish-

Clothing, Hat, Cap
Store with Fixtures,
IN

BERWICK, MAINE.

stock
selected, iu excellent condition and situated in one of the largest and
most desirable stores in town, and centrally located. An excellent opportunity is offered to engage in the clothing and gentlemens furnishing
·'itoinftoo
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OLD CITY HALL.

be

citizens who

ANTOINE

corner

BUILDING,

Merchants' Exchange and in each of the
Banks and in the two Savings Banks.
To be of use it must be done promptly.

octl

The

IOO Towns.

dlw

WEATHER.

Habtfohd, Conn., Oct. 4.—The annual
town election took place today, together
with the vote on the

Washington, Oct. 5.
The indications for Maine, fair weather
preceeded by local rains,in northern portions

cooler weather.
LOCAL WEATHER KEPOKT.
Portland, Me., Oct. 4, 1886.
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constitutional

amend-

ment, extending the terms of sheriff from
three pears to four years. A minority rep-

cooler.
For New Hampshire and Vermont, fair
weather and cooler.
The indications for New England [are fair
weather, winds shifting to northerly and

Barometer

Out of

Republicans Carry 54

——

—

THE

Ρ M

--

Thermo'r

resentation previals on the town board and
towns are classed politically according to
the politics of the majority of the boaid for
This board is
admission of new voters.
composed of the selectmen of the town and
are
1G5
towns holding
There
the town clerk.
elections. Keturns from 100 towns give the
Republicans 54 towns ; Democrats, 31 ; divided, 17. The same towns last year were liepublicans, 49; Democrats, 34; divided 17.
The net Republican gain is five towns.
The constitutional amendment will be carIn a light vote
ried by a large majority.
about half the towns in the State have voted
no license.
JUMPED

Velocity
Weather.

HIS

BOND.

price houses and seaside cottages
augl8eod2m

Observations taken at the
stations.

merino'ter

Vviua

a

Eastport,
Portland,

Me 29.99
Me 29.96
Mt.Wasliiu'n 29.95
Boston, M «tes 3*1.01
Mew London 30.01
Ν. Y 30.04
New York... 30.00,

Albany.

STOVES, TIN WARE
—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
PORTLAND ME
VVF&M6IU

OF CO-PARTNERSUIP.

rill IΚ partnership heretofore existing beetween
X MILLETT & LITTLE has been dissolved by
limitation. AUdebts and dues will be paid and colC. C. MILLETT,
lected by X. John Little.
X. JOHN LITTLE.
I shall continue flie Dry Goods business at the
stand No 516 Congress street, under the style of
X.JOHN LITTLE & CO.

August 24th. 1886.

aug25dtf

POLICE SOTICK.
Police Examining Board at AlderΚoom, City Building, Tuesday evc-

of

UlaH0O'C'1:13. WINSLOW, Chairman.

A Seventy-two Hour Race.
New Bedford, Oct. 4.—A 72 hour go as
you please match for the championship of
America and gate receipts began at Bancroft's rink tonight, with a good crowd.
Graham, the Canadian champion, withdrew
on account of sickness, and Cunningham,
the Marlboro boy pedestrian, became fatigued and gave up, also Joyce, the Lancashire runner. The following is the score
for the first twelve hours :
Miles. laps

ΦΛ3
bi

Norfolk, Va.
Charleston...
Savannah, Ga
New Orleans

jeaa

moment of time

Place of

Observation.

Philadelphia. 30.051

12 EXCHANGE ST.,

same

Washington- 30.05

Memphis
Cincinnati, Ο

Pittsburg

—

Buffalo, N.Y.
Oswego
Cleveland...
Detroit
Alpena, Mich
Marquette...
Chicago, Ills.

30.03
30.03
30.04
30.07
30.12
30.08
30.39
30.11
30.08
30.08
30.14
30.23
30.26
30.19
30.20
30.21
30.18
30.12

49

x5j

51,

χδ

34i

54|
57
56
59
59
54
59
69
67
73
61
60

53
56
60

χ8
χ17

Ν
S

Ο

8t.Paul.Minn
St. Louis. Mol
Leavenworth! 30.14,
Omaha, Neb. 30.20
30.1
Yankton
St. Vincent..,
Bismarck, Da 29.99
30.02
Cheyenne
North Platte 30.11

66
53
57!

Dead wood.

Denver, Col..

30.00

Elpazo, Tex.. 30.05

58j
691
w.

Sergeant,

Foggy
.14 Clear
....Fair
Lt Clear
sw Lt Cloudy
sw Lt Clear
w
Clin
S

Χ9
xll
χ2,
561
—6
491
371 —16
—C
54
,41
5,1 —12
4_ -13
—61
54
65
χ2
—61
58
-4!
61
Ο!
58
xl 3 ;
61

Milwaukee.
Duluth. Minn

w

x6
—2
X9
X5
x5
x5
xl
x7
x8,
xl j

xlJ

56'

s
Ε
Ν
Ν
Ν

NW
NE
NE
Ν
Ν
Ν

NW
NW
NE
NE
Clm

-41

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
6
7
14
Lt
6
Lt
8
Lf

Clear

Hegelman...

Cloudy
FailFair

Olson
Hart
Burns
X ore mac
Ackerinan

Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Lt

liai η

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

NE

..

('arpenter...
Day
Cunningham
.Joyce
Graham

:s

3
13
4
10
7
β
4
11
4
Ο

2

Clear

Clear

A Legal Decision

Albany,

»

I

[clear

S

.75
.72
.70
.70
.68
.04
.62
.60
.57
.36
.18
.13

Taylor

Clear

Clear
Clear
Clear
Lt Clear
Ν
Clear
Clm
Lt Hazy
SE
Lt Clear
SE
16
S

Xl2i SE
-2; S
-3 ! Ε
-2

! Clear
(Clear

S
w
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Chicago, Oct. 4.—Considerable excitement
exists in local political circles. The InterOcean this morning, has an account of a rumor that M. J. Gallagher, the indicted accomplice of Joseph C. Makin, who is now in
the penitentiary for ballot-box stuffing, has
jumped his bond of $50,000 and left the city,
if not the country,to escape the consequences
of another piece of dishonesty of which he
is accused.

m

DUNHAM,
Wholesale aud Eetail Dealers in
AND

uivi !·."«·»

at, all

TENNEY &
—

The Famous uanagner uenevee
Have Fled the Country.

Mean daily bar...30.016 Maximum ther.. .110.4
Minimum ther....30.0
Mean daily ther..49.7
Max. vel. wind... 13 S
Mean daily d'w pt. 42.5
0
Total precip
Mean dally hum.... 76.7
lUdrAllllUIU

DORTICOS,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.

Meeting
men's

National

of CnNco.

ARCHITECT,

DISSOLUTION

ELECTION IN CONNECTICUT.

a

METEOKO LOGICAL IlEPOBT.
(Oct. 4, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)

€011*11 ItnNo cure, no pay, only for medicine.
tion unci Examination free. Office hours from
aug28tf
D a. in. to 8 p. m.

Artistic low

to

are

Humidity

consulted at liis

MECHANICS'

οοκγρκνΜι.,

specialty.

tills

opposed
having
invited to sign
ALL
building taken down
placed in the
remonstrance, copies of which

Wind

can now

(

Dys-

TuTli&S&w6mnrm

Jiyis

DR. WILSON
ROOMS,

food for

Dew Point

CLEAVES. Portland, Me.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

NEW

pre-digested

peptics, Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient ia all Wasting Diseases.
The Care
Requires no cooking. Our Book,
mailed free.
and Feeding of infants,
Mass.
DOLIBER, QOODAL3 & CO.. Boston.

Is well

TIIE

A

are

Baker's Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pa ins (internal or external) cuts, bums,
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers, l'rice 50c. Maurice Baker &
au24eodtf
Co., Prop'rs, .Portland Me.

SOUTH

and

are

EDITOR OF EXPRESS,

Thomaston, Oct. 4.—Gould, the defaulting cashier of the First National Bank, Portland, was put to work in the trimming shop
of the State prison this afternoon. After receiving full instructions from Warden Bean
to prison regulations Gould
in regard
about 4 o'clock Saturday put on the prison
garb and partook the usual prison fare for
supper. He did not attend religious services
in the chapel on Sunday, but remained in
his cell, reading h is Bible a great part of the
day. lie remarked that he slept well the
night previously and relished his baked
beans and brown bread Sunday morning. Ile
evinces a disposition to make the best of the
situation.

The only perfect substitute for Mother's
Invaluable in Cholera Infantum
mille.

8 I Clear |
8 Cloudy I
8 Fair
Lt Cloudy
Lt 'Clear

W. ElCHELBEKGBJt,
Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Opening

Oct.

4.—Attorney

of the Croat Convention at

Richmond, Va.

space

Kateb
or twelve lines nonpareil
the length oi column,
constitutes a "square." first week 75 cents
;
per
dally,
square,
$1.50 per
insertions or less. $1.00, conweek after; three
other day after first week, 50 cents.
every
tinuing
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents:
60 cents per week after.
one week, $1.00;
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 por square per week ; three insertions or less, $1.50.

A meeting of the creditors of the-Lewiston
Steam Mill Company was held in Lewiston
Monday. They appointed a trustee under
whose supervision the stock on hand will be
worked up. Capt. Daniel Holland was apThe
pointed to represent the creditors.
company will designate another trustee.

CLOTHING.
■nay I>e

Advertising—One

inch of

wide open, and visitors will be hospitably
entertained.
Serious Accident.
Lkwiston, Oct. 4.—The elevator man at
the Hill mill was jammed in the elevator,
Monday, and was badly hurt internally. His
injuries were internal and it was feared
fatal. The man's naine is Harry Tarrien.

-KIANIIVACTIIBBRM OF—

Quality

scribers, Seven Dollars

Baptist State Convention.
Rockland, Oct. 4.—A large number of
delegates are already on the ground to attend the annual Baptist State convention
which begins in this city to-morrow. The
prospect is for the largest, most successful
convention yet held by that denomination
in this State.. The doors of the city are

HASKELL & JOAES,
First

Portland, Me.
Exchange Street,

Found Dead in a Houlton Barn,
IIoulton, Oct. 4.—Angus Campbell, aged
50, a native of Nova Scotia, was found dead
yesterday in the Books barn, one mile east
of this village. He had evidently been dead
fhe coroner decided that an ina week,
He was buried at
quest was unnecessary.
the expense of the town.

that

3SG & m FORE STREET.

Circulars were sent by him to all the /'hysicians
in tlic United States, asking what their experience
was with Murdock's Liquid Food in its use/or infants under, as well as over, one year old.

PRICE

1886.

5,

~

pelled to accept

Κ. OF L.

To mail suba Year.
Terms—Eight Dollars
a Year. It paid in advance.

Death of Capt. B. C. Could.
Camden, Oct. 4.—Capt. B. C. Gould, a retired sea captain, twin to Capt. E. W. Gould,
died suddenly this morning of heart disease,
The twins married sisters
aged 69 years.
and always lived in the same house.

which represents a new and original system for
warming buildings have been before the public
for the past six years, during which time they
have been tested in the coldest portions of the
United States and Canada and the satisfactory
reports received from parties who are well qualified by their experience to endorse them, vouch
most positively to their worth and efficiency, the
substantial character of their construction'which

sep3

Send for llie Report of the Chairman of the Section of Obstetrics
of the American Institute of Homoeopathy, read at Saratoga at the
annual meeting of 1880.

97

At

jury that indicted Jeff Davis.

Φ

than thirty days.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
the
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by
COMPANY,
PORTLAND PUBLISHING

dead at sixty-eight. He was a native of OldAt the beginning of the war he
town, Me.
Ile rewas a resident of KicUmond, Va.
fused to swear allegiance to the Confederacy
and was imprisoned. He escaped and served
under Butler. Afterwards he served on the

F. & G. B. NASH,
and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespooufuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change tiieir food, but add live or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less

OCTOBER

General

O'Brien has rendered an opinion that chapter 679 of the laws of 188(! relieves insurance
companies from other Srates from paying
any further tax on premiums in this State.
A Horrible Accident.

Plymouth, Ν. II., Oct. 4.—Mrs. Charles
Sanborn of Compton, aged 60 years, attempted last night to start a fire with kerosene,
and was so horribly burned that she lived
less than an hour.

An Address of Welcome

by

Covernor

jurors men who had read
of the Haymarket tragedy and contended
a double labor to
had
defence
the
perthat
form in disabusing the minds of the men
who had already acquired opinions as to the
supposed guilt of the accused. The speaker
quoted numerous decisions in support of the
view that the accused should be accorded a
new trial owing to the alleged irregularity
observed in obtaining a jnry.

cheering wildly an<l singing the national

FOREIGN.

as

them.

A Croat Concourse of People
Cladstone at Hawarden.

He

People
Irish Controversy.

Addresses the

Bucharest, Oct. 4.—It is reported that a
revolution has broken out in Sofia and Tier-

Meet

nova.

on

Sofia, Oct. 4.—M. Badajau has been arrested. Cavalry patrol the streets nightly to
frustrate possible plots with the view of

the

avoiding conspiracies.

Investigating the Cause of Riots.
Belfast, Oct. 4.—The commission appointed to investigate the circumstances
causing and attending the recent riots met
today. All the barristers, excepting two,
insisted on an adjournment for fifteen min-

Lee.
FROM WASHINGTON.

Eloquent

Crand

Reply

by
Workman Powderly.

Richmond, Oct. 4.—The tapping of Master
Workman T. V. Powderly's gavel at 10.15
o'clock this morning gave the signal for the
opening of the first session of the tenth annual convention of the Knights of Labor in
the armory of the First Virginia Regiment
in Richmond. A thousand delegates assembled from every part of the country, representing millions of men and women. The
session was to be an open one, and in addition to a large body of delegates there were
as many others, not of the order, as could
find seats or standing room.
While the sound of the Master Workman's
gavel still re echoed footsteps were heard
approaching the entrance doors. A moment
later Gen. Lee, the Governor of Virginia,
entered. The Governor was greeted with
enthusiastic cheers, which redoubled as lie
stood on the platform bowing in response to
this greeting. When the applause had subsided and Mr. Mullen had presented Gov.
Lee to Mr. Powderly, the latter stepped forward and introduced him to the members
announcing that Gov. Lee was to deliver
to them an address of welcome, and through
them to those they represented throughout
the entire country. When the applause that
again broke forth at the mention of his
name permitted him to do so Gov. Lee said:
Speech of Cov. Lee.
Fellow Citizens, -I am liere today in response to an Invitation from the committee
of the Knights of Labor of Richmond for
the purpose of uniting with them in meeting
and greeting citizens from other States, who
come within the gates of this Commonwealth to confer witli a portion of her people
—a conference which we earnestly hope will
be productive of the greatest benefit to all
concerned. We are always glad to welcome
strangers within our walls, glad to extend to
them the hospitality for which Virginia's
capital has been so widely known in the
past ; glad that an opportunity is afforded
for them to meet our citizens face to face
and to see this beautiful city and test our
genial climate. We are pleased that such
numbers of them have now the opportunity
of ascertaining for themselves that this old
State is marching on in a new era of prosperity in which she will creditably maintain
lier position in the world's race of progress
and civilization.
Gov. Lee then went on to recapitulate the
part Virginia had taken in the formation of
the Union, reviewed the work of the Knights
of Labor and the work they were doing
toward securing peace and prosperity for
our republic.
On the subject of war against
capital he said lie was ready to make war
against incorporated rascality and help to
ride it down. Λ11 capital was not of this
class, and no war should be made upon that
which was used to alleviate the sufferings of
mankind. The relation of the employer to
the employed was graphically portrayed,
and the address closed as follows :
"Do not let us increase our troubles in this
world ; we already have enough. Sorrow's
cloud has tipped our mountain tops, desolation lias swept over our plains and valleys,
the earth itself in portions of our fair land
lias been shaken, and amid the ruins of
cities and in the shadow of human terror we
are taught our insignificance, and how weak
and helpless we are aud how small our hold
ft behooves us then to be
human life,
on
charitable toward each other, to be willing
to compromise differences in the line of the
motto which I recommend to float from
your flagstaff, 'Equal and exact justice to all
men of whatever persuasion,
religious or

political.' And, now, gentlemen, permit
to express the hope tiiat your stay in our
city may be pleasant aud that you will carry
back agreeable recollections of your visit.
The ship of the republic was launched over
a
century ago iu the presence of a world.
May it be the duty of us all to.see that her
sails are filled with a friendly breeze and are
not spread to catch the breath of passion,
and that sl>e is manned by a united and contented crew ; then indeed will she safely
ride over the stormy billows rolling in the
patli of her destiny until she is at last anchored in a safe constitutional harbor, over
which will forever shine the great orb of
peace in all the splendor of an unclouded
majesty."
me

When the Governor had taken his seat on
the platform Frank J. Farrell a colored liiem
ber of the delegation of District Assembly
48 whose associates refused to take up their
quarters in a hotel in which he was refused
admission on an equal leeting, ascenueu tne
platform anil taking his stand besides the
presiding officers table, introduced Mr.
Powderly to the audience.
Remarks of

Mr.

Sofia

Reported

Powderly.

When Mr. Powderly stepped forward he
was received with loud applause.
Bowing
to Governor Lee and to the large audience,
he said: Your Excellency : We are grateful for the kind words of welcome with
which you meet us. We appreciate and will
always remember the reception given to us
today. The hospitality of the Southern people is proverbial, but until now many of us
never knew what it really meant. We come
to your city, not as an invading army, bent
only on destruction ; we come not as the representatives of a class, nor do we come representing a section or part of the country we
inhabit. We come as an army, it is true, but
our march by day is a peaceful one and our
encampment at night does not forshadow
the clash of arms or the bursting shell on
the morrow. Our battles are not fought for
the purpose of determining whether an individual shall rule a State or an empire, but to
decide whether a people who are entitled to
life, liberty and happiness shall live in the
full enjoyment of their rights and liberties
No memas becomes citizens of a Republic.
ber must leel as he turns away from the city
of Richmond after our work here is done
that he can safely or conscientiously thrust
aside the grave responsibilities and duties of
If he is true to
our American citizenship.
himself, to his fellowmen, to his country and
his God, he will not shrink from bearing it.
and though the struggle will not end until
his day on earth shall pass beyond the evening shadows into eternal night, the true
Knight must not despair or grow weary
while life lasts. To rescue the toiler from
the grasp of the selfish is a work worthy of
the noblest and best of our raee. It is to
the accomplishment of that grand object
that every Knight of Labor should bend his
every energy. The question is asked: "Why
have you such an organization as the Knights
of Labor?" and the answer comes from the
does
not
who
of
man
lips
every
receive
compensation for labor
just
done. It comes from the lips of thousands of
and
overworked
underpaid, underfed
laborers and mechanics ; it comes from the
months of the thousands of farmers whose
lands are as profitless as though a blight had
fallen on them ; it comes from every hill-top
and valley, and every home where the pangs
That answer is,
of unrequited toil are felt.
because men 111 whose hands power and
wealth have been placed have forgotten that
this nation is a republic, because they have
forgotten that the founders of the republic
intended that it should be maintained, upheld and governed by and for the people of
the republic. We are Knight of Labor because we believe that the Declaration of Independence means something more than
beautiful sentences. We
mere words and
that if it was wrong for an alien King to
oppress a people and rob them, it is also
wrong for any other man to oppress or rob
We are Knights cf
his fellow creature.
Labor because we believe "to whom belongs
the soil it is his even unto Heaven." We
of Labor because we believe
are Knights
that law and order should prevail, and that
The
both should be founded in equity.
monopolists of to-day are more dangerous
than the slave owner of the past. Monopoly
iakes the land from the people in million
acre plots; it sends its agents abroad and
brings hordes of uneducated, desperate men
to this country ; it imports ignorance and
the
broadcast throughout
it
scatters
land.
Questions of wages or hours
some
or
disciplinej
labor,
shop
of
other matter may cause a rupture here and
there between the workman and his employsettled if mutual
er, but they can be readily
toleration and common sense are brought into controversy, and once settled they should
be allowed to rest. Continued reminders of
To
past troubles often created new ones.
those who have fallen into such habits I
would recommend the advice you so appropriately gave to a critic not long since, "Stop
lighting when the war is over.
1 thank you, and through you the people
of the historic old city of Richmond, for the
When we sepwarm reception given to us.
arate to go to our homes we will carry with
We
us a remembrance of this day and hour.
will also remember that it was from this city
that the ball of revolution, which crushed to
dust the power of a King, started forth on
its mission. I trust that in the providence of
God we may be enabled to enact such legislation while here as will help to strike to
the earth the last vestige of monopoly, and
compel all men, whether rich or poor, to
stand equal before a just and humane law.
At the close of Powderly's address he reintroduction
by a colored
ferred to his
Knight and the refusal of one of the hotels
to receive him as a guest. The hall was then
cleared of all save delegates, and the two
An adjournweeks secret session began.
taken to C
ment was shortly afterward
tomorrow
o'clock
morning.
The Condemned Anarchists.
Chicago, Oct. 4.—The Criminal Courl
room was crowded today when the argument on the motion for a new trial for the
seven condemned Anarchists was renewed.
Capt. Black urged that the defence was com-

to

be in a State of

Revolution.

Master

Dissatisfaction with Ceneral Miles'
Conduct of Ceronimo's Case.
The Report in the Cutting Case at
the State Department.

utes in order to decide on what course to
adopt. Justice Day refused to grant an adjournment saying it would be a waste of
time. The justice then, despite protests proceeded to examine witnesses, whereupon the
barristers present rose and left the court
room in procession, taking their bags, briefs,
Several solicitors,
and books with them.
inpriests and ornngeuien interested in the
vestigation followed. The members of the
bar subsequently returned and presented a
protest against the action of the commission
as opposod to the interests of their clients
and the public.

Cavalry Patrols the Streets at Night
to Prevent Conspiracy.
The

People

Highly

and

Excited

Trouble Expected.
A Great Demand for the One Dollar
Silver Certificates.

Forty Persons Drowned by Floods In
Algeria.

Washington, Oct. 4.—The general distribution of the new one dollar silver certificates began today, and will be continued
until tho demand, which is very great, has
been entirely supplied. The notes arc now
being printed at the rate of 80,000 a day.
The new two dollar silver certificates will
not be ready for issue for two weeks yet.

French Officers and Men

Killed by

Shot

Pirates.

The

Agricultural Department.

Some anxiety is felt at the department of
agricultnre over the failure of state and
local authorities to fully cooperate with the
department in its effort to stamp out pleuro
The fund at the disposal of
pneumonia.
the department for the suppression of contagious diseases among cattle was limited to
8100,000 and heavy expenses of the last few

weeks have made so serious inroads on the
appropriation. The quarantine at Chicago
is maintained at a daily cost of $150. The
Illinois authorities have as yet shown no
disposition to cooperate in the work of the
department, and infected cattle there have
not yet been destroyed. Unless some action
is taken by the local authorities of Chicago
to relieve the situation the funds at the disposal of the department will be exhausted in
the country generally
a few months, and
left without .protection against infectious
diseases of cattle.
The Cutting CaseWhen Secretary Bayard returns to his duties at the State Department, he will find the
Sedgwick report on the Cutting case awaitThe report is said to have
ing his action.
reached the department, and is made up
chiefly of extracts from Mexican Statutes
It is said by the offiand copies of records.
cials of the department that so far as tliey
know Cutting lias made no formal demand
for indemnity as yet.
The President's Reception.
The President resumed his afternoon receptions today and received about 200 callers
Among his official visitors were Attorney
Generel Garland, Commissioner Oberly, As
sistant Secretary Adee; Senators Pugh and
Sabin, and Representative Curtin.
Sureties Sued.
Auditor Williams of the treasury lias sued
the sureties of the late F. P. Burmister, pension agentlat Philadelphia in 1861|for a defect
of $17,000 in his accounts. Burmister died
in 186!i.
The New Naval Vessels.

Nearly all of the larger shipbuilding firms
of the country have applied for copies of the
plans, and specifications of the new naval
vessels with a view of biddingtfor contracts.
From the Treasury Department.
The Treasury Department lias published a
statement showing the population, net revenue, and net expenditures of the government
for the last fiscal year with per capita of revenues and expenditures. The population is
given at 58,420,000, and the net revenue at
$330,430,7271 being per capita of 5.7G or .08
greater than the fiscal year of 1885. The expenditures were $242,483,138 per capita or
4.15 or 24 per cent less than that of the previous year.
M

VUI13UI

OU9KOHUCU.

President lias suspended Berthold
Greenebouni, United States Consul at Apia
Samoa, and will probably appoint his successor in|a few days.
The

AN

ALLECED

DEFALCATION

In the Post Office at

Brooklyn,

Ν. Y.

New Yokk, Oct. 4.—A. somewhat sensational story is current in regard to an alleged
defalcation in the Brooklyn Post Office, but
nothing positive concerning it is known.
Some tune ago Colonel Charles Morton, who
was assistant postmaster under Postmaster
McLeer.disappered suddenly while an investigation was being made of his accounts.
Later he returned and was arrested charged
with having embezzled some $300. He was
tried and honorably discharged. Recently
Postmaster Hendricks, who succeeded McLeer, discovered that a large number of
packages of stamps in the safe had been
tampered with, and that packages which
should have contained twos held only ones.
He sent for Colonel J)e Bevoise, who had
been chief clerk up to within-a months ago,
and the latter said he would make good
whatever deficiency there might be in the
accounts. Last Saturday Col. De Bevoise
died suddenly and it is rumored that he committed suicide, though it was given out that
he died of heart disease.
Many believed
that De Bevoise mixed up the accounts to
shield Morton's irregularities, hoping that
the deficiency could be made up, in despair
of which he finally took his own life. No
one knows the exact amount of the deficiency nor who is responsible for it. All of the
story that is known is based on rumor and
positive information is not to be obtained.
FROM BOSTON
The Charleston Relief Fnnd.

Boston, Oct. 4.—Tlie Charleston relief
fund amounts to $76,138.
A Suicide.

Merrill S. Holway, city treasurer of Chelsea, committed suicide this evening by shooting. The sad affair took place in the toilet

connected with the treasurer's office in
Holway was elected city treasurless than three months ago, resigning a
clerkship in the internal revenue office at
At that time
Boston to accept the position.
he was ill and nervous from excessive work,
and the additional strain of mastering the
details of his new office is supposed to have
Holcaused temporary aberration of mind.
way was 4ii years of age, and most highly esteemed. He leaves a widow and five children.
,i r
room

City Hall.

er

A HARTFORD TRACEDY.
A Man Shoots His Wife on the Street
and

Attempts Suicide.

Hartford, Oct. 4.—Henry Hotchkiss, à
musician, 35 years old, has for some time
been in trouble with his wife. They have
two children.
They were supposed to have
separated. They met at 2 o'clock this afternoon on Market street, when he drew a revolver and lired two shots at her, one taking
effect in her head and the other in the back.
She died in a few minutes. He then fired
one shot into his head, but the wound is believed to be only slight. He was taken to
The tragedy has caused great
the hospital.
excitement.

A Steamer Overdue.
New York. Oct. 4.-The steamship Anchoria, of the Anchor line, left Glasgow Sept
16th, with 400 passengers on board, and was
due at this port Wednesday last, but has nol
yet arrived. The company's officials believe
nothing has occurred beyond the breaking oi

machinery.

CENERAL

NEWS.

The Massachusetts Reform club has endorsed the nomination of John F. Andrews
for governor.
The preliminary report from the bank examiner at Portland in regard to the Firsl
National Bank has been received by the
Comptroller of the Treasury.
At lirattleboro,
Vt., Monday, Fanue
Smith's dwelling house with contents, ant
another building adjoining, occupied by Mrs
f he loss is abou
Thompson, were burned.
$5000. There was no insurance on the prop-

erty.
A wrestling match at New Haven, Conn,
last night between James Quinn of that city

and James Howard of Fair Haven, for the
championship of the State, was won bi
Quinn, who took two straight falls.

by Moonlighters.

Dublin, Oct. 4.—A number of moonlightattacked the house of a fanner named
Jones in Castle Island district last night.
They fired several shots through the door
and badly wounded two daughters of the
farmer who were standing behind the door.
ers

in

Ireland

by

The Investigation of the Cause
the Riots Interrupted.

of

Two

Women

Shot

Moonshiners.

The Indian Troubles.
It is stated officially at the War Department that nothing has been determined upon
in regard to the surrender of Geronimo, and
that the department is still lacking information upon which to base any action. Gen.
Miles' want of frankness in avowing at the
outset that he had granted liberal tenus to
the captives, is severely criticised. It is now
under tood that the instructions given to
Gen. Crook were not to accept the surrender
of the Apaches unless they came in without
conditions, and were transmitted to Gen.
Miles for his information and guidance.
These instructions were inspired by the desire of the President to undertake a new
policy of dealing with renegade Indian marauders, and contemplated their trial by the
fliuil finurfe and
thpir nrnmnfc minisliment
for crimes they had committed. Requisition
it is understood, has already been made by
the governor of Arizona upon the governor
os Texas for the surrender of Geronimo for
trial, bjt under the terms of the surrender
the President cannot permit the chief to be
given up to either governor.

an-

Attacked by Pirates.
Paris, Oct. 4.—An escort of French Tonby
quin frontier commission was attacked
pirates, near Lookai, on the lied river. Two

Hawarden, Oct. 4.—Mr. Gladstone and
his wife today received Mrs. T. D. Sullivan,
wife of the Lord Mayor of Dublin, and a
deputation of Irish ladies appointed by the
women of Ireland to present the ex-Premier
with a mammoth petition in favor of home
rule. The petition bears the signatures of
500,000 Irish women. Great crowds have
flocked hither all day in view of the event.
aut'uuil'ailjllig

DUC

uopuncinvn

ui mou

officers and eleven men were killed.

Forty Persons Drowned by Floods.
London, Oct. 4.—Advices from Algeria report that forty Arabs have been ;drowned by
floods at Laghouat.
The

Pope Asks for

a

Pardon.

Rome, Oct. 4.—The Pope, through the Papal Nuncio at Madrid has asked the Queen
of Snain to nardon Gen. Vellacampa, who
led the recent revolt, and other omcers who

I»UH/C

deputations representing the municipal
councils of Cork,
Limerick, Waterford
and Clonmei. The Jplace was perfectly alive
with visitors. When Gladstone and family
emerged from the house to receive the deputaions he was greeted with hearty and
prolonged cheers. Mrs. Sullivan read an
were

associated with him in the uprising,
from sentences of death.
Denounces the ParChamberlain
nellite Bill.
were

address of the Irish women.
The Mayor of Cork, Mayor of Limerick,
Mayor of Waterford and Mayor of Clonmei
then each presented Gladstone with the
freedom of their respective
cities, and
thanked him for his chivalrous and splendid
efforts to restore Ireland's Parliament, expressing the hope that he would soon visit
Ireland to receive from the Irish people at
their homes the thanks they all felt towards
him.
When Gladstone replied his voice was
somewhat husky. He said he believed the
deputations and the Nationalist members of
the House of Commons truly represented
the Irish as a people. "At my age, however," Mr. Gladstone said, in reference to
the request that he visit Ireland, "the question of visiting Ireland is beset with uncertainties. Whatever may be my condition,
whether of bodily presence or absence from
among them, the Irish people will always
largely share my interest and my affection."
Mr. Gladstone added that he must denj
the statement that he had renounced Jus
former attitude by supporting itlie proposal
He said alto restore the Irish Parliament.
so that he was thankful for the share he
took in passing such Irish measures as had
been la-vs during his public career. He continued:
"The whole character of the Irish controWe do not now contemversy has altered.
plate the dreadful alternatives our fathers
It was necessary that
faced a century ago.
the late government's Irish proposals should
have been put forward in accord with the
desires of the Irish nation, and also to make
it clear that the proposals stood within the
limits of imperial honor, safety and welfare.
These aims were completely attained, and
they have been sustained by a singular mildness and temperance of expression which
have so far characterized the conduct of
Irishmen at every stage of the agitation unI am quite prepared to
til now. (Cheers).
retire from public life if I could believe that
it were better for Ireland, but I am unable to
arrive at this conclusion. England's interest
On the
is as mnch involved as Ireland's.
lowest grounds of civil and military econoin
to
it
is
interest
change
England's
my
some way the present civil government in
British
Ireland which costs the
taxpayer
yearly 16 shillings per head of thepopulation, while the civil government in England
and Scotland cost yearly but 8 shillings per
head of population. "On far higher grounds
England ought to concede Ireland's request.
England's character is concerned. There is
a strain upon England in respect of her relations toward Ireland." I deny that the term
separation which opponents unscrupulously
use to describe the meaning of the late gov
eminent proposals is correctly applied to the
bill never
of the
case. The promoters
thought of separation. We courted careful
of
Grattan's
parliament with
comparison
The
the parliament the bill
proposed.
sphere within which Ireland desires free
action which is specially the sphere of local
government would have been attained under
our bill better far than it was possessed unThe present
der the Grattan parliament.
government encourages the Irish laud occuwill be rerents
to
believe
that
judicial
piers
duced, that is embodied in the appointment
also in
of the present land commission,
Marquis of Salisbury's speech at the commencement of parliamentary session in what
he said concerning rents. I do not accept
his statement tn anv preat extent recardilie
legislation which he said his government
I reserve
proposes for the next session.
judgement also on the wonderful encyclopedia delivered Saturday by Lord Randolph
Churchill, whose performances are less
known than his promises. ;I am unable to
gather from either of these statements a
Full jusdeclaration of fresh concessions.
tice to Ireland requires careful investigation
reach a
we
before
her
financial
of
history
conclusion as to what should be accorded
Ireland's triumph will
her. I hope that
close with promptitude, with cheerfulness
and with joy, and I hope there will be no intervening period of gloom."

London, Oct. 4.—In a letter Chamberlain
denounces the Parnellite bill as a "dishonest
piece of party tactics intended to divide the
Liberal Unionists and to provoke agitation
in Ireland." "It is probable," he says, "that
the influence of these well paid patriots will
collapse in face of the determination of the
another
people of Great Britain not to yield
inch to the vile conspiracy supported by outrage and assassination."

Pursued

American

Badly

and

Beaten.
Ei. Paso, Texas, Oct. i -The following
are further particulars of*the late alleged
Mexican outrage. Last Friday two workmen at the Atchinson, Topeka and Santa Fe
round house at Calvert station near here,
a
saw two Mexican officers pursuing a man
short distance above the house.
The officers lired at the fugitive six times
and linallv overtook him. Ihey were seen
to strike the man on the head several times
with their revolvers. After seizing him they
did not carry him to El I'aso but crossed the
The officers said
ltio Orande by fording.
the prisoner was an escaped Mexican thief
and although Santa Fe workmen knew the
Mexicans had no right to pursue a fugutive
into Texas, they did not interfere because
the fugitive was an alleged Mexican.
Now conies the discovery that the fugitive
was an American, Columbus llrown, born
It seems Brown
and raised in California.
had been charged by a store keeper in Paso
del Norte with an attempt to steal a shawl
for which he was convicted on the storekeeper's statement and sentenced to work on
the streets.
He sought the first opportunity to escape,
and was pursued as previously stated. When
the Santa Fe workmen saw Brown it was af
His face
ter he had been cruelly beaten.
was covered with blood, and he was forcibly
Not beofficers.
the
tjvo
dragged along by
ing able to distinguish the man's features,
the statement was readily accepted that
Brown was a Mexican.
The whereabouts of Brown since his kidnapping is a mystery, and efforts to ascertain where lie had been incarcerated, thus
far have failed. Two reporters crossed the
river last night, and tried to ascertain from
the prison guards the names of the officers
who had pursued Brown into Texas, but the
guards would not say anything. deal of inThe affair has aroused a great
of indicting the
dignation. There is talk their
names are
Mexican officers as soon as
ascertained and then formally demanding
ascertained
their extradition. Tbe reporter
that Browu had vehemently denied the
charge of theft laid against hiin, but appeared to be without friends or money. Cousul Brigliain has taken hold of the case and
is trying to fiud the present whereabouts of
JUSTIN
Received
mense

in
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New
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York

by

Who

an

Im-

The Ideal Opera Company will open the
Stockbridge course in "Victor the Blue
Stocking" at City Hall tomorrow evening
A sketch of the argument of the opera has
The
already been published in the I'UEas.
opera was one of the greatest successes of
The dialogue is
the Ideals last season.
amusing and the music is said to be charming. Many of the old favorites will appear

From Charleston.
Charleston, Oct. 4.—The relief committee have fixed October i> as the last day for
receiving applications for aid in repairing

buildings.

President Cleveland has sent $20 to the
Confederate Home accompanied by a sympathetic letter.
BASE BALL.

City

is a
still

THE STOCKBIÎIDGE COUKSE.

The Stockbridge course opens this week,
and the list of artists and combinations is
very attractive. There are three Symphony
concerts, three Stoddard lectures, a number
of foreign novelties, lectures by Henry M.
Stanley, the African explorer, Justin McCarthy, M. P., such singers as Fursch Madi,
prima donna of the American Opera Compaof
ny, Fraulein Lili Lehmann, prima donna
Myron W.
the German Opera Company,
such
instruH.
Fessenden.
Whitney and W.
mentalists as lnnes, the finest trombone
Dlaver in the world, Liberati, the cornrtist.
liichtenberg, violinist, uiesser, ceiio, jessir

Coutboui, reader, George W. Cable, Leland
Powers, and Hill Nye, lecturers.
SIIAML'8

O'BIIIEN.

Mr. Charles Verner, supported by that
charming little soubrette, Miss Annie Lewis,
will appear at Portland Theatre Friday and
Saturday in "Shamus O'Brien." The New
York Times says:

"It is not

necessary

to

enlarge upon the peculiar qualities that have

recommended this drama to the popularity
Its merits were recogit seems to enjoy.
nized upon the original production of the
piece and it is only needful to state now that
the very picturesque scenery, the intelligent
"realities," and all those minor details which
formerly lent it much effectiveness are revived to give color and interest to current
NOTES.

Mr. and Mrs. Erving Winslow are settled
for the winter in their charming rooms at
Mrs.
Boston.
the Benedict Chambers,
Winslow is making arrangements to read in
towns during
a large number of cities and

This lady has
the fall and winter season.
lost none of the old charm which fascinated
Boston, when as Kate Heynolds she was the
popular leading lady of the Boston Museum,
and a rival in public favor of Agnes Kobertson.

One of the most remarkable successes upthe concert stage was that achieved by
Mr. Ivan Morawski, the new basso of the
Ideal Opera Company, last Sunday evening,
at the Boston Theatre.
George Dolby, who was for a time business
manager for Charles Dickens, is now old and
very poor and an inmate of Charing Cross
Hospital, London.
Of the principal singers in the American
Opera Company last year only the following
have been engaged for the present season :
Mme. L'Allemand, Misses Juch and Phillips and Mes.-rs. Candidus, Stoddard, Hamilton and Whitney. Mr. John E. Brand, baritone, has been added to|the list of principals.
The leaders in the ballet will be Miles. Giuri,
De Gillert anil Carrozzi and M. Camarano.
The ballet will number 8ti.
Clara Ellison has been engaged for Mme.
Modjeska's company in place of Marie Kevins, who was recently married to James G.
Blaine, Jr.
Percy Winter, the son of William Winter,
the dramatic critic of the New York Tribune,
is a member of Genevieve Ward's company.
on

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The circumstances of a romantic elopement froui Lewiston have just leaked out.
The young man in the case is a member of
one of the first French-Canadian families in
Lewiston, and named Joseph Belleaux,
brother to ex-City Solicitor Belleaux, the
The
leading French lawyer of the city.
young lady is Miss Josie Bearce, 17 years of
age.
rora,

iseneaux,

ueiure

him uepaninc

™ Au-

111., where he has been ior the past two
years, had paid considerable attention to
Miss Bearce, against the wishes of her parents.
Returning the other day, he learned
that the young lady was visiting a few miles
from the city.
Procuring a team he went
there and induced her to leave with him. Intimate friends of both parties on the train
asked the young lady if she realized the seriousness of the step she was taking. She
answered that she did, and was perfectly
Her father has gone in

satisfied.

CIAME3

YESTERDAY.

At New York—Chicagos, 9; New Yorks,
Base liitS—Chicagos, 9; New Yorks, 1.
7.
Errors—Chicagos, 3; New Yorks, 7.

At Washington—Détroits, 4 ; Washingtons,
3. Base hits—Washingtons, 5 ; Détroits, 0.
Errors—Washingtons, (i; Détroits, (i.
At Boston—Bostons, 7 ; St. Louis, (!. Base
hits—Bostons, 14; St. Louis, 12. ErrorsBostons, 4: St. Louis, 7.

Philadelphia—Philadelphias,

8; Kansas

Citys. 0. Base hits—Philadelphias, 13; Kansas City, 3. Errors—Philadelphias, 5; Kansas uuys, ι.
At Cincinnati—Metropolitans, G; Cincinliatis, 4.
At Louisville—Brooklyns, 4;

Louisvilles,

NOTES.

The Boston National League management
is reported to want O'Rourke and Wheelock
of the Portlands.
The Portlands have played 58 games, inincluding exhibition games, on the home
grounds this season. They have won 48 of
them.
The Portlands, on the home grounds won
Away
43 championship games and lost 10.
from home they have won '23 and lost 20.

Fryeburg.
Rev. J. K. Mason, D. D., acting pastor of
the Congregational church has again resigned.
Fryeburg Academy begins this month with
one hundred scholars, and the prospect of a
largo addition at the middle of the term.
C. F. Lord .has opened a new jeweller's

shop with very encouraging prespeets.
The Portland Packing Company have put
L.
up 240,000 cans of sweet corn here, and T.
Eastman, 80,000 cans.
The West Oxford Agricultural Society
holds its annual cattle show and fair,the 5th,

Util and 7th of this week.
The Jay Granite Company have bought a
controlling interest in the red granite quarry
on Rattlesnake Mountain, some half dozen
miles from the village, and will soon decide
It was here that
when to begin operations.
Dr. Ilolmes laid the scene of his "Elsie Venner."
An Old Time Reminiscence.
The "Kennebecker" in the Boston Journal
tells the following story of Portland in the
olden time: "When a West Indiainan came
into Portland with sugar and molasses it was
the custom of the boys and loafers to go
down to the wharf, and.with a stick whittled
out on purpose, draw from the bung-holes of
the casks the rich Porto Rico Huid and lick
and lips. This was called
it oif with

tongue

to facilitate his business he has erected a
commodious building at Deering Point on a
lot of land extending from the Shell Road
to
near the Portland & Rochester railway

the city line. The building is four stories,
:tt> foot posts, 63 by 36 feet, with basement 36
The motive power will be a
by 37 feet.
twenty horse power engine with fifty horse
boiler built by Messrs. Quinn & Co. The
building has been in progress of construction since July. Mr. George Brock has done
the carpenter work, Mr. C. M. Benson the
the stone
masonry, Mr. Thomas Shannahan
work, Mr. Elias Hersey the gravel roofing
The
and Mr. Blanchard the plastering.
is imported
stock made use of in the factory
are sent to
from South America. Tho skins
is pulled. The
wool
the
where
England,
them through
skins are cleansed by passing
and vinegar. They are
a preparation of salt
lots of fifty or
then packed in cases, in
to the
seventy-five doxen each and shipi>ed
are put
United States. At the factory they
stretched on
through a tanning process and
boards to be dried, after which they are
blacked and finished for shoe trimmings.
The building arranged to accommodate all
departments of the business. The engine
and boiler will occupy the basement. The
blacking process will be performed in that
apartment. It will also be used for the
machinery and stock room. The second and
rooms.
upper stories will be used for drying
Tli.· factory will hare a capacity for employWhen in full operation
ing a large force.
■iome fifty or seventy-five men will be needed
to master the business. Mr. Mitchell finds a
-ea<ly sale lor ni» gooas aiuuu« iuc
Manufacturers of Maine His principal sales
ire in Lynn and other shoe cities in Massachusetts.
A large shoe factory is in prospect here to
>e
on land adjoining Mr. Mitchell's lot.
The motive power is ίο be supplied from his

engine.
It is the intention of Mr. Mitchell to erect,
next season, a number of dwelling houses
on his land and thereby induce mechanics to
locate in that part of the town.
BOW KB Y BKAC1I.

was laid and the Anal nail
lriven in the new fog signal house Friday
night, and so far as the contractors are conBut the
cerned the work is completed.
structure can hardly be regarded as finished
nasmueh as the lighthouse engineer who
.i si ted the station Friday from the steamer
to make
Myrtle gave notice of bis intention
itill further important and necessary changes
>efore the boilers and machinery are transferred to the new building.
Charles Edwards, Esq., of Portland who
[or the past twenty odd years has been connected with the lighthouse service in the
leveral capacities of engineer, architect, and
superintendent of construction, has tendered his resignation. In thus severing his connection with the service, Mr. Edwards not
only causes feelings of regret among remaining officials and employes of the first and
second lighthouse districts, but the step
>rings forcibly to mind the fact that the
:oasts of Maine and Massachusetts are stud-

The last brick

led with light-towers and other beacons,
nonuments which for lung years to came
ivill attest to his skill in this peculiar branch
)f engineering.
Commodore O. A. Batcheller.U. S. N. lighthouse inspector for this district, visited and
inspected all the lights in his district, west
af Portland, last week, and paid all the

keepers

OXFORD COUNTY.

Λ lodge of Good Templars was instituted
at Porter village Saturday evening, Oct. 2d,
They are to meet
by M. J. I)ow, G. C. T.
Friday evenings. The officers are as follows:
Arthur L. Strout, L·. I). ; Q. L. French,C. T. ;
Susie Smith, V. T. ; Harry Sawyer, Secretary ; Fred Stanley, A. S. ; Evvie Kice, F. S. ;
Samuel Stanley. T. ; Nehemiah Sawyer,
Chap. ; Fred Vventworth. M. ; Clara Cole,
D. M. : Freeman Fox, G. ; Will Fox, 8. ; A.
L. Strout, P. C. T.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Numerous hotel men are visiting l ingor to
look over the Penobscot Exchangr, with a
view to leasing it.
YOBK COUNTY.

Orin Dennett, a Mason and farmer of Buxton, died Sunday evening very suddenly of
heart disease.
The York National Bank of Saco has declared a semi-annual dividend of 5 per cent,
and the Saco National Bank a senu-annual
dividend of 3 per cent.

THE ADVANCE OF EASTERN STOCK.

The bull movements in Eastern were giv
»V'£ij'.J3ut, in fairness, it should be stated that there h aù>. < a strong bear fueling on
the stock. Those who tùjnk it selling too
high have no faith iu the success, <>f any legislative measure designed to allow the «^'ication of net earnings to the stock, and even
granting that this can be done, they cannot
reconcile themselves to the fact that a prospective 4 per cent, stock should overtop by
nearly seven points a security like Atchison,
which has paid G per cent, for years. They
also proclaim that the advance in Eastern
from the neighborhood of 40 has been caused
by the attempts of Boston & Maine people to
secure a controlling interest in the stock,
and predict that when this has been done
the minor holders of Eastern will be frozen
out, and a consolidation of the two roads
nidde on terms favoring the alleged speculators. All this, however, is mere gossip, and
must be taken with plenty of salt.

en

The Planets in October.
Uranus is morning star in October. Jupiter is evening star until tlie i)th, and then begins his course as morning star. Saturn is
morning star, and is the most eligibly situated for observation of any of the planets durbe
ing October. This beautiful planet may
easily found, for Castor and Pollux are on
the north, and I'rocyon on the south, and he
is the only bright star between them. Venus
and Neptune are morning stars, while Mars
The Octoand Mercury are evening stars.
ber moon fulls on the l'.'th. The apparent
movements of the sun will interest the amaDuring October, the days
teur astronomer.
On the 1st, the
continue to lessen rapidly.
11 hours. 48 minutes;
was
length of the day
10 hours 31 minutes.
011 the :sist it will be
The sun's position in the heavens gives anseason's
advance. Obthe
of
other indication
servers will readily note that the sunrise and
move
rapidly southsunset points seem to
ward.
Of Interest to Horsemen.
The Jerome trotting park near New York
has been closed for the season if not for
good, and the reason offered is that betting
of all kinds was prohibited by the authorities.
Orator Henley is entered iu the 2.30 class
to be trotted at Brockton on Thursday, and
in the 2.32 class to be trotted at IMystic on
Wednesday of next week. Among the other

Mystic races

are

Mikado, McLain, Puritan, Sontag, Gilbreth
Maid, Glenarm.Chub.
Mr. I. P. Woodbury of this city, lias had
good success in driving in races this season.

quarter's salary.

THE COLLECES.
BANK AND SrOBTS AT BOWDOIX.

Burleigh & Bodwell are to take
forty-five of their Dest cattle to the Bay State
Fair in Boston this week.

Maine horses entered in the

a

Col. John M. Adams, editor of the Argus,
accompanied by members of his family and
a few friends, enjoyed a quiet picnic on the
Two Lights premises Saturday.
Cargoes of herring pass the Cape daily
which have been caught at Wood Island and
Cape Porpoise ; but none have yet found the
nets of the fishermen about Bowery Beach.
Twelve hewn granite posts, each having
the letters "U. S. L. IL Ε." chiseled on
[hem, were put on shore at the Cape Lights
from the tender Myrtle, Friday, for marking
the boundaries of the light station and fog
whistle reservations. The bounds of many
if our lighthouse premises were either not
properly marked at the time of purchase, or
Now the
they have been obliterated since.
;iieroachnients by cottagers and others ownit
made
necessary
have
ng adjoining lands
M re-survey and permanently establish the
imitsof the government domain.
Sea fowl were tlying plentifully last week,
ind the several boats out gunning themjudgug by the frequency of the shooting, must
Even
lave bagged a large amount of game.
Sunday, was not respected by the gunners
was
kept up from
tnd a pretty brisk fusilade
L>oats on both sides of the Cape.

iv new

three.

At St. Louis—St. Louis, 3 ; Athletics, 2

™twe.

DEEBING.
Mr. Wm. W. Mitchell has been engaged
in
quite extensively for a number of years
tanning sheep skins at the factory located
In
on the road leading to Morrill's Corner.
order to obtain better accommodations and

pursuit.

RAILROAD MATTERS.

2.30 o'clock instead of at 3 o'clock.

SUBUKBnn

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

GAMES tills WEEK.

The Haverhills and Poni&nds will play
three exhibition games on the grounùa in this
city on Thursday, Friday and Saturday \.I
this week. These games will be as interesting as any which have been played here this
season. In order that the public may be
better accommodated they will be called at

At

most

Messrs.

New York, Oct. 4.—A great audience
filled the Academy of Music this evening to
h<!ar Justin McCarthy's address for the benefit of the Charleston earthquake sufferers.
Among those on the platform were Henry
George. Gen. Sickles, Patrick Ford, Ex-Postmaster James, Levi P. Morton, and a number of Catholic clergymen. Mayor Grace introduced the speaker, who was received with
great applause. Mr. McCarthy introduced
his topic by alluding to the sufferers of the
convulsion, and then talked
Charleston
about Ireland, and its people. His patriotic
remarks were loudly cheered.

j

THE IDEALS.

Cheer His

Speech.

A Reported Revolution in Sofia.
Sofia, Oct. 4.—All but seven of the officers who were under arrest for complicity
in the disposition of Prince Alexander have
been released.
Five thousand persons attended the meeting held yesterday at Sofia to hear from Dr.
Voultcheff his report of the conference last
Thursday between General Kaulbars and
the eleven Bulgarian notables who called upon the Russian agent to request modifications
in Russia's demands. The audience cheered
Dr. Voultcheff during the narrative and utDr. Voultcheff
tered groans for Russia.
proposed, and the meeting adopted a resoluin
the
tion declaring confidence
government
and assurance to it of moral and national
to maintain
support, so long as it continued
tli? independence of Bulgaria and the constitution and laws of the country.
During the proceedings a Russian arose
and shouted, "Long live the Czar" and
He was at
"Down with the government."
once set upon by the audience and roughly
and
would
handled,
probably have been
killed if the police had not rescued him and
conducted him to a place of safety.
While the proceedings were in progress
General Kaulbars suddenly and unexpectedly appeared and mounted the platform. |His
appearance made a sensation. The audience
He addressed
bcame quiet and respectful.
them and said he was there to express the
Czar's desire. He was at once loudly interrupted by shouts of "We want no desire.
General Kaulbars, when order had been
"I have heard
restored, continued saying :
that a Russian has been heated here because
Here there were
he cheered for the Czar."
interruptions and some one shouted, "The
man was not beaten for cheering for the
Czar but because he cried 'I'm with Bulgaria.' The same fate will befall all saying the
General Kaulbars then atsame thing."
tempted to explain the points in the Russian
demand. The crowd cried out that tiiey
would receive no orders. Among the shouts
were, "A state of seijje has already been
raised." Political prisoners will not lie
released." "The people will stone them il
they are free." "Elections will not be adjourned." "The law must be respected other
wise progress is impossible."
shouting,
When the crowd had ceased
General Kaulbars declared that the Czai
would refuse, unless the elections were postsobranje electponed, to recognize the greatPrince
Alexaned to choose a successor to
der. The audience again became tumultous.
"We
General
at
Kaulbars,
They shouted
don't care, we will stone whoever violates
the constitution."
Gen. Kaulbars patience finally became ex
In
menuine tone he threw thf
responsibility for refusing to listen to lius
the country.
"The Bulgari
on
sia s advice
ans as a nation," he said,, "do not desire tilt
a
few
in the count π
men
constitution. Only
want one."
The shouting here became most violent ant
Gen. Kaulbars was compelled to withdraw
from the tribune.
A popular orater then ascended it ani
asked the people if it were true that thej
desired to abolish the constitution.
The crowd loudly protested that it was no
true, and made threats against any one wh<
should attempt to tamper with the constitu
tion.
A committee was appointed to go to Prim
ier liodoslavoff's residence and present liiu
with a copy of the resolution adopted, am
the meeting then adjourned.
The Premier received the committee am
listened to the reading of the resolution. Hi
declared he would always follow the policy
he had hitherto adopted and maintain tin
laws and constitution of Bulgaria in order t
and liberty.
Thi
aseume its independence
declaration was received with great ap
and
when
commun
committee
the
plause bv
which had followei
cated to the great crowd
1
the committee the people became extremel
in upon Rodos
crowded
They
enthusiastic.
their arms •
lavoff and carried him about in

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

representations."

A MEXICAN OUTRACE.
An

One day a greenhorn espied a
barrel of tar among the molasses, and, supbe an extra tit-bit, said to the
this·
to
posing
skipper. "Captain, inay I lob?" "Yes,"
grinned that official, and all hands stood by
to see the fun. With his mouth made up for
something nice, the fellow poked his stick
into the pure Stockholm, hauled it dripping
from
the cask and ravenously drew it
through his lips. He saw he was sold, but
remarked
in spite of his wry face:
coolly
"Captain, it seems to me your molasses has
a peculiar twang, hasn't it?"

'•lobbing."

in the principal roles. That one of the
brilliant audiences ever assembled in
Hall will be present tomorrow evening
foregone conclusion. Λ few good seats
remain unsold at Stockbridge's.

THREE CENTS.

j
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Horsemen are looking ahead to the coming
fair at Topsliam with a great deal of interest. There is a prospect of some fine trotting
at this exhibition.

system

vu

1 il lining

«

HI

u*

.ut,-,-

.uUmI at Bowdoin. The different classes are
to be divided into fourths and the student it
to be notified as to what division lie 9tands in
but no farther.
Boutelle, '87, has resigned the base ball
managership. A new manager will be chosen

directly.

The scratch shell races will be rowed
Thursday of this week.
Puahor, '87, ha« boon olcctni captain of
the base ball team for the ensuing year.
PRESIDENT'S RECEPTIONS

HASE BALL AND

AT BATES.

President Cheney gave the Sophomore
Mass a reception last Friday evening, and to
the Freshmen on Saturday evening.
Λ picked nine from the college played a
.•lose and interesting game with the Mechanic Falls nine in that village last Saturiay. The college boys won by a score of 4 to

Underwood pitched a splendid game,
striking out 14 men, and Call caught without
Thayer,
» passed bal! after the first inning.
Scott, Gilmore, Woodman and Tinker, of the
first nine, were unable to play.
G. W. Snow, '88, is teaching a short term
3.

of school in Turner.
Lawn tennis is fast increasing in popularity. The five courts new on the campus are
much used. It is hoped that an intercollegiate series of games can be arranged for
the spring.

Meteorological Report.
W. Eichelberger, of the Sig-.·> ι Service, furnishes the following summary ot «.eteorological observations at tlie
Portland statfcn in the month of Scptem-

Sergeant W.

ber:
30.008
30.505

Monthly mean barometer..,
Highest barometer, 3d

29.603
10.003

Lowest barometer, 1211»
Monthly range of barometer

Mjntllly

mean temperature
temperature. 8th
temperature, 220
Monthly range ot temperature
Greatest daily range of temperature.

Highest
Lowest

Oth..

OS/2
83.i>
38.β
45.3
28.2
6.2
10.0

range ot temperature,28th
range ol temperature
MEAN TEMPERATURE FUR THIS MONTH I*
02.4
50.711880
187 2
«4.2
58.511881
187 3
01.7
«0.4
1882
187 4
50.2
58.311883
187 5
04.0
187 6
50.0
00.3 1885
187 7
Least
Mean

daily
dally

58.211884

187 8
1870
Mean
■Mean

58.2

62.011880

50.01
daily

dew point
dally relative humidity
Prevailing direction of wind
Total movement of wind, (miles)
Highest velocity wind and direction, 14th.
Total precipitation
Number of days on which .01 Inch
o&rain or snow fell

50.8

78.1
N\V
5260
28W
5.'6

or more
16
PRECIPITATION
INCHES
TOTAL
AND HUN(IN
FOR
TIIIS
MONTH
IN
DREDTHS)

.3.12 1880....
4.U3 1881...
.4.(13
1881....
.2.73! 1882...
.3.49! 1883...
.4.2911884...
1.11 1885
1.34 1886
2.67

1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
187«
187 7
187 8
187 9

■

1.37
5.58

Number of foggy (lays
Number of clear days.
fair »»JS
of I.iU
Ν IIIIIDCI
[>
umber Ci
days.
Ν umber of cloudy days.
Dates
liâtes
Dates
Dates
Dates
Dates
Dates

of nuruTw
ο
auroras
of solar halos..
of lunar halos,
of frosts, light.
of frosts, killing.

of thunderstorms

2d, 3d,

0
12
10
8
None
None
14th
21st
None

17th

American Missionary Association.
The next annual meeting «I the American
Missionary Association is to be held in New
Ilaven, Conn., Oct. 19-21. The annual sermon will be preached by Kev. Alexander
McKenzie, D. D., of Cambridge, Mass. The
sessions will be held in the First Congregational Church, and will commence at 3 o'clock

Tuesday afternoon.

Some of the most
the Congregational denomination are announced to be present and
to take part. The Association is a national
benevolent society. Its work is educational,
religious and industrial, among the people of
the South, white and colored, among the Indians and Chinese in the Wost,
on

prominent men

in
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We do not read anonymous letters and commun
cations. The name and address of the writer are
for pub
la all cases lndlepensable, not necessarily
Ucatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We

cannot undertake to return
are not used.

or

preserve

communications that
The Cutting

case

is to have

a

place in Mr.

Cleveland's next message. Whatever this
administration does, this unfortunate affair,
like the trail of
it all.

a

serpent,

seems

to be

over

The independence which Russia guarantees Bulgaria is very much like the Independence the cat might guarantee the luckless
mouse that had got into her clutches—a guaranty that no other cat should swallow it.
Ex-Secretary Chandler thinks there is no
doubt the Republicans will carry New
Hampshire in spite of Frank Jones's breweries and tho packing of the navy yard with
COO Democratic workmen by the reform administration.
The punishment which Secretary Whitney
meted out to John Roach was certainly exemplary. It was so exemplary that not a

single shipbuilder has answered the Secretary's advertisement for bids for the construction of the

new

war

ships.

According to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
the great majority of delegates to Democratic
conventions this year when inquired of have
^AJ/IL-S.IUU

il

1'J.CICICUVU

iVl

VIVIVIIM·"

"■-■

next Democratic candidate for President.
their choice is influenced by the
fact that Cleveland is President and holds
the office in the hollow oi his hand.

Perhaps

The Massachusetts Democrats are in a dilemma. The Butler faction cannot stand
Andrew, who went against Butler in 1883,
and the Cleveland faction cannot stamd FosTlio
ter because he went for Butler in 1884.
head and tail of the ticket belong to altogether different animals.

Description of Next

"The

The Indian Commission, composed of Bishop Whipple, Major Charles F. Larrabee, formerly of this city,and Judge John V. Wright,
authorized by Congress to negotiate with the
Indian tribes of Northern Minnesota for the
disposal of a part of their reservation, and
the consolidation of the tribes on the White
Earth reservation, has about concluded its
labors. Negotiations were had with all the
tribes and a treaty was signed providing for
the consolidation of all of them on the'White
Earth reservation. There was very little opposition on the part of the Indians, though
determined effort was made by men interfiled in the sale of whiskey to the red men
tj prejudice them against the commission,
their theory being that the Indians could be
Jivu

vt»a

HHV

«.vwxs*

bigger four-master are great carriers, generally go well, and require but few men, for
their size, to work them. They can live on
freights that would starve a square-rigger or
a smail schooner out of the business, and so
they are the popular type for these days of

w

tions and open to the advances of the whites.
Reports brought back by the commission indicate a good deal of thrift on the part of some of

|

the Indians of that region. They have raised
during the year over 40,000 bushels of wheat,
and other cereals and vegetables in proportion. One woman sixty years of age, cultivated seveu acres of corn entirely by herThe
self, living alone In a little wigwam.
Chippewas on the Luck Lake reservaOccasionally an American gees abroad and tion have picked and sold during the year,
The
makes » continental feol ef himself.
$10,000 worth of blueberries, but it is a mellast one to do such a thing is Ashniead Bartancholy fact that a large portion of it went
lett, a Tory member of the British Parlia- for whiskey. As a rule the small bands
ment. He was born in Plymouth, Mass., a
were
which were off their reservations
spot with as fair a fame as belongs to any found in a deplorable state, due largely to
place within the four seas of Britain ; but he the demoralizing influence of the white men
is said to be so ashamed of his origin that be
In some instances
who sold them whiskey.
gives the naine of his native place in the Par- they have been so entirely robbed of the
liamentary Directory as limply "Plymouth," means of support that they would eat the
leaving the reader to infer that he is a na- dead bodies of deceased horses. The men of
tive of the English city of that name.
the Sandy Lake and White Oak branches of
the Chippewas were seemingly lost to all
The Mormons, discouraged by the obstamorfll sense, while'the women were made arcles which have been put in the way of their
On the bank of a
ticles of merchandise.
to
at
who
have
tried
converts
land
original
in the midst of a pouring rain a woman
New York, now propose [to make Philadel- lake
of this tribe was found crying piteously.
phia their port of entry. The authorities of
Her husband had just sold one of their chilPhiladelphia ought at least to be as diligent
dren, a young girl not more than 15 years of
of
as were the Emigration Commissioners
age, to some lumbermen for a sack of flour.
New York in staying the tide of proselytes
The sale had been made when the husband
which each year recruit the Mormon array
was drunk, made drunk probably by the lumin Utah. The operation of Mormon misfor this very purpose. The commissionaries abroad and their success in induc- bermen
sion say that this sale of whiskey to the
is
to
Utah
to
remove
ing ignorant foreigners
tribes and this traffic in girls will continue as
a great scandal to this country.
long as the Indians are scattered about as
Although the strikes for the eight-hour they now are, and that the only effectual remday in Chicago, last spring, were generally edy is to bring them together on a reservation
unsuccessful, the employes of the packing where the government can care for them and
houses have succeeded in maintaining their protect them.
The Commission has perBHt the formed it works with great ability and tact
ground until the present time.
packers declare that they cannot run their and the treaties will undoubtedly be ratified
business on such a basis; and there is a pros- by Congress.
pect that the battle which was avoided last
CURRENT COMMENT.
May, must te fought now. It is safe to say
that the packers have chosen their time, and
that the employes will be less able to resist
QUEER.
Syracuse Standard.
than they were at the time the .ten-hour day
Queer, isn't it, that Democrats admire a
was discarded.
third party so much more than a fourth party.
The news that Secretary Bayard has not
AN UNOBSTRUSIVE BEFORMEB.
receded from his original position in the CutBob Ingersoll.
tiug case, does not necessarily portend war.
"President Cleveland is a civil service reMr. Bayard ol jects to the principle whereby
former, and will probably, for the sake of
Mexico assumes to punish for offences comcivil service, use his official influence to nominate himself. It looks now as though he
mitted outside her territory, and wishes to
would succeed.
secure its repeal or the guarantee that it
bath's ambition.
shall never be enforced against any AmeriMarine Journal.
inAs
case
did
not
can citizen.
Cutting's
The press of Bath, Me., are earnest in
volve this principle directly,and as ne Amertheir endeavor to convince the public that
their port is one of the few especially adapted,
ican is likely to be troubled for some time in
and otherwise, to the requiregeographically
the future by it, it would be just as well if
ments of a navy yard. Another point in faMr. Bayard would devote his surplus time
their
vor of
thriving shipbuilding city's amand energies to a much more urgent difficulty bition is the fact that before the war the
New York Tribune published a carefully
this country and
now existing between
prepared statistical statement in which it
Canada.
appeared that the further east the building
and repairs of naval vessels was conducted
The Democratic State ticket in Massachusthe less it cost the Government.
etts bids fair to be as much of a puzzle to
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCES
the laboring men as was the nomination of
St. Louis Globe Democrat.
Mr. Clifford in the First district of this State.
We have interviewed in full and in detail,
The candidate for Lieutenant Governor is a
as to Presidential preferences for 1888, sixState conventions—ten Republican and
Knight of Labor, and even now is in Rich- teenru~,«nmfin
Tim PennWi/ion iinnwûntinna
mond to consult Iwith Powderly and other
were thos· held in Missouri, Illinois, Texas,
leaders for the good of their order. The canIowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ohio,
didate for Governor, on the other hand, has
Indiana and Massachusetts. The Democratic
conventions were those held in Missouri, Ila very different course of conduct.

pursued

While a member of the House (of Representatives, in 1880, he voted against the bill requiring corporations to pay their employes
once in two weeks ; in 1881 he voted against
a bill to regulate the heurs ol labor of women and children in manufacturing establishments ; and in 1882 he voted against reconsidering the vote that defeated the bill providing for fortnightly payment of wages. In
the same year he opposed the bill requiring
towns and cities to furnish free text books
to children in the public schools. In 1885,
Mr. Andrew, then in the Senate, still continued his hostility to the bill requiring fortnightly payments. With two such candi,
dates yoked together, the Bay State Democrats must keep their eyes open or their
""team will turn the yoke.
The extent of the public spirit and love of
fair play which animates the Democratic
party in its treatment of ono nf ihe great
questions of the day, is illustrated by this
exhortation printed in a representative Democratic paper of New England, the Boston
Globe :
Democrats In this and other States where Conpressmen are to he chosen at the November election should bear in mini a very important ifact.
Without any mincing of words, the fact is this: If
the Republicans secure control of the next House
of Representatives Dakota will be admitted, and
that means two additional Republican Senators.

It is useless to arum* the merits of the case, or to
show: as it could be shown, that Dakota ought not
to come in. She will come In If our opponents
carry the lower branch of Congress. Triât fact
alone ought to make every Democrat go to the

polls.

In brief, the principal reason why the
Democrats oppose the admission of Dalota
is, not because the Territory is lacking in
population, wealth or prosperity, but because the majority of ite people are Republicans, and woulfTeiect Republicans to represent them in the United States Senate.
For this reason and this alone, the Democratic party denies to the great western commonwealth the privilege of ;becoming a coordinate part of the Union of States.
The position taken by the band of New
York Knights of I.abor, who went to Richmond with the firm intention of championing the rights of a colored brotker in the
face of all the white proprietors of hotels
and boarding houses in the city, is attracting
the serious attention of all the delegates to
the convention. Northern laborers, especially, cannot understand why a sentiment
should pievail in Richmond sufficiently
strong to justify the exclusion of necroes
from hotels and other public places, and the
matter is likely to cause considerable discussion in the convention.
As for the New
York delegation, the negroes of Richmond
have taken them and their colored protege
right home; nothing is too good for them.
The hotels for colored people were all full,
but the delegation were speedily distributed
One negro, who
among negro families.
manages a livery stable and undertaker's
shop with profit, takes care of nineteen of
the white laborers. Such a circumstance as
this experience of the New York delegation,
though but incidental to the great convention, will be remembered for a long time by
both whites and blacks in Virginia, and as
an example it may not be without
ef-

good

fect.1
A MOVE IN THE RICHT DIRECTION.
The arbitrary action of the

transportation companies
output of coal and putting

Pennsylvania

in reducing the
up the price is receiving the official attentien of Gov. I'attison
of that State, and it is to be hoped that
some way will be found to stop this sort of
business, which is of annual recurrence, and
which inflicts great loss especially upon poor
people, who cannot buy their coal before
they need it, and then only in small quanti-

ties. That the whole country should be at
the mercy of six unscrupulous companies in
the matter of an article which is one of the
prime necessities of existence, is ecandalous

Pet of Her Captain and Pride of

From the Industrial .Journal.
Wooden shipbuilding may be on the decline, but the builders of this State have not
forgotten how to construct vessels which
have no equals of their class at home or
abroad. The clipper ships of New York and
those highflyers of Donald McKay's used to
be the pride oi American sailors and the
wonder of the maritime world, but now their
day has gone and the well-modeled heavycarrying ships of Maine have taken their
place (what is left of it) in the California and
other long-distance trades. But there has
sprung up lately a class of vessels that excite more interest than the old clippers did
and attract more attention than the modern
big ships. These are the monster schooners,
the "ships in disguise," so-called, which
have been called into existence by altered
conditions of commerce and trade ; and when
a man wants oue of them built he goes to a
Maine yard. The big three-master and the

MINNESOTA INDIANS.
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Largest

Camden."

If Gov. 1'attison succceds in breaking up
this business he will be entitled to the thanks
3f the whole country.

CclSHJ

the

Schooner Afloat.

creasing prices.

IUUJlC

to

low rates. While schooners were built small
—150 to 250 tons—a few years ago, it is a
common thing now-a-days to launch a six,
seven or eight hundred tonner ; and there
are some much larger, one of which this article will tell about. Bath has of course built
most of the big fellows, because she is a town
of shipyards, but lots of splendid vessels
have had their first dip into Penobscot waters and the last of these is the King Philip—the pet of her captain and the pride of
Camden.
Tins splendid vessel was ucgun last Jijini
in the yard of H. M. Bean at Camden and on
the 15tu of September she was launched.
The King Philip is a four-masted centreboard schooner of 1103.63 tons net register,
and will rate A l for 13 years in American
Lloyds. She is 220 feet long on deck, 211
feet register length, 42 feet G inches beam
and 20 feet 2 inches depth of hold. She will
carry 1900 tons of coal on a draft of 17$ feet,
and when light draws only 7J ft. aft" and 7
forward, being the shoalest vessel of her tonShe is a
nage in the American register.
handsomely modelled craft, built to suit lier
master, and while she has fine lines for sailing yet she lias the long lloor necessary for

carrying.

She has two Camden anchors, one of 3000
and one of 3600 pounds, held by cables of 75
fathoms each, with lij and lï inch links, respectively. She carries a steam engine of
eight-horse power, built by the New England Shipbuilding Company of Bath, by
means of which she can pump, get lier anchors and hoist heavy sails with ease.
The lowermasts are of hard pine, made in
The topfour pieces and are 97 feet long.
masts are spruce, 53 feet long. The standing
rigging is all wire, the running being hemp
The
and three to four Istrand Manila.
spanker boom is 64 feet long, the mizzen,
She spreads 5200
main and fore, 42 feet.
yards of canvas
The after house is 20x22 feet, and Is a little
hotel in itself. The captain's room is in the
after end on the starboard side, and as comThere are three
fortable as any chamber.
spare staterooms and alfe the apartments of
officers
the first and second
; and on the port
side is the pantry, wherein are dishes without number and little lockers full of silverware engraved "King Philip." Lots of housekeepers would envy the steward his outfit.
The after saloon, with its velvety carpet,
frescoed ceiling and paneled walls painted in
creamy tints, with Nile green and gold decorations, is a regular floating parlor, and when
elegant black walnut furniture and steam
heat are added, with perfect ventilation, one
can realize how much comfort a man can
take to sea with him. The forward saloon,
or dining room, is also a fine apartment, finThere is a
ished in ash, cherry and walnut.
toilet room leading from the after companion
way on the port side, which, with its hard
wood finish and marble slabs, would do credit to a hotel. Altogether the house is luxurious and a marked contrast to the quarters
aft on most vessels. The forward companionway is protected by a sort of monitor
house, which has doors opening to starboard
on every
and port, and lookout windows
hand. This arrangement prevents gu#ts of
the
cabin
wind blowing into
every time the
door is opened, and at the same time secures
good ventilation in warm weather. The foiward house is 20x16 feet, and contains the
engine room, galley, and a, forecastle capable of accommodating eight men.
There is but one larger schooner on salt
water than the King Philip, and that is the
Sarah W. Lawrence, built at Bath the past
summer, by the New England Shipbuilding
Company. The Lawrence is a 1301-ton centre boarder, 217 feet register length, 45 beam
and 19.8 feet hold. She has a coal capacity
of 2200 tons.
The King Philip is commanded by Capt.
J. M. Phillips, formerly of the three-masted
The King's first
schooner Alfred Brabook.
officer Is Mr. J. C. Collamore of Vinal Haven, the second Mr. Wall of Kockport, and
the steward, Mr. Long of Camden. The vessel is owned as follows : One-eigth in Camden, by the builder and others ; one-fourth
υ
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Secretary Manning's advice to all young
is, "Keep out of politics ; keep out of

men

office."

Attorney General Garland has returned to
Washington from his home in Arkansas in
excellent health.
The Mexican minister has the plans drawn

There were over GOO entries. The
society has been established twenty-nine
years and during the whole period T. 1'.
Batchelder of Kenduskeag, has been secretary. The annual fair of the North Penob
scot Society was held at Lee, Thursday and
Friday, and great crowds attended the exhibition. The fair closed Friday night with a
dance at Elmwood Hall, Lee.

attention to these celebrated

We call

stone men lo be

goods.

OPENING

FALL

RICHARD (

efficiency."

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. P.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

lumbers at

pur-

range of

same

*

price.

Τuesday and Wednesday,
Oct. 5 and 6, 1886.
Trotting at

will deliver

>■

Languages,

How to

and How to Teach

shall exhibit the largest
line
of SUITS and OVERbest
the
and probably
For
in
this
shown
ever
city.
COATS
In this

Department

we

FALL AND WINTER-1886-87,
very large stock of KNEE PANT SUITS
for Boys II to 16 vears.
REEFERS for Boys all ages, in several qualities.
Extra Pants with all suits if desired.
Especially fine SUITS and OVERCOATS for Boys
14 to 17 years.
Elegant quality and stylish fitting
Garments at the "LOWEST MANUFACTURERS'
PRICES."
Goods sent to any part of the city.
We have

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.
W. C. WARE,
oc2

Π51ΙΥ
Τ PAYS to

Manager.
dtf

Street.

(ltf

Buy the Very Best of Everything. Insurance Policies

as

well

as

goods.

Mutual Life Insurance

Wo have
ment of

placed

counters

on onr

BEDS,

RENOVATED BY STEAITI,
—

a

very

by

eod2vv

CIDER BARRELS.
FINE lot of barrels just received and for sale
by R. STANLEY & SON, 410 Fore Street,
sep20dtf
Portland.

A

_

dSt

Resident Asreiit,

31

seplG

TRUST COMPANY

at Bock Bottom Prices.

nt.v. fount ν And Railroad Roiids. and

«*«"*

bonds7
es S; 4s
6s & 4s Bath
Rockland
Maine Central.. 7s & 6a
No. Pacific Go!d..«s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

mar6

Stocks, Graiiijnd Petroleum.

$1.00 and
$1.00, worth

MIDDLE

ST.,

—

On

These Goods !

IN

CALLED
Hats per order

English Suitings,

MRS. PERRY'S

English Overcoatings,
Specialties

from Ε. H

Ingci·,

Van

eodtf

NO. 119 WINTER

NEW YORK AND LONDON.

Ρ

Are the

çjll

RETMUER3,
KSggi, JOBBER

|w8°4^y\lDDLE

$6.00

prices for his Silk Tall Hats.

& Co.'s,

Agentfor Portland.

oct2

or

for Mrs. Caswell's if desired.

The

Congre** Street, Opposite City Hall.
practical school of business, having a NationCollege Bank, with a cash capital of $200,ooo
organized in 1804. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each departA

llietrlipfilin

n.w1 tkni-mirrh

ΟΊ1 !> Γ!1 11 »'·>!

I

Till»

type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,
short hand and

\

sepl8

Ii. A. CRAY, A. M. Principal.
codem

dtf

Neoded by every young man,
ed in a short space of timo at

can

bo

aconir-

®

but thorough and experienced teachRooms open for business dar
employed.
and evening six days each week. For full par*
ticulars send for catalogue.
P. L. SHAW,
Principal.
None

LOT
.

FINE CREAM NOTE PAPER
PER

ICAL STUDIES
Given to

$3.00.

TRUNKS trators de bonis with the Will annexed of the
V. II. COOMBS, late of Yarmouth,
WE RUN OUR eStiJOSEPH
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
non

given

p. m.

Saturdays.

eodtl

bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make pavinent
to
GEORGE F.
WILLIAM II. LOON Ε Y,
of Portland, Adm'rs d, b. n. e. t. a.

having

{

_

month of August the store will be closed at 6.15

private pupils by the subscriber,

duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust «»f Adminis-

OWN DELIVERY.

FRANK B. CLARK. 515 CONGRESS ST.

eodCm

J. W. COLCORD,
FOR NEW STYLE HATS, TO-DAY, CALL ON COE,
113 PEARL STREET.
dtf
Jan24
THE HATTER. HE WILL OPEN NEW GOODS FROM
in hereby ijivkn, that
TWENTY-FIVE FIRST-CLASS HAT FACTORIES. Notice
the subscribers have been

FOR
ROUND. SILK HATS MADE TO ORDER
AND BAGS IN GREAT VARIETY.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

During the

Mr. CLEMENT BAINBRIDGE,
Mr. w. h. Mcdonald,
Mr. H. A, COOK,
Mr. GEO. H. REMELE,
Signer BBOCOLINI.
Mr. HARRY ALLEN,
Herr JOSEF PETTINGER.

Vocalists,

Mr.

MCQUILLAN,

COE,
...»

The

Hatter,

mtddlb ST.

Bassos.

MYRON W. WHITNEY,
Mr. IVAN MOROWSKI,
Mr. W. H. CLARK,
Mr. H. C. BARNABEE,
Mr. A. C. RYDER,
Mr. GEO. CLARK,
Mr. N. S. BURNHAM,

Herr HOUPT.

LECTURES.
Mr. JOHN L. STODDARD, in three Lectures,
Mr. justin McCarthy, m. p.,
Mr. HENRY Μ. STANLEY.

Readers and Impersonators.
JESSIE COUTHOUI,
Mr. GEO. W. CABLE,

Miss

Mr. LELANDT. POWERS,
Mr. J. WHITCOMB RILEY.
BILL N YE.

Instrumentalists, Soloists.

Mr. FRITZ GIESE, Violoncello;
Mr. FREDERICK N. INNES, Trombone;
Mr. ALESSANDRO LIBERATI, Cornet;
Mr. LEOPOLD LICHTENBURG, Violin;
Mr. R. SHOEBRUK. Cornet;
Mr. R. BOWRON, Coruet;
Herr E. STRASSER. Clarinet:
Mr. GEO. STEWART, Baritone.

COMBINATIONS.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, in three Concerts,
IDEAL OPERA COMPANY,
GERMANIA ORCHESTRA,
HAYuN CHORUS,
STETSON'S OPERA CO.,
ALPINE CHOIR,
ARMANINI FAMILY,
GERMANIA QUARTETTE,
RUGGLES STREET QUARTETTE,
TEMPLE QUARTETTE,
ST. CECI LA QUARTETTE,
ARCLAMENA QUARTETTE.

Conductors and Pianists.
Herr WILHELM GERICKE,
Mr. H. KOTSCHMAR,
Mr. L. S. STUDLEY,
Mr. JOHN BRA HAM.
Dr. J W. BERCHOFF,
Mr. FRANK SMITH,
Mr. LEON Κ EACH.
Mr. HARVEY MURRAY.
Good Course Tickets now on sale at StockaepSOdlw
bridge's Music Store.

iodti

Yarmouth, Sept. 27,1886.
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I«he Nev.hi*i>er AUvcrrifeln* Agency of Mesura.
antho^Md fgent*

* fcnai. eu»

Espanol?

Parlez-Vous Français?
Spreehen Sie Deutsek?
Parlate Italianot

IN TEN WEEKS
you can, at your

own

home, by

DR. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL'S

MEISTERSCHAFT SYSTEM,
Learn to speak fluently either Spanish, French,
Italian or German. For the nominal price of $5.00
for each language.
All subscribers—$5.00 for each language—become actually
of Dr. Rosenthal, who corrects all exercises, and corresponds with them in
ICgÎUU iU ΛΙ1J UllIlUUltlCS WHICH Iliuy UtTUr

pupils

Mprrinrn C«py> Spaeii.li. French. German or Italian, 35 crate.

Says The A'atitm, New York:—"This is without
doubt the best system ever devised fur learning to
speak a foreign language in a short time."
Send $6.00 for full subscription, with privilege
of having all your exercises corrected and questions answered.

JACK*©*, Treasurer,
street, Herald Building
BOATOH, MAM.

n'nuhiiiKiou

For Sale

by

the Booksellers
Portland.

oct4

of

dlw

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.
Friday and Saturday, October

8 and !>.

Europe's favored Irish actor and vocalist,

CHARLES
Supported by

the

VERi\ER,

"Best of All" Singing and Danc-

ing

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS-

THE HATTER.

F. WEBBER.

8. W. D.

Shaw's Business College '
PORTLAND, ME.
aug!9

LVI.IV.',

MEISTERSCHAFT PUBLISHING CO.,

ers

OF THAT

U.

Vocalists, Baritones.

eodtf

ANOTHER LARGE

VT 1U.

Mr. E.

25?

CHOICE

CEIVTS

1U1.

BUSINESS

Ct2

25

Mr. W. H.

eodlm

al

'-S

•PORTLAN:'

Vocalists, Tenor.

WHITNEY MOCKBIDGE,
FESSENDEN,
Mr. TOM KARL,
Mr. W. H. LAWTON,
Mr. IIEBBEBT H. C. JOHNSON,
Mr. W. Β. BATEMAN,
Hurr GEORS PHINTEB,
Mr. BOY STA1NTON,
Mr.

experienced

41

*

Dunlap

schools

sep2

is selling his celebrated Popular Fall Hats for.

to

ST, SEPTEMBER 20.

UPILS will be graded and fitted for the public

sewing classes will be continued on Saturdays. Λ
primary class in oral French will be formed tinder

Σ

M

Fraulcin HENSIG.
Mlle. MAKIE VIOLET.

; llabla V.

teacher to meet for half an hour
three times a week, at 4.30 p.m. Special pupils
will be admitted to both sewing and French classFor particulars, apply to the Principal.
es.

Merrv, the Hatter.

Vocalists, Contralto.

AGNES STONE,
Miss ALICE CABLE,
Miss JENNIE HARVEY.
Miss ΗΛΚΚ1ΕΤΤΕ MILLS,
Miss GEBTBUDE COOK,
Mrs. LEAH MABTIN.

Miss

will BE-OFEN at her residence,

Importer,

ME.

Vocalists, Soprano.

Miss JENNIE VOIiN HOLZ,
Miss LOUISE BALDWIN,
Miss BABDIE HABVKY.
Miss ALICE JOHNSON.
Mis» SUSIE MON KOE,
Miss SUSIE MABTIN,
Fraullne SUTTEB

School for Children !

LONDON CASS1MERES FOR PANTS.

Merry, the Hatter,

$3.50

■·<>>■

INSTRUCTORS
Mr. BUNKER, Mr. GRAVES, Miss BAILEY.
Fourth year begins Oct. 1. Drawing, Paint·
iog, Portraiture, Flower» and tltJll Life,
Classes day and
ljfe Mtudie* a wpecialty.
evening. Saturday Class for Teachers. Circulars
at J. T. Stubbs' Ait Store, Portland. Me. Terms
moderate. Apply to or address as above.
FRANK M. COWL ES, Manager.
aim
sep9

TAILORING.

$2.00, S2.50,$3.00 OR $3.50
is what

ο·ιι·«τΐ|><

NEW STUDIO BUILDING.
145 Dartmouth Street, Boston.

AAlifl CC
UU IT LCD

eodtf

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.

Light Hats and Straw

W|»ruscr,

4, Mhakeitpere;
5, Lyrical
Poets; 0, .Vlilton; 7, Pope, 4«old*niith and
nud
Wardaworth
9,
Coleridge;
&,
Cotvper;
Nhelley, Kent* and Byron; ΙΟ, Tennyxon
and Arnold ; 11, The Browning; 13, The
Pre-Knphaelite Poet». Course tickets $2.00.
Apply at 96 PARK STREET, between 21. and 3
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov.
dtf
sep27

ART SCHOOL

HOTEL

HUNTÏNGTON,

Miss LOUISE LABLACHB,
Miss GEBALDINE CLMAlt.

—

Drama!·*!»;

-IN-

PORTLAND,

OX

at Mrs.
Afternoons at 4
rooms, 06 Park
Mr·. John A. Bellow»
Nov.
on
series of 12
by reading from the authors. Subjects

1, τ,ΠΗΙΙΓΓΓ,

HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES

oct2

a

illustrated

SIZES II to 2.

MO. 210 MIDDLE ST., HAIDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

FRED R. FÂRRINETON,

208

EDUCATIONAL.

will

Examine

Mme. FUBSCH MADI, (Prima Donna of the
American Opera Co.)
FBAULE1N LILI LEHMANN, (Prima Donna
of the Metropolitan Opera House, New York.)
Mlle. ZELEE DE LCSSAN,
Miss MARIE STONE,

ME.

$1.00, worth

sep9

PLACE.

FALMOUTH

UNDER

OFFICE, 9 Exchange St.,

dtf
1.50 seplS PORTLAND,
1.25
1.25 PARLOR LECTURES
1.25
LITERATURE.
1.25 ENGLISH
o'clock,
Wednesday
school
street, beginning
3,
Wednesday,
1.50 Caswell's
talks
English Poetry,
give

âTCÂRTLAND,

DAVIS

PRICES.

THE

and

Call

PRIVATE WIRE TO NEW YORK
AND CHICAGO.

$1.50

Youths' Fine High Gut Button, only
Please

More
by tlie Mhownlter mortgage C'o.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies anil Individuals are
in this class of securities. Call or
investing
address for illustrated pamphlet,

H.N.PINKHAM

$1.00 and

THE BEST BARCAIN IN THE CITY.

STREET, Portland.
lanldtf

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.
d9m*

following Special Bargains in

Fall and Winter Clothing Boys' Shoes, Heavy,
Youths'Lace Shoes,

REMEMBER

194 MIDDLE

1

SCHOOL SHOES !

Misses'Grain Button,
100 pairs Child's Grain Button,

Season 1886-1887:

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

JUisses' and Children's School Shoes.

BOTTOM

P. & O. R. R....6S

4s

Anson

eodtf

P.bble Goat Button, C, D and Ε width, only
UNDER MOUTH HOTEL Misses'
Misses'Pebble Goat Button, Spring Heels, only

Evening Tickets, 75c and f 1. Admission 60c.
Note the attractions appearing in the course,

eodtf

jelO

Clothing Co.,

offer the

COURSE AT CITY HALL.

ENTERTAINMENTS 20
Opening Night, Wednesday Evening, Oct 6,
by the Boston Ideal Opera Co., In
"Victor, The Bluestocking."

20

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

senl6

ST0CKBRID6E

Miss AGNES

No.

■

Saturday Afternoon*, Commencing Oct. 9
Urms for the season $6.00. Two or more pupils from the same family will be received at resep3udtf
duced rates.

Prima Donnas.

other First-Class Securities.

MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS,
■

Building.

First National Bank

January 1.1884.

Casco

com-

Terms for the season. $6.00; twelve lessons $4.00.
FQB JUVENILES.

Tortlamd

for this city.

Exchange Street. We

THE FINEST UNE OE

dtd

margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondenee
nvited.
45 Wall Street. New York.
ap6d6m

Men's Business and Dress Suits from $8,00 to $25.00
Boys' Suits with Short and Long Pants from $2.50 to $10.00
Boys' odd Knee Pants, 4 to 14 years,at 50c, 75c, $1, $1.25, $1.50

FOR ADULTS,
Monday an«l Thiimdny Rreoing·,
mencing Ocl. 4th.

KOE YOUNG LADIES,
ThurMdays from 4.JO to β p. m., commencing; Oct. ?th.

WE ARE IYIAIMUFAU I UKbKS
goods

Classes injancing.

Terms for twelve lessons. Gentlemen $5; Ladies S3.

comparison.

and will sell you

GILBERT'S

October 7f S nud 9.
Game Called at'i.SO. Admiuion^S Cle.

tors of
POOR'S MANUAL OF KCAILBOAD*.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
on hand.

We feel very conlident that you can
find the correct thing for a suit or Fall Overcoat for yourself or boy,
and you will find the lowest prices in the city.

wear, and invite

Flotow.

SATURDAY MATINEE,
"VICTOR, THE BLUESTOCKING."
By Barnicot.
cents and
Tickets, including reserved seats, 7550
and 7ο
$1.00. Admission, 50 cts. Matinee,now on sale at
cts. Admission, 35 eeuts. Tickets
Store.
Stockbridge's Music
on M. C.
Half fare to all holding opera Tickets
ρ Χι ο it. if.
Half fare and special on B. A
ii »?
-Vr"'a,'v,'
Μ. Β. Β. Thursday ; also
on G. Τ. Β. B. 7th, 8th
Half fare and late trains
Half fare and special on P.
and 9th and Matinee.
Matinee.
to
s Κ Β Β. Friday; also half fare
one on any
Halt fare will not be given to any
tickets.
of the railroads unless they have opera

Thursday. Friday and Saturday,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

MEN'S, BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S

dTTittle,

w.

PORTLANDS.

*S.

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprie

AGENTS FOR THE EICHMIE FINE SHIRT

Co.,

GROUXL'S.

always

$1 ΙΟ,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.ΟΟ,

AT—

la PREBLEST.

By

"ADINA.·

"MARTHA."

ocS

oct5

large and complete assort-

CLOTHING

being the largest of any Life Company in the World. Every one holding a Policy with this great company s satisfied with the results and no one wishes to drop out, but all wish for more. No other company has ever prssented superior advantages, as the experience of more than forty years has shown. Its Policies are as good as a
Government bond and pays much better interest. If you have any doubt, apply not only to the Agents but to its
many Policy Holders in this City ;nd elsewhere for proof.

Foster's Forest City Dye House,
sep21

FRIDAY.. ..(L'Kl.lSIR
By Donizette.

SATURDAY

■"

—

BASE BALL

HAVERHILLS

New styles of Collars and Cuffs, Neckwear, Hosiery, &c,

FOR

FEATHER

THE

FINANCIAL.

A Pollen with the Old

of NEW YORK, will not only cost less, but will be found in the.'end to be a much better article than Is furnished
some other companies. Its CASH ASSETS are now more than

Λ TTPr'fl

TT&Sly

febl

AT

WFUS

PORTLAND

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

THE BEST ! !

237 MIDDLE STREET.

by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,Mass.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicine.

—

oct5

a

INVIGORATED.

Ayer's Pills,
Prepared

ON

ADMISSION FREE.

Congress

MAID OF HONOR."

Î/aÏÎORE)

mullein
Speak

.Ville. Zelle de JLuniNnu, Xiw flnrir
Stone, mile. l,oui«e I.nblnt-he, ITKin» A*n«·
Huntio^lon, Itlr. Tow Karl, Λγ. %V. 1r.
II. Lnwion, IKr, t'lcmcnl Hniubridge,
W. H. Tli Uo.M.ld, Mr. Ivaa .Tlernw•Ui, Mr. IV. II. C'lnrli, Mr. II. C. Berun.
bee.
:
The following Operas will be

THURSDAY

Y, M. C. A. HALL, Congress St.

516

MERRY, tlie Hatter,

~λ·**%λΛιτ nnnol +Λ

I

deal Chorus. Special Scenery. New Costumes, Ideal
Orchestra of 14 Boston Musicians,

presented

on

I

DAVIS.

—

—

SYSTEM,

lecture

a

One of the strongest and most complete English Opera Companies In America.

For circulars and Information, apply to either of
tile book stores of McLELLAN, MOSHER 3e CO.,
L.
LOKING, SHORT & HARMON, HAI.L

After much suffering from Liver and
Stomach troubles, I have finally been
cured by taking Ayer's Cathartic Pills.
I always find them prompt and thorough
in their action, and their occasional use
keeps me in a perfectly healthy condition.
Kalph Weeman, Annapolis, Md.
Twenty-five years ago I suffered from
a torpid liver, which was restored to
healthy action by taking Ayer's Pills.
Since that time I have never been without them. They regulate the bowels,
assist digestion, and increase the appetite, more surely than any other medicine. —Paul Churchill, Haverhill, Mass.
«

ROSENTHAL,

HIEISTEB8CIIAFT

65

PERFORMERS

55

and the following celebrated artists in the cast

private tutor to the Imperial Family of Austria, and the author of the celebrated

—

Causes the Stomach and Bowels to become disordered, and the whole system
In all such
to suffer from debility.
cases Ayer's Pills give prompt relief.

Τ 1

sep30Ulw

day.

LECTURE !

PROF. R. S.
ate

Liver

Pills for Stomach and Liver disorders.
I suffered from a Torpid Liver, and DysMy skin
pepsia, for eighteen months. coated.
I
was yellow, and my tongue
had no appetite, suffered from Headfew
A
emaciated.
and
ache, was pale
boxes of Ayer's Pills, taken in moderate
doses, restored me to perfect health.—
Waldo Miles, Oberlin, Ohio.
Ayer's Pills are a superior family
medicine. They strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, create an appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency resulting from
I have used these
Liver Complaint.
Pills in my family, for years, and they
never fail to give entire satisfaction.—
tt
Otto Montgomery, Oshkosh, Wis.

each

m.

SATURDAY, Oct. 0, at 31>. m„

nrmdly

Sluggish

2 p.

FREE

an

A

held

Association, will be

their Fair Grounds, Pleasant Hill, Scarboro,

Them,

BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S

IDEAL OPERA COMPANY.

The lltli Annual Exhibition of the Scarboro and

Jape Elizabeth Farmers

it

—

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS
marlO

our

—

By the Famous Boston

OF

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

wholesomeness and

It is

AT

—

JITY HALL, OCT. 7,8,9 AND SATURDAY MATINEE

1

AT

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaithfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for

—AND—

the finest made and best working
special
variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical
our patrons at a less price than they have
] >ose to place them before
Range in the market. Our Square ana Round
Our assortment of sizes is now replete.
' tver been offered at retail.
CLE Ν WOOD PARLOR STOVES
1 case Norfolk New Brunswick White Merino Shirts and Drawers,
warranted 30 per cent. Wool, full regular made seams and fashioned,
Our far famed "NOVELTY" steel
are models in themselves, and oni/ require to be seen to be appreciated.
to
not
excelled
of
ι
it
Best
other
Furnace.
Ctty
$1.25 per garment, all sizes Shirts up to 44 inch, and Drawers up
by any
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable anJ cheap,
I
inch.
10
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best."
1 case Gents' Norfolk New Brunswick White Merino Underwear,
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found In a First-class Stove
75 per cent Wool, all sizes Shirts up to 44 inch and Drawwarranted
a
andlexamlne
Please
call
manner.
Repairs specialty.
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike
40
to
inch, at $2.00 per garment. Never sold less than $2.50
Remember
the
ers
up
number,
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices.
'or small sizes and $2.75 for large.
STREET.
EXCHANGE
4X
1 case Gents' Norfolk New Brunswick Underwear, warranted all
dtf
for 34, 36 and 38 inch,
TKtKPIIONJE
seplS
[jure California Wool, at $2.75 per garment
ind $3.00 for 38, 40, 42 and 44 inch Shirts ; for Drawers drop two
πa

Collars, Cuffs, Hosiery,
Gloves, Underwear, &c.,

an

Aspinwall.

ticular.

Glenwood Β and New ElmwoodiRanges,

MEN, YOUTHS' AND CHILDREN.
Fall and Winter Overcoats,
Gents' Furnishing Goods,
Neckwear for Gents,

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Two very successful fairs were held in
Penobscot county last week; that of the
West Penobscot Agricultural Society was
at Exeter, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, and was more largely attended than
ever before, and was complete in every par-

The

Grand Opera Season

SCARBORO

New Brunswick Underwear!

lo call atlention to his line of goods, viz:
Successor to 0, W. FULLAM, wishes

FOR

least two to one ; and in all the Democratic States we found Cleveland the very strong
There was more opposition to
favorite.
Cleveland In New Jersey than in any other
State.

Gen. Adam Badeau, author of Aristocracy
in England, is a short and heavy set man.
He walks with a brisk, quick step, and lias a
sharp eye. His writings about Gen '-Jraiit
and Aristocracy in England have made him
a snug little fortune. He is said to be always
busy writing, having plenty of material on
hand to draw from.
A letter to tlie JNew lork star says rresident Cleveland is anything but a gallant
bridegroom. On his return to Washington
he got off the cars ahead of the others, and,
without turning to look after his wife or his
mother-in-law, he proceeded across the
numerous tracks to the street where stood
his carriage. Mrs. Cleveland and her mother
had to take care of themselves. When they
reached the carriage the President was sitting in the back seat waiting for them.
It is announced .that Cassius M. Clay of
Kentucky, ex-Minister to Russia, intends to
re-enter public life. Clay now lives near
Kichmond, Virginia. He is over six feet
.tall, and has a large head crowned with
white hair and a face still unwrinkled by
time. Underneath his great eyebrows his
eyes sparkle as brightly as they did before
the war, when in Kentucky he began to
preach the abolition of slavery over 40 years
ago.
"Senator William B. Allison, of Iowa,
has" says the New York Mail and Express,
"had a checkered and sad history. He married a beautiful young lady and lived very
happily until she began to show signs of
mental aberration. But for her seeming intuition and strong opposition to an office he
desired to accept, the Senator today would
perhaps be in the walks of private life.
President Garfield desired him to accept the
Treasury portfolio, but Mrs. Allison was
opposed to it and urged her husband so
strenuously to remain a Senator that he reluctantly asked the President to excuse him.
The beautiful and unfortunate wife of the
Senator drowned herself some tme afterwards. Senator Windoin accepted the Secretaryship of the Treasury in place of Senator Allison, and today he is a private citizen."

CHARLES AUGUSTUS CUMMIfliGS,

Lace

at

official residence at
Washington which is to cost $50,000 and to
resemble in some respects the building of
the British legation.
The Duchess of Marlborough, mother of
Lord Randolph Churchill, delivered a public
speech last week at a Primrese League meeting, in the course of which she bitterly
attacked Mr. Parnell. The Duchess is 60
years old.
A familiar face in the city rooms of several New York dailies is that of Edward Weston, the walker. He is a frequent contributor. Years roll gently from his shoulders,
and though a trifle gray lie appears as fresh
He still retains his quiet, jerky
as a boy.
ways.
Amps Lawrence Hopkins, the vice-president of the Missouri Pacific Railway, is a
son of the venerable Mark Hopkins, ex-presHis reputation
ident of Williams College.
is a railway manager is of the highest order.
He married a daughter of the late Gen Lloyd

Σ

Fall

ΑΜΓΙΕΛίΙΤ»

AMCHKMENT»·

GENTLEMEN'S
NORFOLK

AND FURNACES !
STOVES, RANGES
Announcement

χ

of Taunton, and the balance by Taunton,
The King
Boston and Providence parties.
Philip cost about $40,000.

linois, Wisconsin, California, New Jersey
and Massachusetts. In all the Republican
conventions we found Blaine the favorite by

and lot selected for

nnCBLLAIIEOCS.

niSCElXANKOII).

THE KING PHILIP.

Did
md ought not to be borne in silence.
;he increase in price enure to the benefit of
;he poorly paid miners there would be little
;omplaint, but the miners are worse off than
jefore because the method resorted to to in;rease the price is to decrease the production.
;hus reducing either the hours of labor of the
niners and consequently their earnings, or
throwing a csnsiderable number of them out
The consumer is
)f employment entirely.
jled and tke miner is bled simply to put
noney into the pockets of covetous corporations. Another method resorted to by those
(oulless companies to increase their gains is
the fomenting of strikes. A large per cent,
probably, of the labor troubles in the coal regions are instigated by the com pan its simply
for the purpose of getting an excuse for in-

Soubrettes,

MISS ANNIE

LEWIS.

(THE LITTLE TBUMP.)
In Fred Maeder's Komantic Irish Comedy-Drama
from the Poem

Shamus O'Brien

The UohIiI Boy of
Ollngall.
Introducing his Irish Mountain Pipe Solo and
Irish melodies. Fivs acts of
Irish Adventure,
Love, Peril, Songs, Dances, etc.
Act 1—Kennedy Manor.
Act 2—Daly's Club
H"0*e, Dublin. Act8-The Village of
Ulingjll.
Aei 4—The
Festival.
Act 6—The
I.iiClty-Siojie
liiai at the foot
of the gallows.
Escape, etc., etc.
This historic
was p· nduced at Wallack's
1 heatre, New play
York, for five coN8Ecttive ska·
hons, and endorsed by the \ i« «> uf the entire
press

Prices 7δ, Γ»0 and 3Γ» cents.
Wednesday, Oct. t>.

mences

TTTTC
T> \ 1)1?T)
A llio JL /\ 1 Ji ΙΑ Κ

Sale of seats_ comoctfidBt
befrwm.1

<u\

nieataeoc

Jsoweil&Co'eXcwttpapfg
Advertising Bureau (l'y Spruce Street), where adverti·»
iws evatracte aw.y te nuufe iur H IN SlW Υ Ο tt

PRESS.

ΊΉΕ

grades-2 60@3 5C Cora, bag lots....54<»55
Meal, bac lots. ..62&53
X Spring and
38@39
XX Spring. .4 Λ0@4 2f Oats, car lots
Oats, bag lots....39&40
Paient Spring
Wheats
.5 00@5 2E Cotton Seed.
car lots..23 50&24 00
Midi, straight
do bag... 24 00@25 00
roller
4 5(λα4 71
jSack'dBr'n
clear do
stone ground. 4 */&&* 3£ j car lots.. 15 50@1 7 00
i do bag. ..18 OOCcÈl 9 00
St Louis si'gt
4 75@5 (X I Middlings. 18 00&20 50
roller
ciear do—4 25<&4 BC do bag lots,19 00<g22 00
low

—

TUESDAY MOUSING, 0<'T. 5.
THE PRESS.

May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. R. Depot; Hodgson, »C>Mi Portland St. ; J. B. Blake, 559
Congress St. ; Costello, 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick,
47 Middle St.; Jewett. 504 Congress St.; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. ; Chisholm,
109 Congress St.; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St.;
Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 193 Congress St. ;
Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of Chisholm Bros'
G.
70

agents on all trains running out of the citv.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Uiddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
Frceport, W.
Fryelmrg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.

Winter Wlieat
5 00®5
Patents
F»h.
Cod, ψ qtl—
l^rge 8hore2 7β@3
Large Bank2 25^2
2
Small
2 O0(gi2
Pollock
1 60i®2
Haddock
1 26(gjl
Hake

00^2

Previa ienti.

I Pork—

25
OC
50
2E
75
00
76

Shore 2s. 12
Med. 38.

50^15

Small

0<J

13
Pratt'sAst'l.^bbl.
4 75@5 OC Devoe's Brilliant. IIV2
Maine
8 Va
Cape Cod.. .7 00(a7 61 Ligonia
Pea Beans.. .1 76(&1 8E Silver White
7V2
Medium
1 75^al 8f Centennial
8V4
KuiwiuH.
German mal ϋυ&ΐ 7ί
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 6£ Muscatel— 2 25(5;3 00
Potatoes, bush, 50@5£ I London L&y'r 2 50@2 87
St Potatoes
2 25 α 3 υ( i OnduraLay. 11 Va
@12
Onions
2 75(^3 OC I Valencia
7@9Va
I
Turkeys
Nugnr.
15@2(
6 s/s
12 alt I granulated ψ tb
Chickens
Fowls
5%
11^14 I Extra C
—

OFFICII HOURS.
General Delivery. (Sunday excepted) 7.00 a. m.
te 7.30 p. m. Sunday, · to 10 a. in.
Cashier'8 Office, (Sunday excepted), 7 a. m.
to 7.30 p. in. ; Money order department, (Sunday
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m. ; Registered letter
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. ni. to 6 p.

Ml.

rjCarrier's Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.45 and
§|p. m. In other sections at 8 a. in. and 1.4* and 5

Sunday

in.
delivery at Carriers' window. 9 to
a. m.
Collections from street boxen at 7 and
11a. in. and 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday at G p. m.
DEPARTURE OF

ΜΑΙΙ,β.

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)
Arrive, 12.15, 4.50
and lip. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 ni., 5.15 and 9 p.
m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.20 p. m. : Close 8.15 a. m. and
12 in.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
a a. m. and 1 p. m. ; Close 11.45 a. m. and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
Π Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Kuox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 5.50
p.m. ; Close, G.15 and 11.45 p. in. ; Supplementary,
—

12. m.
Aur/usta,—Arrive 2 and 9

and 1 and 5.50 p.
p.m. ; Supplemen-

a.m.
and 9

; Close 11.45 a.m., 4.30
tary, 12 m. and 10 p. m.
/?α*Λ·,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.m. ;
Close, G.15 and 11.45 a. m., and 4.30 and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12 m. and 10 p. m. and 9
a. m.
Juhurn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2
and 1 p. in. ; Close. G.15 and 11.45 a. m., and 4.30
and 9 p.fm. ; Supplementary, 12 in. and 10 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk,railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m. ;
Close, 12.45 p. m.
Oorham, Ν. H., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 8.35 a. m. and 12.15 p. in. ; Close,
G.45 and 9.00 a. ni., and 12.45 p. m.
Swanton. Ft., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 8.00 p. m. ; Close, 8.00 a. m.
Bartleti. N. //., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 9.00 a. m. ; Close, 8.00,andill.45 a.
in. Supplementary, 12 in.
Rochester, JV, U,, intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.05 p. m. ; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
East port, via each steamer—Arrive, G a. m. ;
Close, 4.30 p. m.

WIT AND WISDOM.
Grocer (to his son)—I see that you don't
how to buy watermelons.
Son—Why so?
Grocer—Because all those you selected
short stems.
Son—Does that make auy difference?
When they
Grocer—Of course it does.
long stems you can cut off part of the stem
day, and by that means have fresh melons

day.

know
have
have
every
every

Physicians good standing often prescribe Mrs.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for the cure of
female weaknesses. This is a valuable indorseis

ment.
A gentleman
interefted in collecting
statistics of crimes and criminals, once visited a
penitentiary for the purpose of questioning the
convicts with regard to their occupations before
entering upen a career of crime. This was rather difficult to effect, owing to the rigid enforcement of the rule forbidding conversation with the
prisoners. He did, however, manage to put a
question or two to one low-browed convict.
"What was your occupation before you came
here?" whispered the statistics man.
"I was in a bank," was the reply.
"Did vou take a clerkship?"
"No, I took a jimmy."

greatly

WTrite to Lydia E. Pinkliam Medical
Mass., for names of ladies restored to
the

use

of

Co., Lynn,
health by

Vegetable Compound.

was that
very homely
were with this afternoon?"
That was my sister."
"Oh—ah—I—I beg ten thousand pardons! I
the great resemblance!
ought to· have noticed
"
That is—that is
Then he wished an earthquake would happen
right then and there.

"Oh, Miss Brown, who

young

lady you

"That, sir?

cuts, sprains, bruises, burns and
frostbites you can rely on Salvation Oil. 25 cents.
We have tried Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup in our
For the

family
for

and can assert that it is

cough

a

of

cure

or

cold

Amelia—'What is

ever

the

remedy

best

introduced, Price 25 cts.

this early-closing movement,

pa?

l'a—It's a movement to shut up houses about
three hours earliej every day. All humbug! I am
opposed to it.
Amelia—I'm not. I think it's right.
Pa-Do you? Very well; then I'll begin tonight. When George calls tell him the hour
for adjournment will be sharp nine instead ot

midnight.

Vegetine has

cured

so

many* cases

and blood humors that its

value is

Jones—You haven't taken

a

of

scrofula

unquestioned.

vacation this sum-

mer?

Smith—Yes I have, my boy. I've had six weeks'

rest.
J—I can't
out of town

see

how you· have.

S—No, but the girl who plays

posite

to

vacation.

You haven't been
on

the

house has been away on

a

piano op-

six

weeks'

J—Oh!
I
S—Yes. And she came home last night.
heard her at it this morning.
S—So yoiir vacation has ended?
J—Not at all. I'm going away for six weeks.
That gives me twelve weeks of rest for this year.
Sort ot doubling up, as it were.

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter's Little

biliousness.

Liver Pills for

One is

a

torpid

Liver and

dose.

"See here, Talbot, you told me that Miss Courtney owned this country seat."
"No, I didn't Joe; I said she owns a country
seat."
"Well, where is the one she owns?"
"I don't know. 1 saw her crrry it with her
when she went to milk this morning."
"Good gracious, Talbot, what are you talking

about?"
"A milking stool."

Soule's Pills cure headache, and keep the
bowels in a healthy condition.
Dr.

The

Japanese in

San Francise·

are

mostly

en-

liaf Christians, while the rest are atheists. "The
tortures of hell," they say, "are graded according
When asked
to the amsunt of money one has.''
why more Japanese women hare not come ©ver,
one of them said:
"The less women the better.
A woman's tongue three inches long can kill a
man

six feet

high."

There are many forms of nervous
men, that yield to the use of Carter's
Those who are troubled with nervous

night sweats, &c.,

should

«ι*

S

Cranberries-

Ducks
Geese

Meed*.

ι®

@ I Red Top....$2%®$2^
Λ|ΐρ1«·ι4.
Timothy Seed2 40@2 50
1 P0@2 2C Clover
9
(glle

ψ bbl

1

debility in
Iron Pills.

weakness,

try them.

Mrs Brown—Don't you like Miss Smith, Mr.
Jones?

Jones—No, I do not.
■ Mrs Brown—Why, isn't she pretty?
Γ Jones—Yes, she is pretty enough, but she is too
taciturn.
Mrs Brown (after a little reflection)~Perhaps
you are right. A blonde would suit you better
than these taciturn complected girls.
Remarkable Business in
the Country.
Our citizens have observed notices in the leading papers, from time to time, of a little harmless
food plant called Moxie, found in South A^n erica
last year. Its fine taste as a beverage, ana ability
to restore nervous, weakly women in a few days,
and help overworked people of botn sexes to do
two days' work in one with less fatigue, have
made tlie demand so immense that, after eleven

(JhfMt.
13
Vermont
N.Y. factoryl3

@13 y%

fel31/a
14^14ya

Sage

lb 9@10c
Mutter.
I^euiouH.
Creamery φ» lb. ..26@28
7 00® 7 50 Gilt Edge Ver
Palermo
25@27
7
Messina
17igl8
50@8 00 I Choice
Good
14(σ)15
Malagers....
Store
Oraui»"·.
12@14
Florida
<fë
KggM.
'Eastern extras,..21 (a22
Valencia
20
Can & Western..
Messina and Pa
19
Plermo ψ bx.6 50@7 00 Island

Evaporated

m.

26

Kerosene—
Port. Réf. Pet
Water White

@

Waldobero, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

AND

00
50

Oil.

Produce.

Lone Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, K. A. Thomas.
Norway, U. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & Co., Whl Stackpole.
Springval·. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Themaston, S. Delano.
Vinalliaven, A. B. Yinal.

ARRIVAL·

I Lard—

00
00
50

ïubsp|>..7V4@7V4c
lierring—
Tierces— 7V4@7^c
Scaled ψ bx..lC@20c
Pails
13(ô;l 6c
No 1
7%@8VaC
Mackerel |>bbl—188G. Hams ^ft....l3@13V*
do covered. .14®14Va
Shore Is.21 50(&25 00

Fairfield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farniington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewistou, Chandler & Estes.

f.0

Backs ...15 50^16
I
Clear....14 75@15
12 00&12
! Mess
Beef—
I Ex Mess. 7 60@8
8 2δά8
I Plate....
Ex Plate.
9 00@9

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42Vfe Exchange street:
WHEAT.

Fov.

Dec.
70

Opening— 74%;
Highest.... 74 y2
Lowest
73%
74V4
Closing

76%
75%
76%

....

CORN.
Dec.

Nov.

37%
37%
36%

37
Opening
Highest.... i37
—

Lowest

Closing

36

Jan.
76%
76%
76%
76%

May,
82%
82%
82^
82%

Jan.

May.
41%
41%
41 Va
4iya

37%
37%
37

36%
OATS.

Nov.

Dec.

Nov.

26Va

Opening—25%
25%
Highest
25 Vi
Lowest
25%
Closing

26 Va
26

26Vé

months twelve large factories are engaged
manufacture in the United States and Canada,
and over 180,000 quart botr.tes are sold every
and wholeweek. It is said by the
sale dealers that the bnsiness is doubling every
six weeks
The proprietor of the Moxie Nerve Food, that
is creating such an excitement all over the country as a remedy for the liquor habit and nervous
exhaustion, or results of overw* rk, talk the best
sense yet.
They say; the nervous system is the
seat of life, and controls the functions of the
body. 1 he functions of the body are to take nutrition and get rid of a corresponding amount of
old and impure material. If the nerves are strong
enough to dô this, we are well, and the blood purifies itself every day ; if not we are ill. That is
the whole system of health in a nutshell.

apothecaries

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FORTUNE) WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Oct. 4. 1886.
The markets are generally steady with a fair
demand.
Coal is very active and
trade
jobbing
ton ; now quoted at 6 00
has advanced 60c
here is due to a another
very firm ; the advance
rise at the mines, flour is quiet and unchanged.
Grain is steady, but easier at the West. Butter
tinn for choice grades. Eggs have advanced 1c·
Grapos r>'/s@8c.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain. Provisions, &c\:
«rate.
I
Fkour.
! High Mixed Corn.52 §,53
Superfine and

lots J^c higher.

„„„

,,

extra
<s23c EasKggs-Neal hy24c; Eastern
Vermont extra
tern firsts at 21&21%ΰ; Ν Η ami
extra 22c : W estern choice
York
New
22Vt@23c:
at 21 ®2t%c; Nova
; Michigan choice
lc higher.
Scotia at 22c. Jobbing price
band
\
Ν
picked peal 05®
small
neans—choice
large band picked
1 70 W bush: choice New York
hand picked pea at
Vermont
small
do 1 50@160;
1 75®1 80
fair to eood at
Hay—Choice prime «at S 18@$19;
Eastern line $13&$15 ; poor to

2oy2&21c

$16 (3oa$17 00;
East swale
ordinary $12@$15:
16 00; oat straw jf9@$10
straw, choice,

Potatoes—Extra Maine

Kye

ton.

Brunswick .p

and New

bbl 1 50.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Oct. 4, 1886—Cattle—Keceipts 7,000 shipments 2000; shipping steers 3 8026 20;
stockers andfeeders at 2 25@3 00 ; cows, bulls
and mixed 1 60@3 25 ; bulk 2 30@2 60 ; through
Texans strong ; cows at 2 25@2 50.

15,000shipments 5000;strong,
Hogs—Receipts
and
mixed 3

rough and

at 4 10@4 65 ;
3 25.

shippiug
70@4 35;packing
lights 3 60@4 50; skips at 2 25(&

3000 ; shipments 800; market
is firm; natives at 2 25@4 25: Western at 3 40@
2
at
25. Lambs 3 75@4 25.
Texans
25(&3
3 60 ;

rflieep—Receipts

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
\TKW YORK. Oct, 4,1886.—Flour market is
dull ; receipts 33,623 bois ; exports 3784 bbls and
12,195 sacks ; sales 14,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 90@2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 25@2 90 ; common to good
extra Westernfand State at 2 60@3 15 ; good .to
choice do at 3 20@4 80 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 50(6)4 75; fancy do at

50@4 90 ; common to good extra Ohio at 2 60
@4*75 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60@
4 90 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 30@4 50; choice to double extra do at 4 65®
4 90, including 1,2υθ bbls city mill extra 4 40@
4 50; 950 bbls fine do 1 90@2 60;1600 bbls superat 4

une ai· a îiuijj» ww,

ιυυυ uuia caiki im

Λ util

uuiu

3 20 ; 4500 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 60@4 90 ;
5400 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 60@4 90. Southern flour weak jgood to choice at 3 25@3 85 ;extra
Wlieat lower;
do 3 90@5 00. Rye Flour firm.
receipts 410.300 bush ;exports 118,729 bush ;saies
3 31,000 busn; No 2 Chicago at 83c; No 3 lied at
82c; No 2 lied at 83% i^84c in elev: No 1 Red at
88V2C; No 1 White at 85c. Rye quiet. Barley
dull. Corn jg lower ; receipts 291,750 bu ;exports
75,259 bush; sales 158.0·0 bush; No 2 at 45%(a,
46c elev: No 21White 47c. Oai« lower; receipts
139.650 bu ; exports 360 bush ; sales 186,000 bu ;
No 3 at 30c ; White do 34%@35c ; No 2 at 30%@
30%c; No 2 White 35^@35V2c;No 1 White 37;
Mixed Western at 31(o-33c; White do at 35@41c;
Coffee—Fair Hio dull 11c.
White State at 37c.
.Nuynr quiet; refined is quiet: C at 4%@47/eC;
Extra C at 6^5 3-16; White Extra C at 514 α5 516c; Yellow at 4%(g4%c; A 5^{&58/8C; Mould
A 6c; standard A 5V4@5 yae;grauuTated at 5%@
5 Λ 5-lii ; cut loaf and crushed 63/»c ; nowdered at
6Vi@6V*c; Cubes 6 3-16c; Conf A 5 13-16@5%c.
Petroleum—united at 648/eC. Tallow steady.
10 00 for old, 11 00
Fork is lower—Mess
<δ}11 50 for new. Beef dull, f^ard is lower; Western steam spot quoted at 6 25 ; refined quoted at
6 85 for Continent, 7 25 for S.A. If niter is firm ;
State at 17@31c; Western 12(a27c. Ctaeeee firm.
Freights steady; Wheat steam 4d.
CHICAGO. Oct. 4.1886.—Flour is quiet. Wheat

quoted

\3hroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 4, 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 44 cars miscellaneous^merchandise; for connecting roads 3 24 cars miscellaneous merchan
dise.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 3 86 Middle street.
S Τ Ο C Jv S

Far Value.
Descriptions.
100
Canal National Bank
100
Casco Nat. Bank
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants'National Bank.. 76

Asked

Bid.
166
152
60
120

168
li>4
62
122

χυυ

j*u

x-±*

100

80
90
62

90
100
65

Maine Central Κ. K. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s—102
106
2d mtg 6s
"
"
3dratii6s... .110

108
115
125
105
101
116
124
106
106
113
113
123
132
108
103
108
112

JNatkmai Trailers' tsanK
Ocean Insurance Co
Portland Company

50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
100
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. It. aid 1907.. .124
102
Hath City 6s, Mua. various
10U
Bath City 6s Κ. 11. aid various
..113
It.
K.
aid..
Bangor City 6s, long
122
Bangor City 6s, iongMun
104
Belfast City 6a, K. It. aid
And. & Ken. It. K. 6s, various —105
Portland & Ken. K. It. 6s, 1895..111
Ill
Leeds & Farming'tn It. It. 6s
Maine Central E. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. K. Consol 7s —131

Boston Stock Market.
|fcy Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dailv:
93
Alcli., fopcka and Santa Fe ltailroad
New i'ork and New England Kailroad.—* 67%
do Dref
#
205
Bell Telephone—
1371/4
C.B. & Q
7%
Boston Land (Company
22 V*
Wisconsin Central
25J
Flint & Fere Marquette Kailroad com
do pref
43 Vs
Mexican Central 4s
4'/s
Boston Water Power£Co
99
Eastern Kailroad
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. K„ com.... 32
193*4
Boston & Albanv Kailroad
183
Old Colony
127
Eastern Pailroad 6s
210
Boston & Maine Kailroad
.—

New York Stock and Money Wiarket.
Γ By Telegraph.]
1886.—Money un call
NEW YOKK, Oct. 4.
is active, ranging from η to 8 per cent. Prime mer
cantile paper 4(α5 per cent. Exchange quiet and
weak at 4 81% «4 82 and 4 84Va@4 84:<4. Government bonus quiet but firm. Kailroad bonds are
dull and generally Ann. The stock market closed
firm.
Tne transacuous at tne Slock Exchange aggi e
gated 589.980 shares.
of Govern
jluct following are to-day's quotations
rnent securities:
100
United States bonds, 3s
129Ve
New 4s, reg
129
New 4s, coup
1128/e
4
Ν e vr
s, reg
1128/β
New 41/iss, coup
lloVa
Central Paciiic Ists
122
Denver <fc4K. Gr. Ists
116
Erie 2ds

108

Paciflc^Cousols

Kansas

Oregon Nav. Ists
Union Paciiic Jlst

115V4

do Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
ôi UO.. KO. ύθ J^xcnaiitic

do

visions easy—Mess Pork is steady at 8 70(^.8 75.
Lard quiet at 5 90. Dry salted shoulders at 5 70
(a5 75 ;short clear sides 7 05'a)7 10.
Keceipts—Flour, 15,000 bbls; wheat. 19,000
bu ; corn 213,000 bu ; oats 169,000 bu ; rye 4,000
bush;barley, 63,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour, 18,000 bbls; wheat, 69,000
bush: corn, 586,000 bush; oats, 166,000 bush:
rye 0,000 bush,barley 64,000 bush.
ST.LOUIS, Oct. 4.1886.—Flour is weak; XXX
2 35®2 45 ; family 2 60@2 75 ; choice 3 30@3 20;
fancy 3 40@3 50; fancy at 3 40@3 50. Wheat is2
lower ; No 2 Red at 74@74^c. Corn lower—No
Mixed 33y2C. Oats lower; No 2 Mixed at 26 Vic.
Lard steady 5 85.
Keceipts—Flour, 3,000bbls; "wheat, 29,000 bu;
corn, 59,000 bush ; oats, 18,000 bush; rye, 6,000
bush, barley 38,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour,7,000 bbls;wheat 17,000 bu;
corn, 2.000 bu; oats 1,000 bush; rye 6,000 bush;
barley 1.000 bush.
DETROIT, Oct. 4,1^86.—Wheat—No 1 White at

75c ; Mich Red 76c

:

No 2 Red 76c.

Receipts, 42,700 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Oct 4, 1886.—Cotton easy;
middling 9Vec.
SAVANNAH, Oct. 4,1886. Cotton is steady;
middling 8 13-16c.
CHARLESTON, Oct. 4,1886.—Cotton is steady;
middling 8yec.
MEMPHIS, Oct. 4,1886.—Cotton is quiet; middling 9y8c.
MOBILE, Oct. 4, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid"
dling 9c.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON.Oct. 4, 1886.—Consols 101 1-16.
LONDON, Oct. 4, 1886.—U. S. 4s, 1323/e.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 4, 1886,-Cotton market Us
steaoy ; uplands at 53/8d; Orleans at 5V2d; sales
10.000 bales ; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 4, 1886.—Quotations—Winter Wheat. 6s 6d®6s 8d ; Spring wheat at 6s 7d
(&6s9d; Club wheat at 6s 10d(g6s lid. Commixed Western 4s 4y2d; peas at 5s 5d. Provisions, &c.—Pork at 61s; bacon 38s for short clear
and 37s for long clear. Cheese at 55s for American; lard, prime Western at 33s 3d; tallow 2Hs
for Aniericau.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FBOM

Liverpool....Oct

Boston

Scytliia

City of Pucbla... Νew York.'. Hav&VCruz. Oct
Oct
New Y ork.. Liverpool
Adriatic
New York..Rotterdam.. .Oct
Leerdam
Oct
New York. .Antwerp
Nordland
Oct
New York.. Liverpool
Etruria
Oct
New York.. London
Helvetia
—

—

Fulda

Rugia

Arizona

Wyoming
City of Rome

Philadelphia

Germanic
Catalonia
Zaandam
Nevada

Celtic
Santiago
Advance

10
12
12
12
13
14

Boston
Liverpool.... Oct
New York. Amsterdam. Oct
Oct
New York..Liverpool
New York..Liverpool....Oct
New York..Cienfuegos .Oct
New York..Bio Janeiro..Oct

14
10
20
21
23
27

OCTOBER 5.
4 65
5 ϋ3
j

M1N1ATÛKK ALMANAC
Sun rises
Sun sets
Length of
Moon sets

5 44 Hi h water
|
t
5 15 nign
11 31 H<lilf,lf
(
i
11 23ltie,gu

day

7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9

Oct
New York..Bremen
New York..Hamburg—Oct
New York..LL\erpcol ....Oct
New York..Liverpool... .Oct
Oct
New York..Liverpool
.Oct
New York..Ilayti
Ν e w Y or k.. Laguay ra.... Oct
Oct
New York..Liverpool
—

Antillas

...
...

8ft 0in
8 il 2 in

48%
9 ν»
142 Va
160
187
,...104
137
33
353/s
76 Va
—

135V2

16
12 Va
91 Va

51V*

146

9134.
201/4
45

111%
6114
28Α,4
tu.
/il

61%

116%
14214

112*4
■··

9
21

128V*
20%
32%
673/8

Pacific,Mad

98
143

Panama
Pullman Palace
Keacung
Kock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, i>Jinn. & Man
St Paul Si Omaha

34%

126

31*4
65%

111VÊ
95

120^
117Va
51
113

aojprei..

17%
f6i%
58
3

Wells. Fartro Express
Mobile «s unio
Morris & Essex
Central Iowa
Fort Wavne
Pacific 6s of '95
Lone island
Con. Coal

to Me Cent RR.
Sch A Paine, from Philadelphia, with iron
to Port land Water Co. See Mem.

33
80
100
55

58%
12
72Va

36%
35Va
>...186
...140
104 Vfc
125
140
17
146
126

93
24

New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Oct. 4,1886.-Tlie following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
28 25
Colorado iCoal
6 00
Quicksilver
24 00
do preferred
25

19
25 00
1 3 2 Va
2 JO
2 35
1 90
3 80
2 25

Homestake
Ontario
Standard
North Belle Isle
Con.:Cal.;& Va
Savare

Eureka
Mono

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 4, 1886.—Tike followstocks
ing are closing official quotations of mining
to-day :
2

Bulwer
Con. Cal. & Va..
Savaire
Bodie Con

'2Va
2Ve
2 Va

Boston Produce Market.
are toBOSTON, Oct. 4, 1886.—The following
day's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
cuts 15 00
Fork—Long cut 14 50@15 00; short
13 50(2?
J 5 50;backs 15 00@15 50; light bucks at
13 00®
14 00; lean ends 15 50; pork tongues at
prime
50;extra
mess
at
00@15
$14
$13 50; prime
new 11 50
at 10 50@$11; mess, old, at 10 50; de

@$12.

Lard—choice at 7@714c ©■ lb in tierces; 73A@
8c in 10-tb pails ;8Vi(&8VaC in 5-lb palls ;8Va®8%
9c in 3-ib pails.
to size and
v. Hams at 12Va@13c |>ib, ^according
hams at
cure; smoked shoulders 8@8Vac;

pressed

12V2@13c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c Φ lb.
at
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery
28c : do extra firsts at 23;» 25c ; do.flrsts at 20
first
extra
do
22c
;
@22c ; do extra held creamery
held crmy 20@21c ; do choice held imitation 17®

pipe

Scli David Torrey, Orne, Woodbridge—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Scli Mattie J Allés, Crockett, Woodbridge—clay

PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, schs Margaret, Leighton. Millbridge; Geo & Albert, Went worth, from

Bangor.

Ar 2d. schs Nathan Esterbrook, Vesper, Baltimore; GlenuUen, Bunker, Gouldshoro.
Sid 3d, sch Grace Webster, JBrigham, for New

York.

Sch lanthe, Lindsay, Prospect Harbor—canned
goods to Burnham & Alorrill.
Sch Oceana, Moore, Bangor for Boston.
Cleared.
Barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Caibaricn—
J S Winslow & Co.
Barque Victoria, (Span) Savoire, St John, NB—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Scli Sea Hound, (Br)
Gallagher & Co.

Haycock, Westport,

iirpimrv fm Npw Vnrk for

Etta,

Mary

worth; Eldora, Millbridge; Imogene, Bluehill;
Nevada, and II W Cushman, Deer Isle; Minetta,
Winterport; 0 L Morgan, Bucksport; St Leon,
Penobscot; Republic. Vinalhaven; Wm McLoon,
Rockland; Polly, Arrival. S W Brown, and Blondel, from Rockland; Forest Belle, fm Hallowell;
Henrietta, Orland; Willie Smith, Cape Borpoise;
Excliange, and Nellie G Davis, Wood Island;
Perine, and Pemaquid, Damariscotta; S Sawyer,
do; D LSturgis, Kennebec; Coquette, Wiscasset;
Pearl, do: Sassanoa, and Sarah, Bath.
Ar 6th, schs Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon. and
Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Philadelphia; Abble H
Hodgdop. Frye, Hoboken ; Winner, Frye, do; S M
Keiiyon, Williams, Port Johnson; Princeton,Gray
do; Silver Heels, Mullin. and Flora Rogers, J;ime8011. Baltimore; John Gerard, Joy, Perth Amboy;
Nellie Grant. Dodge, Albany ; Leonora, Bonsey,
and Frank Maria, Woodward, from Bondout; Ada
Ames, Sprague, do ; Crusoe, Leighton, Macliias ;
Alsatian, Stevens,
Belle. Campbell, Westport;
Bowdoinliam; Sarah, Rice. Gouldsboro; Hannah
D. Campbell. Westport; M J Elliott, Thurston,
Boothbay ; H S Boynton, Perry. Rockport.
Below, schs Maggie J Cliadwick, Ada S Alleu,

Damon, and others.

SALEM—Ar 3d, sell Virginia, Bragdon, from

Sullivan.

GLOUCESTER—SldS2d, schs Hope Haynes, fin
Wiscasset for New Haven ; Ella, Amboy for Portland; Nellie Treat, Windsor, NS, for New York;
Sarah, Harpswell, for Boston.
Ar 4th, sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Portsmouth;
Lizzie Poor. Bangor.
MILLBRIDGE— Sid 29tli, sell New Packet.
Francis, Portland.
Foreign PortsAr at Nanaimo Sept 12, barque Ferris S ThompPalusen, San Francisco.
Sid fm Rotterdam Sept 30. ship Corsica, Purington, New York.
Ar at Dublin Sept 30, barque Cardenas, Korff,
New York.
Ar at Falmouth Sept 29, barque Fred W Car Ion,
Reed, Rosario via San Lorenzo.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Sept 6, brig I W Parker,Pressey, Richmond.
Sid Sept 7, sch Benj Fabens, Conlon, for New
York.
Ar at St John, PR, Sept 30, barque Joshua Loring, Cook, New York.
At Bermuda Sept 30, barque Evanell, Mears,
from New York, ar 26th, disg; brig Alplieta, Holby, from Portland for Parana, repairing ; scli M V
Β Chase, Wiscasset, ar 26th, disg.
Ar at St John, NB, 2d, schs Carrie Bell. Seavey,
Portland; Roger Drury, Dailey, Boston ; Yreka,
Ε ilkinghani. Jonesport.
Cld, sch Alaska, Clark, New York.
son.

LYDIA E.
PINKHAM'S

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET, Oct 2-Ar, sch Frank Vanderliausen, Chamberlain, Boston.
Sid, schs Pearl, Foster, and Areola, Lewis, for
Boston.
Oct 2—Sid, sch Wm Marshall, Mclvin, Baltimore ; Belle, Hodgdon, Boston.
Oct 3—schs Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon. and Kate
Lillv, Lewis, Boston.
Oct 4—Ar, sch Cock of the Walk, Lewis, from
Gloucester.
SAUU,

uet *—ai,

suns

η

izuurge

Georgetown; Mary, Magee,

New

.nuns, mison,

York.

Launched—At Jonesboro, Sept 29, seirGrorge
A Lawry, 102 tons, built by the Jouesboro Lum
ber Cc for Capt Geo A Dobbin.
FBOM

MERCHANTS' XXCHANOE.

Ar at Bangkok Aug 16, barque Ε Ο Clark,Stahl.
Newcastle, N'SW.
Passed Anjier Aug 23, ship Granite State. Fitz,
Manila for New York.
Sid fm Falmouth 1st inst, baniue Fred W CarIon, Reed, Antwerp.
Ar at Cape Coast Castle prev to 2d inst barque
White Cloud. Jenkins, Boston.
Ar at Hong Kong Aug 25, ship George Curtis,
Sproul, Shanghae.

Memoranda.
Sell S J Lindsay, from New York for Bangor,
put into Provincetown Sunday night leaking 2200
strokes per hour. Will have to repair before she
can

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND,

proceed.

Sell Hattie V Kelsey, Randall, at Boston from
Weehawken. reports having lost jibbom and head
gear 2d, off Nauset, by contact with schr A Paine
from Philadelphia for Portland.

Positive
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Dye.

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the word.
Harmless! Reliable! In·
stantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous
tinte
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; leaves
the hair eoft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars eent
in sealed enve.

finstpaid
application, menopes,
on

tioning this paper. Sold
by all druggists. Applied
experts at

(by
Bitchdor's

Wig Factory,

SOEast 10th St., N.Y. City.

eod&wlynrm
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To

wear

the

perfect-fitting
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Workmen

the

tor

WE WANT

^

YOUR

TO DO

Ρ rintinQ

JVE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.

WE "WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

B. THURSTON &

LOCKE & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

dtf

MONDAY, Sept. 20,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.15 a. in. Arrive Portland

ON

and aft^r

at 8.45

a. m.

For freight
sep20dtf

or passage

apply on board to captain.

GEO. F.

WEST, Manager.

Three door·

west

Ira

Joseph A. Locke.
fet>27

—

(Cuotom

S. Locke.
dtf

House

Wharf)

WEEK DAÏ TRIPS.

T

Diamond 6.15,7.20, 0.05,11.20, 3.20,

p.ro^m.imnnii fi

10.7.1 fi.

Π

ΟΟ. 11.15.3.15.

5.05, 0.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10,3.10,
5.00, G.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45, 3.00.
SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefetlien's, 9.00. 10.30, 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 0.40, 11.35,3.20,5.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.15,5.05,
Leave Trefetlien's, 9.30,11.25, 3.10, 5,"0.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 9,20,11.40, 3.25, 4.50,
B. J. WILLAKD. Manager.
sep29dtt

Mo. 87 Plum etreet.

dlawTu6m

DYSPEPSIA CAN BE CUBED.

EFFECT.

TONIQUE

THE3

Union Mutual ANGELIQUE!
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

(ANGELICA TONIC).

—

Lozenge form, (δ

$5.)

fob

ΐ&Ι&Φ&Ι*.

Either

of the latter
SENT BY MAIL SE-

OBSERVATION, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
Pxnehax's "Guide to Health" and confidential CIRCULAR MAILED TO ANY LADY SENDING ADDRESS
and stamp TO LYNN, mass. Mention this Paper.
CURE FROM

"

Mrs.

PRIVATE

PILES

pamphlet.

ORGANIZED

I IV

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Embracing the leading Hotels atwhicn the Daily
Press may always be found.

CORRESPONDENCE.

E.aely of 65, Cured after ΊΟ Years.
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham : <;I now sit down to inform you of the good your Vegetable Compound
lias done for me. I am now sixty-five years of
of
age. and I have been troubled with the falling
the womb forty years and have spent hundreds of
but
doctors
got
dollars doctoring with different
110 relief, i got discouraged and quit, and suffered
011.
i have fa cen various medicines but received
Last fall I was so bad that I emj loyed
110 benefit.
another doctor that was recommended to me as
his
one of the best for such complaints. I took
v.,.4ΤΊι««ι Τ luiri

ΛυΰΐΤκιι*.

A

.·

..*1...

and kidney complaint very bad and was
confined to my bed. Then I saw your Compound
so highly recommended that I thought I would
try once more. I have taken ten bottles of your
able
Compound and two boxes of pills, and am now
to be on my feet the most ot the time, χ have no
easily.
bearing down pains, and can walk a, mile
so
I never expect to be a sound woman, but I am
much belter than I ever expected to be that I
with
one
to
suffering
it
any
to
recommend
want
the same complaint."—Mrs. Ε. Λ. W. Napoleon,
Jackson Co., Mich.

tumors

A

Ijady «ays, '-lit Saved My

A Ladv living near Haverhill, Ν. H., writing
Mrs. Lydia E. Piukham, of Lynn, Mass., says:
have been taking your Compound and Liver Tills,
six months. I was very low when I commenced,
without question it has been the means of saving
to
"I

my life.
sep7

eod&wGm

ely'si

CatarrH

Cream Balm
I<7ice.s Relief atonce

ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

prietors.

HATI1.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie
tor.

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.

BETHEL HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprietors.
BOLSTEK'N miLLS.

HANCOCK HOUSE-M. Hancock, Proprietor.
RONTON.

QUINCY HOUSE—J.

CATARRH,

FE^£R.

HAY
•Voi
or
m

a

Liquid, Sηχιβ

Powder. Free from
an,l

HAY-FEVER Offensive odors.
into each nostril and is
particle
Price 50 cents at Druggists: bv mail,
agreeable. 00
cts.
Crculars
free. ELY BROS.,
registered,
sepveod&wlynrm
Druggists, Owego, Ν. Y.
is

Λ

applied

tor.

CANTON.
CANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
niBAM.
Mt. CUTLER
etor.

CORNISH VILLA«£.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.

—

tor.

COKNISII.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
KASTPÛHT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. 11. Bucknam,
Proprietor.

SUPERIOR MANNER.
CHARGES MODERATE

0Ct2

WHÏPPLE

GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Wliidden, Proprietor
IiJEWlSTON.
DeWITX HOUSE—Quinby & Murcli, Proprietors.
S1ACUIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
COIiB'S HOTEL—P. It. Cobb, Proprietor.
KORIUDCIIiWOCH.
DANFOltTII HOUSE-C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. \V.

Robinson, Proprietor.

Middle and UnFALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner
ion Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. (j. Perry,
of

Proprietor.

RAÏMON» VILLACiE.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Win. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPI'A.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE—W. S. Pratt, Proprietor.

& CO.,

!il ITInrke! Square.

dtf

SIIOWIIEOAN.
COBURN HOUSE-Robert W. Hainesor.Proprlet

—

beyoud

Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains aru due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. : the day trains from Bancor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoon trains
from Watervilie, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at
5.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m. ; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket», lirsl and wecoud cIhm, for
all point» in the Province» on «ale at re-

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

tions.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, sy Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fo^t
J. B. COYLE. «JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

duced

FOB—

which has

had thirty-six years'

FOB

Steamer CIT¥ OF ΚI CI· .τι 0*0 makes two

trips per week on the route between Portland an/
Machiasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m..
Tuesdays and Fridays and Machiasport at 4.00 a
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
je25tf
Portland. June 25. 1886.

'V---V

California, Japan, China, Central

Rumford Falls and Ituckfield Railroad

and South America and Mexico,
sails Friday, Oct. 8, noon.
From New YorK, pier fi ot of Canal St., North
River, for San Francisco via The lethniu» of
Panama,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$00$ Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday Oct. 9th,
at 2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general Informat ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agent3.
Ε. Α. ADAMS A: CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., HoMton·

Summer

RECORD 18

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.00
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends,
»

TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly

SHOtVINn

A

to

mWENTY-TIVO MILLIONS OF dol.
X EARS, equal to
HUNDRED

THOUSAND

Sl.\LARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

DOEyear of

company's

ASSETS ARE

ITSits

Liabilities

are

80,119,5 17.15, while
only $5,413,410.74.

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
Nearly $400,000 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of over $700,000 by
the New York standard.

IT

Used wttt Srsat Success by Many of
the Most Eminent Phvsiciacs
in New England.
A sure relief for Distress after Eating; will rein a few days ; contains all ii:e
store Lost
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will find in this an invaluable companion; Aged
People in a debilitated condition will find this a
mild Tonic and irentle Stimulant; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, it is the best Tonic in
the market.
-'Bitters", but
Do not confound the Tonic wit)
scientificalremember it is a regular
and placed within the reach of all.

Appetite

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its
tuality,
dealings with its policy-holders.

11HE

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
all its terms and no chance for

ITSdefinite in

For Sale

ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton a? 4.15 and V. 0
m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.
Stage connections daily with passenger train ai
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Can
too for Peru. Dlxfield, Mexico and Rumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jel8dtf

From BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
«m·

■«'■ι

nui·

POLICIES ARE
INCO NTESTARLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

ITS

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
satisfactory, and without
proofs are complete and
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
PAYS

ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans.

on

nil

!

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monda;, October 4, 1886,

rmniu

τιίΓΑηιυ

until further notice Passenger Trains will
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 I aud
Leave Portland as follows:
p. ni. From Pine Street Wûarf,
a. iu. for Bridgton,
Fryeburg, No. Conway8.35
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Whltefteld,
Lancaster,
Fabyans, Btehleham,
Insurance one-half the rate oî 1
W~1I„
UI..A,
M...,fnatÎAr Ml .I Ah M
vessel.
sailing
Montreal,
Burlingand
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke,
Freights for the West bv the Penn. li.
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
3.15 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and interItonnd Trip 91^
mediate stations, with stage connections for
Passage $IO.OO.
Meals and Koom included.
No. Windham, Standish, Liminuton. Sebago,
For freight or passage apply to
Naples. 1'aisonfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark,
Ε. B. SATIPHOIV,
Lovell. and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridg70 i.onx Wharf. Ko.ton.
31dtf
ton, ITarrison and Waterford via. Bridgtou.

im steamship company

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

ADVANTAGES of thin Company are

CIAL
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and
vative management.
send to any

Call or
plans.

Agency

Office lor

a

conser

circular

SÏNKINSON,
eodtf

mar2f

The Rogers Manufacturing Co.,
380 ATLANTIC

AVENUE,

BOSTON,

aug26eod2m

MASS.

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.
Valuable mid Desirable Iteal Estate in
Portland for Male,
three following dwelling bouses and lots
in the most desirable parts of the
private residence, we hereby offer for im-

situated
THE
for

city

mediate sale.
1—House and lot at

No. 41 Fine street, near
occupied by Warren P. Chase.
29x80, 2 story house and L about
cement
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good
celler, heated by steam.
street,
33
Cushman
No.
at
lot
2—House and
Lot about
now ocAipied by William II. Milliken.
nine
and
containing
L,
house
story
two
00x95,
convenient
rooms, well built, in good repair; a
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
large lot 87V2X227, adjoining the late T. C. llersey^s grounds ; two story house with French roof
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the best
situations in town large stable, well furnished
with watei,etc.; about 70 pear and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually aud as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
> JOSEFH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.

Brackett,

now

dtf

A Card

GENERAL

THE

HOSPITAL.

Annual Meeting of the Maine General
at four o'clock in the
Hospital, will be held
October 12, Ι88<ί, in the
afternoon of Tuesday,
Koom, in the City Hall in Portland, for

THE

Reception
:
the following purposesfor the
ensuing year.
1. To elect officers
a
act
upon proposition to amend the by2. To
so that the annual meetlaws of tile corporation,
the FIRST TUESDAY of
ing shall be held on
November.
other business as may
such
To
transact
3.

legally be presented.
By order of the Directors.
F. K. BARRETT, Secretary.
sep21dlaw3w
Portland, Sept. 21,1886.

Arrangement)!.

FIB8T-CLA88 8ΤΕΛΜΕΗ8

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
FRANKLIN WIIARF, Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arrivingjin
connection with earliest trains for
seasi»..
leave

points beyond.
Through tickets for Provroeiic*,, JL?well,

Worces

ter, New York. &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WIIARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o'clock.
J. B. COY LE. Jr. Manacer.
octltf

Boston & Savannah

Steamship

Company.
with all rail
and Moulhweal.
straaier liuea to all

Connecting; ntinNarannah
the South
liues to point*

and with rnil and
point* in Florida.
The elegant nevr iron nteniner* of ££00
toi'** rach, €·ΛΤΕ CITY and CITY OF
iTlACON, will nail regularly every ThursFor
day, troni Bontou and Havannah.
freight or pansage apply to W. II. KING,
Ml..
Boston,
Nickemon's Wharf, Congre*»
mans., or Λ. UeW. ΜΛ.11 t'NO.« 40I Washington Street, Boston.

to

OBATFK Ul*~COITIFORT· IV€3.

EPPS'S COCOA.
KRIIAKFANT.
"By thorough knowledge of tlie natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
has
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.a Epps
delicately
provided our breakfast tables with
save us
many
which
may
flavored beverage
use of
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
to
resist
enough
gradually built up until strong
Hundreds of subtle
every tendency to disease.
to
attack
us
around
ready
maladies are floating
a

wherever there is

We may escape

S&Tu&wly

tant
a:
S
OF
J' .Λ V
.'.it and
Τ H IS Γ ν
ha\o it «'·« «'»·; Jit our
otti. ♦·. S:.wvid >ou desire
to ativcrlisc in any paner?
it will i*ay you tc write us
for an est limite. State how
much, how long, and where
you want, to advertise. For
ten rent?* we will ΗβικΙ
complete riirectory of
Anie' iviin newspaperH,
togetlur with much
vaTuul.lf
for «iverttwr». tsll"

WE

Surgical Appliances."

unreasonaUfcwind

Kuymoiid Village.
iUw*

■

^clWssÈ/a34·

Newupap" Ailv'uli Agency.

S. J. PLUMMER,
sepl5

place.

Invalids.

absurd, to atTherefore it is
tempt to restore health by administering poisons.
I shall endeavor to give "health to the sick, by
means which preserve health in well persons.

OFFICE,

weak

jelP

use
The living ssstem may receive its needed supply of strength, and health, from Nature's materia
medica, which consists of Air, Light, Temperature, Electricity. Maguetism, Exercise, Rest, Food,
Clothing, Passional Influor

a

well fortimany a fatal shaft by keepu. g ourselves
properly nourished
fied with pure blood and
frame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Soid
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMEH KI»PS Λ CO.,
lloiiiœopnlhic C-heiuint·, ΓοηιΙοιι, Dn^·

Drug remedies produce drug diseases, and add
to the impurities, and obstructions, which cause
the disease for which they are administered. Consequently, a patient's vitality is constantly diminished,—and acute diseases made chronic,—by their

Drink, Bathing. Sleep.
ences, and Mechanical

ThSat&Tu3mo

SepSO

n. in. from Bartlett and
m. from Montreal,

(JRAP TRIM RAILWAY OF CAMIM.
CHANGE OF TIME.
On nnil after IVIONDAY, October 4, INS·
train* will run a* follow·:
DKPABTIBKM.
For Auburn and LewiMton, 7.20a.m., 12.6·
and 5.30 p. m.
For (lorhnm, 'J.30 a. m. 3.r 0 and 5 30 p. m.
For (.orhnn, tloutrcul and C'hicngo, 1.30
m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

A KKI V AIjM.
From liewiMlon and Auburu, 8.25 a. n12.05. 3.15 and 5.40 p. m.
From <<orhnu>, 8.25, 9.30 a. in. and 7.00 p. m.
From €?hicago and Montreal, 12.05.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
train ait*
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

night

35 Eichange St., and Oeoot Fool of India Street.
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCE» 11ΛΤΚ
—

το

Detroit, Chlcnt;o, tlilwau l(
Cincinnati, Nt, £,oui*. Onuthn, S«tfi·
onw, Mi. Paul, Mai* Lake City.

Cannda;

Denver, Han Fraueineo,
and all points In* the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON.Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, ii. P. Α..
J. STEPHEN SON. Supt.

—

au21

MAINE

Fall mail Winter

The lot is about

JOHN E. De WITT. President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. RATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAII H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

BY

Train* Arrire in Portland:
Way Stations.
Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, »upi
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
octidtf
S, Oct. 1.
I0 55

S.33 p.

p.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

Direct Line from Boston to Savannah.

approved

AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANTHE
CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUIT

PREPARED

and Ogdensburg R. R.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

In Effect June 14, 1886.

a.

Bostou! Philadelphia ; Portland

by All First-Class Pharmacists.
—

misconception.

IT

prescription,

ly prepared,

HAS

Arrangement,

Connection» via Cirand Trunh Kailway,
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. in., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. rn.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. ni., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and C»d-

dtf

jelO

and all Disoran
Abnormal
from
Resulting
the
Stomach.
of
Condition

exper ience.

rates.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPAM'S

ders

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.

(SISAlf.

OF

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 p. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

COMPANY,

HOME

of its

AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprle-

Proprietor.
u. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.

FOR AMATEURS.
W. W.

HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Propri-

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,

chTnafired
IN Λ

Co., Proprie

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice &
Son, Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
I\ & K: DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field, Proprie-

and cures

COLD in HEAD,

W. Johnson &

tor.

PARTS

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on '.Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Keturning. eave Pier
33, East River, New York, on Wedif sdays and
J. Β. ΟΟΛ 1..E, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Gei vral Agent
sept21-dtf

1848,

A

18

TuTh&Sslm*

ep28

AND ALL

New II rune wick, JYova Scotia, Prince £dwardn Inland, and Cape Breton.

For NEW YORK.

MAINE.

OF

Price, 50 cte. and $1.00. Mailed on
receipt of price. Prepared by
The Herboline Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

All diseases
from business.
of tbe Rectum successfully
treated by I>r. C. T. FI4JK,
68 K'lenMont St., Auburn
ITIe. Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland'
Room 18. every Satnrday from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
References given, Consultation free. Send for
9 years experience. Hundreds cured.

—

nuill I

Is

eod2m

wick,

ville only.
All other trains timed an above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where througk
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or
Bangor, excepting to Bar

COLON

On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks', Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 5.45, 6.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.15, 4.30, 6.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 6.20,7.25, 9.lu, 10.50,3.25,4.50,
6.30.
Leave Little
5.10, 6.50.

FOB

and 12.35 p. m., and from

a. m.

For Bangor, Κ lie worth and liar Harbor a
12.38 p. in. Fast Express stopping at Bruus
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Water-

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, H. S.

—LINE

STREET, FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
of foimer office.

180 MIDDLE

rers,

without the use ®
knife or ligature, or detention

8.36
3.16

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

STEAMSHIP CO.,

THE STEAMER ISIS

run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf, G, 7, 10 a. in., 12.20,
3, 5 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45,10.25 a. m., 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45, p. m.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will he made around
the island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.

will

removed to

81 White Street* NEW YORK.

cured

δλΑΨΙ

International

Sept. 13th, and
notice,

and after I?Ion«Eay,
until further

Ou

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

BROS.
FERRIS
Manufactu

H. H. HAY & SON,

10.66
8.3S

STEATJfCK*.

sepll

enjoying good health, she will then be
sure to wear them.
FITS ALL AGES—Infants to Adults:
rs^ Every one recommends tliem.
FOR SALE by LEADING RETAILERS
Be sore your corset is stamped
"GOOD SENSE." Take no other
Send for descriptire circular.

doctors fail. Thousands have been restored
health and happiness by its use. Sold by
first-class druggists everywhere.
Chief of Police Tompkins says:
New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 15, 1885.

Window.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

when

to

the

in

STEAMERS.

ISLAND

CARDS.

BEAUTIFULWOMAN

an infallable cure for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Biliousness, and all diA permanent
seases of the digestive organs.
cure guaranteed in every case, even though

Arrive Portland
Leave Portland (P.&O.K.R.)

fi-45

BUSINESS

CORSET
WAIST
and
she becomes

mar 23

STREET.

MIDDLE

1

Sick Headache, IVervoue Headache, Neuralgia NerrouMnem, Sleeplessness,
Paralysis, St. Titus' Dance,

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair

HATTERS,

ONLY

THE

NEURALGIA! 232

people,

3.20

On and after TIOSDAV, Sept. 18,
ISStt, I'usM iijjcr Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Vnnrrboro, Ml. J«h«, Hall·
nud
the Pittinm, βΙ. Stephen and
fax,
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. m., via Lewintou, 12.35 and *11.15 Ρ· πι., via AuKucita; and
for Ellrworth, Bar Harbor, and Bangor
ék Pincataqui» R. Κ., {11.16 p. m., foi
Des ter, 12.30,
Mkowhegan, Belfaat au
m.,
12.36, *11.16 P. ni.; Waterville. 6.45 a. Aum.: for
6.16
*11.15
and,
p.
12.36,
12.30,
and Hiun«*
aftuita, Hullowell, (jardiner
wick, 6.46 a. m., 12.35, 6.15, {11.16 p. m. ;
vu
Bath, 6 46 a. lit 12.35, 5.16 p. m., and and
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m. ; Rockland
12.36
0.45
a.
R.
m.,
Lincoln
Knot and
R.,
at 6.16 p. m.;
p. m.; and on Saturdays only
Anlnrn and l^ewinton at 83.0 a. m., 12.30,
6.10 p. m.: Lewiitlon via Brunnwick, 6.45
ou mouth,
a. m.,îll.l5p.m. ; Furuiiuftton, ÏI
Winthrop, Oakland and North Anion,
12.30 p.m.; Farmington via Brunawick,

R. F. SOMERS & CO

promptly

and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
apr8d6mnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.

o'.ift

MAIM! CEiTOL RAILROAD

by druggists»

Dit. C. W. BENHÔN, of Baltimore, Md., has dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures

8.00

....

SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
cured by
and Constipation,
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial

lefc *

^·*<

In nffrcl Oct. 4, I8(W.
Trains Leave ISr1(1 g to η

β.00
11.10
Arrive Brldgton
Stage connections at Brldgton (or North Bridgs tat:·
ton, Harrison and Watertord. Waterford
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. m. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with H.i 0 p. m. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek tor Bo. Bridgton
on arrival of 6.62 p. m. train.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
octidtf

most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, general as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomaoh, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in eith^jfex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Prtco $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

auglO

AND LAST-

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

a

COB. FEEE AND MEDDLE STS.,

J3T Fleasant to THE
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,

Je28

For "worn-out," "run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is tho Dew
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-ail,

being·

allyinta^u^andwy

I**,îJ"."dirLANDERS. Gen. P. S T. A

Hat to order in 6 hours.

a

Ticket» to

T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.

JAS.

Silk Hats free of charge.

our

Wc make

Cure

Daughters.

---

WllUDWUUU

SVUUIlVVllO

"

Brush with every Silk Hat.

a

•

end

and 19.00 a.m., fsl.00 am.
at 7.SO
Keturulng Leu re Boston m. For
m. and 12.SO and 7.00 p.
Biddeford at 2.00 and U.OO a. m., 1.00 and 6.0·
«I
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newbarrpor»
Fo·
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
ForS»·
Amcabnrj U.00a.ni. 1.00 and β.ΟΟ p.m. l.00ui
Irm and Lrnn at 2.00 and 9.oo a.m.,
traîna
β.ΟΟ p. m. PI"LI.,HAN CARS oil above South
York,
IConneels with Kail Lines lor New
and West.
i-.WowVnrk Soul

Hatter*.

largest slock.
We sell cheaper than others.
Wc sell the $7.00 Silk Hat lor $5.
Wc sell the $3.5© Stiff Hat for $3.00.

strength

Sole Agents for Portland, Me.

Fishermen.
Ar at Gloucester 3d inst, steamer Novelty, from
off shore; schs Johh Eye, James Dyer, Henrietta
Francis, Elsie Smith, Hattie Maud, Melissa D
Bobbins, Grace C Young, Legal Tender, and Ε Κ
Dresser, seining.
Souris, PE1, Oct 1—A fleet of fifty American
seiners are harbored here and at Malpique, some
of which are out of supplies and will have to return home.
No fishing the past week
wing to
rough weather. Mackerel ^reported plenty on the
Cape Breton shore.
Domestic Pores.
GALVESTON—Sid 26th, sch Joseph M Hayes,
Crocker. Apalachicola.
JACKSON VILLE—Cld 2d, sell Luella A Snow,
Rowe, Richmond.
CHARLESTON—Cld 2d, barque Golden Sheaf,
Lunt, Pay sand u.
RICHMOND-Ar 2d, sch Lizzie Carr, Brown,
Kennebec.
Sid 1st.
barque John R Stanhope, DeWinter, for
Rio Janeiro; Henry Warner, Paine, Santos.
NORFOLK—Sid 30th, barque Payson Tucker,
Tucker, Portland, Has been waiting crew.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 2d, sch Grace Davis,
Dyer, Norfolk; Lizzie Wilson, Chadwiek.for New
York.
Sid 1st, schs John Κ Souther, Balano, St Thomas; A D Lam son. Smith, Charleston.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 2d, sch Celiua, Adams, Boston.

a

SUNDAY TRAIN»
1.00,6.30 p.m.

16.00 p. m.
and 9.00 a.

We have the

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
More economical
and wholesomeness.
tlian the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
multitude
of
the
low test, short
with
competition
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only <»
cans. Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :
I have suffered severely for years from Dyspepsia, so badly that it was impossible for me to keep
anything on my stomach. I commenced taking
Herboline about July 1st, have used three boxes,
Can recand can bat that I am posiTrvELY cured.
ommend it to any one troubled with this complaint.
B.
ISAAC
TOMPKINS,
Respectfully yours,
Chief of Police.

Yours for Health

Is

We make

Pure.

Absolutely

only

the

arc

ΠΕΕΒΟΙΙΝΈ

ThM&w2w

20 Years
Record.

Wc

POWDER

GOOD SENSE
CORDED

oct4

LEAVE PORTLAND

EASTERN DIVISION.

brain active and free from pain 01* aelie ; to know
that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the
breath and rots away the delicate machinery of
smell, taste and hearing; to feel that the system
does not, through its veins and arteries, suck up
the poison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
is indeed a blessing beyond all other human en-

Backs, Pain, Weakness and I11of the Kidneys,
Shooting
^XtlaraDialion
the Loins, Hip and Side
through
vrxS/UPains
Pains, Lack of Strength and Activity,
l
Γ7ΓΤ relieve»! iu "one minute and speedily
cured by the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster, a
ne»v, original,elegant and infallible antidote to pain
and inflammation. At druggists, 25 c. ; five for
$1.00; or postage free of Potter Drug autl
Chemical Co., Boston, iflanM.

TRAINS

tS.SO
For Ho.iou at t6.16, t8.40 a. m.. tl2.40,
a.m.
«S.30 p.m. UohIod fer Portland 7.30,8.3·
Bench
Kur «« arbor·
1 .UO, 3.50, 6.00 p. m
Pine Poinl. Old Urrhurd, Nncf Biddefor.l
3.30,
ami Keurbunl 6.15. 8.40 a.m., 12.40,
8.40 V 111..
5.00, 6.10, p. m. Well» Benrh 6.16.
Ore»»
North
Berwick,
3.30, J5.00, 5.3Γ p. m.
Foil·, l»o»e, 6.15. H.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, J6.00.
and
5.30 p. ill. Kseter, Haverhill, I.hwrence
Lowell 6.16 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p.m.
8.40
Hu)
Alio·
and
Fiiruiiai;lon
BocbeMer
C'en Ire
a. rn., 12.40.3.30 p.m. Wolfboro and
Harbor H.40 a. m., aud < onrord (via NewmarLawrence,
via
in.
ket Junction) β. 16 a.m... 3.3» p.
8.40 a. in.
tConnects with all Ball Lines to N#w York.
South and West.
Crossing.
{Via Eastern Division toScarboro
« lu, £.40
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland Boston
at
leave
m.
Keturulng
630
a. m., 12.40,
p.
m.
8.30 a. ill., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p.

For Bo.ton at 2.00

TRAIN UP A CHILD

OH ! MY BACK, MY BACK !

WESTERN DIVISION.

lor Boston

To be freed from the dangers of suffocation
while lying down ; to breathe freely, sleep soundly
ami uiidistiirhftd to rise refreshed, head clear.

joyments. To purchase immunity from such a
But
•fate should be the object of all afflicted.
those who have tried many remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
Sanford's Hadical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the mos^
loathsome and destructive stages. It is local and
constitutional, instant in relieving, permanent
in curing, safe, economical and never-failing.
Sanford's Radical Cure consists of one bottle of the Kadicae Cure, one box of Catarrhal
Solvent, and one Improved Inhaler, all
wrapped in one package, with treatise and directions, and sold by all druggists for $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

1 ΝΗβ.

effect June -7.

in

For Expecting Portland People to Patronize Us.

Spoken.
Sept 11. lat 38 N, Ion 11 W, ship John McDonald, Stover, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
No date, lat 32 48, Ion 77 16, brig Sparkling
Water, from Port de Paix for Chester, Pa.

Catarrhal Dangers.

PA*SKN«XR TRAIN SKRVICK,

REASONS

OUR

Portland:

Leonora. Bonsey, Rondout for Boston.
V1Ν Ε Y A KD-H A V Κ Ν—Ar 1st, sch Nellie Grant
from New York for Boston ; James Barrett, Hallowell for New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 30th. sells Silver lieels, fm
Baltimore for Boston; C Β Woocl, New York for
do; F C Pendleton, do for Bangor; James Young,
Philadelphia for Gardiner: Willie L Newton, Port
Johnson for Portsmouth ; Speedwell, Hoboken for
Rockland ; Emma McAdam, New York for Bath ;
Wm Duren, do for Kockland.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, brig Stockton, Allen, Baltimore ; sclis Loring C Ballard, Georgetown ; Ε 1)
Bibber. Baltimore; Andrew J York, Amboy; Fred
W Chase, fm Weehawken ; Κ F Hart, Hoboken ;
and
A Hall, do; Panama, EllsCora

NS—

Sch Daisy, Hodgdon, Tremont—D Choate.
FROM

2d, schs Jor-

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid
rlnn I. Mntt

RAILROADS.

nncEUiifEOKs.

R>
BOSTON AND MAINE R-

ner.

to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Jas A Brown, Sanborn, Bondout—coal to
L C Cummings & Co.
Sell Annie M Allen, Conkling, New York—coal
to S Hounds.
Sell Co a, Studley, New York—coal to Ρ & Ο By.
Scli A lleaton, fm New York—coal to Kandall &
McAllister.
Sch Jordan L Mott, Gregory, New York—coal
to ltandall & McAllister.
Sch Izetta, Hinks, New York.
Scli Etna, York, New York—coal to Jos Η Poor.
Scli John Douglass, Jordan, New York-coal to
Kandall & McAllistar.
Sch Amos Falkingburg, Green, New York—coal
to Kandall & McAllister.
Sch Lizzie C Rich, Kich, New Bedford—guano
to A A Mitchell.
Sch Onward, Lowell, New Bedford— guano to
A A Mitchell.
Sch Minnie Look, Look, Boston—oil to J Conley & Sou.
Sch Henry Chase, Black, Boston.
Sch Lizzie May, Feruald, Boston.

π

77%

Western*Union Telegraph

Richmond &i Danville
Oregon jSav

MONDAY, Oct. 4.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, Boston for
Eastport and St Jolin, NB.
Sell Bradford C French, Conary, Norfolk-coal

l93/8

Pacific

Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Rapids
Cauaaa Southern
Canton
Ε. Tenu.
East Tenn, lstjoref
Kansas & Texas
HoustonJ& Texas
Metropolitan El

FORT OF PORTLAND.

MUCEU'MCOÏR,

FORTRESS MONROE-Passed out 28tli, brig
Kaluna. from Richmond for Galveston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sell Benj F Fool, Davis,
Providence.
Ar 2d, barque Priscilla, (new) Bonner, Belfast
via Bangor ;
seh Τ W Dunn, McFarland, Boston.
Ar 3d, barque Clara Eaton. Littlefield,Portland ;
schs Tlios Κ Pillsbury, Pitcher, Boston; Royal
Arcli, Hawlew, do,
Gld 2d. sell Jennie F Willey, Chadwick, Newbury port.
Sid 2d, barque Lizzie Carter.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sch Maud Briggs,
Young, Rangor ; Lizzie Dewey, Bartlett, Boston ;
Wm Wilier, Miller, Kennebec; Mary F Graham,
Powell, do; Geergia, Coffin,do.
Ar 3d, barque Alex Campbell. Bunker, Windsor, NS; sch Apphia & Amelia, Wiliard, Portland
Κ W Dasey, Tracy, Bath.
Cld 2d, schs Susie Ρ Oliver, Snare, Demarara;
F R Baird, Smith, Kennebec; Fred Jackson,Snow
Port landBelow 4tli, sch San Domingo, Bennett, from
Galveston.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d. schs H A De Witt, Delaliantv, Georgetown, SC; Setli M Todd. St Margaret's lîav; Ulrica R Smith, Sawyer, do; Jed Five,
Langlev. and Addie Sawyer. Cook, Calais; Eva
May, McDuflie, Frankfort; J H Eells, Greenlaw,
Thoniaston.
Ar 3d, sclis C Β Paine. Ilillyard, Hillsboro: Win
Slater, and Kenduskeag. Bangor ; Flora King,
and L Hoi way, Calais; Wesley Abbott, Ellsworth;
Win Pickering, and J M Kennedy, do; Carrie L
Hix, and Ann Elira, Rockland ; Ella Pressey, do ;
Alpha, Sullivan; Flora A Sawyer,-Providence.
Also ar 3d, sclis Hattie Ε King, St John, NB;
Mary Ε Oliver, from Bridgeport; Saarbruck, from
St John. NB; Beta, Macliias.
Passed the Gate 3d, schs Emelice G Sawyer,
New York for Portsmouth; Fred Smith, Amboy
for Portland ; Everett, Philadelphia for do ; Addie
Jordan,
PERTH AMBOY-Sld 1st, sch John Douglass,
Jordan,«Portland ; Geo Nevenger, Merrill, Gardi-

Weak

ISTE WS.

141
105

prei

M isaoun racine..
Ν e w J ersey Cenlrai
Northern Pacific
ao jprei....
Ν orl hwesteru
Ν on η western preferred
New,York Central
New Vork, Chicago & St. Louis
do "pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Orecon Transcon

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S. JExpress
Wabash, St. Louis &
do pref

Bye-—

street, χ uiu<tuu. m*>.

Adams Express
American Express
Central PaciiU:
CheriapeaKG & Ohio—
t."h lea go Λ Ai ion
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quiney
1Κ.Ί. a Mud. Canal
< >ol.. ( tick. Λ* West
JJen«& Uio Claude
Erie..
Erie preferred-—*
lUiiM-is Centra?
Ind Itlooui. & Western
Lake Erie te West
Lake 6lJOic>
Louisviile & i\asn
Elevated
Manhattan
i
:·ιΙChilian Central
Minn. λ St. Louis

The most

in its

choice at
18c: do good 14®15; do fresh factory,
do common lots
14c ; do fail* to 'good at 12@13c ;
2flc:do dairy at
KJio llc; Vermont crnry extra at
Jobbing
2f> α 2(ir : do extra firsts at 22@24c.
prices l®2c higher.
extra, HVs®12c;
to
Cheese—Northern,choice
choice to extrallV»®
sage 12Vi®18c; Western
to quality; job
11
c; lower grades according

dt!_

Oct. 4, 188β.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ΑΜΑΜδΕΜΕΪΪΓΊOF

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, J une 'JS,
-**££*188·» Passenger Trains will l<ear
—Portland:
For Worcester, Cliuton, Ayer Junction,
Nnnhuii, Windham and Kpping at 7.H
a. m. and 1.IO p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points Nortf.
at I.IO p. ut.
For Rochester, Spring vale, Alfred, Water·
boro, and Snco Kirer a( 7.UO a. ne., 1.14)
and (mixed) at G.30 p. m*
For l.orhiim at 7..ΊΟ a. m., I.IO, 6,'iO, or
(mlxéd) at «».:«> P. in.
For Mnccnrnppn. Cumberland Mill*. W >.
brook J iiuclion and Wooillord'. at 7.JM
ana lO.OO it. III., I.IO. 3.00, rt.JO »r.«
(mixed) n :i» p. m.
For »·οι-.«ι tirinc l><<iiull
lOOOn. m.
*
feOOanrt «.40 p. m.
Γ

aiΐϋ

"'"*."2

■·«"

κ·

·«·

uni"

uuui

win uni rmmrcu «ι

Aja*r Jiiuc'l. with IBoonnr Tnunrl Koulc (or
the West, and at I'uiaan Da-pot, nVmlrr, Γο'
New ïorh via Νοι-nit-h l.iur, and nil raii,
.V Ν. Κ. M. K.
yii NprinxHa-M. also with N.
("Steamer Mar/land Koute") for I'liilndt lphiiv.
Hnllimort·, WnaUinnl···, and the Moiilh, in*
with llolon Λ Albnuy K. R. fur the Mrat.
Close connectiou made at Wnibroaik Mn.trliou with through trains of Maine Central B.li. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with thronrfi
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sont»
may be had of S. 11. HLLLEN,Ticket Agent. 1'i rt·
land 8c Bochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J W. PK TKKS.Supt.
Je2fidtf

IMPOKTED

WINKS and LIQUORS
or ALL·

KINDS,

IS THE ORIGINAL PACKAGE»,
FOR BALK

1ST

8. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
«0. 410 FORE ST..
Also

PORTLArtO, ME.

General Managers for Ntw Kngland for tM
Celebrated

mm MINERAL SPRING WAIT®,
m

iylO

dtl

KBOn

HAKKIMO.

JIAISÏ.

PRESS.

ΤΗ 13

AMUSEMENTS.
Free Lecture—Y. M. C. A. Hall.
Portland Base Ball Grounds.
Portland Theatre—Shamus O'Brien.
Grand Opera Season—Ideal Opera Company.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
M. C. M. Association.
Wanted—Boy.
For Rent—Shop Room.

little business transacted
was a short one.

Knows.

Derangement ofjthe liver, with constipation, in,
Jure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin"
etc. Remove the cause by usiug Caiter's Little
oct5d&wlw
Lirer PiUB, One à dose.
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

B.
Monday.—Wesley M.Oler etal. vs. James
recover
Dlngley et al. 'lliis is an action to
«20,000 damages from an alleged excessive and
malicious attachment.
In 1880 the defendants in this action began a
suit against the plaintiffs, alleging the ud damnum,
$;*0,'·00. On this writ the officer laid an attachment on property of the Olers to the value, as
they sa v. of 892.000. and held the same in his
ciinoay seven days, wneii 11 was reic;i»eu mm«
statute.bond. For tills they brine action against
the plaintiffs In that suit and the attaching officer,
and claim, as elements of damage, loss from
ineltage of Ice altached and detained, expense
Incurred In relieving same from attachment, disorganization of their crew of workmen, injury to
iheir business, reputation and credit, cost of procuring other ice for their business as retail Ice
dealers, counsel fee» and distress of mind.
The deleoetfTs a general denial.
On_tr!i»l since Thursday of last week.
Spaulding and Luntfor plaintiffs.
Stllphcu and Baker for defendants.
J1
Adjourned to Tuesday morning.
_

SUPERIOR COURT.
JUDGE

BONNEY.
were

for breaking and entering the
dwelling house of Ervin S. Leigliton in Cape
Klizahelli with intent to steal, was sentenced to
three vears in the State prison. Tliis is Smith's
secoud offence of this nature.
Abraham T. Salter. Cheating by false pretences in representing to J. W. Deerlng that
property was free of encumbrance when in fact it
was mortgaged.
Respondent has already been In
jail two mouths. Sentenced to four months in

Smith,

jail.

Fatrlck Monalian. for larceny of pocket-book
from Michael Murphy, was sentenced to three
months In jail.
Samuel Campbell, for a like offence, was sentenced to three months In jail.
The ease of State against Matthew H. Kerwln
and William Lihey, Indicted for manslaughter
for unlawfully killing George Freeman, was continued to the next January term, and the respondents gave their personal recognizances for their
appearance at that term.
The traverse juries were excused linally and
the .September term was adjourned until next
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock, when the respondents in liquor eases will be sentenced.
The October civil term of the court will be
opened Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.

II. F. Proctor of Soutli Waterford, lumber
manufacturer, is settling with his creditors
for 00 cents on the dollar.
There was a lively runaway on Exchange
street yesterday forenoon one team going at
a rapid pace striking another which started
in the opposite direction at equal speed.
The First National Bank directors, at their
meeting yesterday, did not elect a cashier,
and will hold another meeting to-day. It is
reported there are twenty applicants for the
position, and that it had been offered to four
different gentlemen and declined by them.

Wedding Belts.
Mr. Woodbury S. Curtis of Freeport, now
in the employ of Deering, Milliken & Co., of
this city, was united in marriage to Miss
Calista Crowley, formerly of Macliias, Saturday afternoon at the residence of Kev. C.
The wedII. Daniels, on Newbury street.
ding was of a private nature, only a few relatives of the bride being in attendance. The
couple were kindly remembered by their relatives and city friends by many beautiful and
useful gifts, among which were a silver service, and a French clock from the clerks of
luiiiiKcn

ν_Ό.

χ ne

grooms

gui

to his bride consisted of an elegant diamond
ring. Mr..and Mrs. Curtis left on the evening train to visit the groom's relatives in
Freeport. They returned to their home on

Congress
they

session

FIRE ALARM

BOXES.

Alderman Beale presented a series of resolutions from the Board of Fire Underwriters
to the committee on fire department, requesting that in view of delays which have
occurred in sending in alarms of fire some
arrangements might be made whereby the
boxes might be opened without a key and
also that the number of boxes on the southeast slope of the city be increased.
The
matter was referred to the committee on
electrical appliances under whose control
the boxes and keys come.
ΤΠΕ soldiers' monument.
Owing to the fact that three of the members of the Board will be unable to attend
the adjourned hearing on the petition for
taking Market Square as a site for the Soldiers' Monument, it was voted that a new
hearing be given Monday evening, Oct. 25th.
The hearing next Monday evening will be
adjourned finally, nothing else being done.
STREET LIGHTING.

Alderman Briggs introduced the following

report :

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

reeling,

and the

A request from the trustees of Evergreen
Cemetery that they be authorized to withdraw $2000 from the Cemetery fund for the
purpose of introducing Sebago water into
the Cemetery grounds was received.
The
intention of the trustees is to lay and own
the pipes, paying a yearly rate for the water
used. An order authorizing the trustees to
take the desired action was passed.
A LICENSE FOR TIIE BIJOU BINK.
A petition was received from C. E. Marwick for a license to maintain a roller skating rink at the corner of Church and Federal
streets.
Alderman McMalion said that he was satisfied he had done an injustice in voting
against a former petition for a license for
He thought the license
the Bijou Kink.
should be granted with certain restrictions.
Alderman Ricker sa:.d lie was sorry the
matter had been brought up at this time and
thought it looked like a part of a plan to
bring this matter up when some members of
Alderman Ricker
the Board were absent.
moved that the petitioner have leave to with"
draw and the motion was seconded by Alder
man Bealc.
The motion was put and lost,
Aldermen Beale and Ricker casting the only
affirmative votes.
Alderman Briggs then moved that the license be granted, the motion was seconded
by Alderman Sawyer and passed.
The Board fixed the hour for closing the
rink at 10 o'clock.

im-

posed :
William

Bijou

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

For Sale—Two Hacks.
Owen, Moore & Co.

I1EKORE

the

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board came to order at 7.30 at the call
of the Mayor. Absent, Alderman Marks.

Portland Provident Association.
Female Provident Association.
Bridgton & Saco River 1Î. R.
New Fall Goods—J. M. Dyer & Co.
To Let—House.
Wanted—Lady Agents.
Gold Watches—C. H. Lamson.
Mrs. Ada Carey Sturgis.

Monday.—The following sentences

for

The regular October meeting of the City
Council was held last evening.
There was

St.

Card—Everybody

Cranted

License

Skating Rink.

Wanted—Twiteliell, Champlin & Co.

A

Postponed.
A

Wanted—Girl.
Wanted—Protestant Girl.
In Insolvency.
For Rent—On Neal
For Sale—House.

The Hearing on the Market Hall Site

TO-OAV.

AOVEKTIKEMKIVTS

NEW

of the

Regular Monthly Meeting

street yesterday morning where
cordially welcomed by their

were

friends.
A Deserved Promotion.
A short time ago, the Press stated that
Mr. M. L. Williams, the obliging ticket
agent of the Bostr η & Maine, was soon to be
Yesappointed general agent of that road.
terday his appointment was received from
General Manager Furber. Mr. Williams has
been connected with the Boston & Maine in
various positions for some fifteen years. He
first came to Portland as clerk in the company's office on Commercial street. Some time
afterward he was appointed ticket agent and
Before the Boston
assistant general agent.
& Maine gained control of tlie Old Orchard
Beach railroad he was its treasurer for four
years. The present promotion, in return for
Mr. Williams's long and faithful service to
the road, is deserved.

The joint standing committee on street
lamps, to whom was referred the matter of a
contract for lighting the streets of the city,
beg leave to report, asking for a further time
to make said contract, not to exceed one
month, and that they be empowered to extend the present contract one month, at the
same rate, pro rata, as is now paid.
The report was accepted and the request granted.
NEW WOODEN BUILDINGS.

The following persons petitioned for permission to erect new wooden buildings, and
their petitions were referred: Samuel Hadlock, Charles street; J. W. Rackley, Ο street;
Mrs. Jane Phillips, GG Lincoln street; Π. P.
Huston, 37 North street.
COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Leave to withdraw was recommended by
the committee on judicial proceedings and
claims in the cases of Mrs. Hannah E.
Thompson, petitioner for damages by defect
in drainage of Middle street, and of Mrs.
Win. T. Thompson for damages received by
falling on Plum street.
The report was recommitted, Mrs. Hannah
Thompson having requested a further hearing in her case.
Leave to withdraw was recommended by
of John Fillimore, petitioner for (Jamages alleged to have been done by filliug over
the outlets of sewers in the Back Cove, the
committee finding that said work was done
at the solicitation of private parties, and
that the petitioner is not entitled to any
compensation from the city. The report was
case

adopted.

Upon the petition of the Franklin Wharf
Company, the committee on drains and
sewers reported that they found the liability
of the city for the dredging of deposits in
the Franklin VYharf dock to be questionable,
and begged that the matter might be referred to the committee on judicial proceedings and claims. The report was accepted
and the recommendations of the committee

adopted.
PETITIONS REFERRED.

The following petitions were referred :
Of the estate of Charles Mullen, by John
H. McCue, agent, claim of $101.26 for labor
on wall on Adams street.
Of Stephen W. Wason, for compensation
for damages received on Pride's Bridge.
Of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, to erect a pole not less than
40 feet high at 98 Market street. On this
petition, notice of a hearing was ordered.
PETITIONS GRANTED.

The following petitions were granted :
Of Chas. H. True to maintain a steam engine and boiler at the Silver street market.
Of Kudolph Richner to maintain a steam
engine and boiler at 499J Congress street.
OfWni. Deehan for permission to remove
a tree at 112 Clark street.
Of James Herbert for license as a victualer
at 255 Federal street.

Cood Work.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Detective Ira M. True, with his characteristic shrewdness, when on a ccent trip to
Massachusetts, interviewed Charles Ware,
in prison there, who figured so prominently
as a horse thief in this section at one time.
to whom he h:.d sold the
Ware told
teams stolen at Livermore Falls, in September, 1882. Mr. True returned to Maine and
saw one of the parties who lost a team, and
the man went last week and recovered his
property, the horse being in Waterville and
the wagon in Corinna.
They were in good
condition and still in the hands of the parties to whom they had been sold. The other
Ware stole a team has
man from whom
started after it, and lias not been heard from.

Orders were passed that the City Treasurer
enter on the Drain and Sewer Book a credit
of $22.98 to Messrs. Burgess, Fobes & Co.,
on Beckett street sewer, this
sum having
been paid by them as the assessment on a lot
taken for the extension of Wilson street ; and
that the City Treasurer pay Francis Fessenden $200 for land taken on Beckett street
for the extension of Wilson street.
The following special policemen were appointed : Frank M. Floyd and Chas. C. Tolman at Evergreen Cemetery; Charies W,
Wentwortb, Charles P. Covell, Luther E.
Skillings, Joseph C. Sterling, Winthrop S'
Jones.
The Board then adjourned.

International Steamship Company.
After Thursday, Oct. 7th, the steamer
New Brunswick will be withdrawn from the
St. John direct trip for the season.
Ti.e usual three trips per week—Monday, Wednesday and Friday—will be made to St. John,
via Portland and Kastport, also the Monday
trip from Boston to Annapolis, N. S. The
continuation of this summer time-table until
Dec. 1st, is contemplated, after which date
the winter schedule will go into effect.
La Minerve.

In Common Council.
Absent Messrs. Murphy and Parker.
Records r< ad and approved.
Papers from the upper board received concurrent action, except the appropriation of
$2000 for Sebago water, to he withdrawn
from the Evergreen Cemetery fund, which
ou me table for one week,
w»«
the objection being that this was but the entering
wedge for what might cost the city a large
sum.

Adjourned.

streets were lull of French sailors in their
neat blue uniforms and jaunty white caps,
and officers in their blue and gold. Admiral
Vignes and staff called on General Graham
at Fort Preble, and were received witli a
national salute of twenty-one and an Admiral's salute of thirteen guns. Later in the
day the Admiral drove about the city and
visited the different places of interest.
The Portland Club Dinner.
The dinner to be given by the Portland
Club at the Falmouth Hotel will-be served
tonight at 9 o'clock sharp. The members and
their guests will assemble in the hotel parlors at 8 p. m. Members who have invited
guests are requested to furnish the names of
their guests to the secretary, Col. H. B. Hill,
by 4 p. m. today, so that it may be known
liow many -will participate.

Oxford County Musical Association.
To all persons desiring to attend the Oxford county Musical Association Festival at
Mechanic Falls next week, half fare tickets
will be issued by the Grand
Trunk from
Portland, Lewiston and all intermediate
stations to Berlin Falls. Also on the Kuml
ford Falls and Buckfield from Canton.
Return trains will leave Mechanic Falls at the
close of the concert on Friday evening.
In Memoriam.

following preamble

and resolutions
adopted at a recent meeting of the
of
the
Maine Eye and Ear InfirmaTrustees
were

ry

'·

Whereas—Since we, the Trustees of the Maine
Eye and Jîar Infimary, last met, have lost by
death our friend and associate, Mr. J. K. Miller,
who labored zealously, for the interests of the
Institution, therefore:
nesolved: That in the death of Mr. J. E. Miller,
we have lost a true friend and one who took an
unusual interest in the affairs of the Inllrm-

Sliiesolved:

rest

In Joint Convention.

-J o

TlNit we extend our sincere condo
lence to the bereaved lamily for their great loss
and forward them these résolut! ws.
jlesolved: That these resolution. Le published
and also spread upon the records ι ibe institution.

a tun

Burgess

death of his wife. Mr. Hadlock dwelt with
much force upon the fact that two brothers
of the deceased wife were here to give aid
and comfort to the respondent by their presence and their testimony.
County Attorney Seiders presented the
government's side of the case in a strong
light and arrayed the evidence in a manner
that made the respondent's chances for an
acquittal look dark. He claimed that O'Hare
could not have told the truth on the stand in
regard to his last visit to his wife's room because when found directly after by Mrs. Kilfedde'r, Mrs. Hagan and Rufus Waite, the
bed was across the doorway instead of at
one side of the room, the woman had no
covering over her instead of being covered
with a blanket; that instead of being found
UjJun

uie

xcuuicx

ucu «is yj xiaie &uiu

Portland

it'll·

The Woman's Indian Association.
An interesting meeting was held yesterday afternoon at the Free street church by
Esthe ladies of the Indian Association.
pecial interest gathered about this meeting
as Mni.Tuttle was announced to speak of her
work among the Indians of Indian Territory. After tlxe preliminary exercises, and the
reading of brief reports from committees,
Mrs. Frye, the president of the association,
introduced Mrs. Tuttle, who held the closest
attention of the ladies as she spoke to them
out of her wide experience and thorough
knowledge of the condition and needs of the
Indians.
After twelve years work among the different tribes in Indian Territory this lady holds
the conviction that the Indiah is almost invariably dealt with unjustly by the whitejman ;
that if ail, Indian troubles could be traced
to their beginning it would be found that the
white man had shown the aggressive spirit.
To sustain this conviction many facts were
related and experiences given which it would
be difficult to question or dispute.
The single case of the Apache might be cited as an
Illustration, the arrest of whose chief, Geronimo, has attracted so much attention of
late. The hostile spirit,the rebellion and the
cruelty charged, and perhaps justly so, up
on this tribe and its
chief, may be traced
back to a time when the white man drove
them from their homes, denying the right of
gathering the ripened harvest, the result of
toil. The facts told by Mrs. Tuttle were in
themselves an eloquent appeal for all Christian womea to join in the work of this association. Several ladies responded by giving
This meeting
their names for membership.
was well attended and is a prediction of
good work in the year to come.

Young Men's Christian Association.
The week of prayer for young men will be
observed by the Young Men's Christian Associations of the world, beginning Sunday,
Nov. 14th, on which day pastors are requested to preach sermons on the importance
of work for young men.
The Eockland Y. M. C. Α., will soon dedi
cate its new building. President Bicknell of
this association was in consultation with
General Secretary Winter in regard to the
Mr. L. W. Messer,
matter a few days ago.
General Secretary of the Cambridge Association, visited the Portland Association last
Saturday, and expressed himself as highly
pleased with the appearance and arrangeHe was somewhat suiment of the rooms.
prised, though, that the association had no

gymnasium.
The attractive course of eight entertainments to be given at City Hall, under the
auspices of the association, will open Thursday evening, Oct. 14th, with a grand vocal
and instrumental concert by the Standard
Concert Company of Boston, six artists.
Good reserved seats for the course can now
be obtained at Stockbridge's.
The following is a correct list of the present officers and members of the executive
committee of the Woman's auxiliary:
1·
President—Mrs. H. S. Meleher.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. Joseph A. Locke, Mrs.
Asa Daltou, Mrs. M. P. Crocker.
Secretary—Mrs. Randall -Johnson.
Treasurer—Mrs. Richard Acres.
Executive Committee—Miss Ernestine Libby,
Mrs. George S. Payson, Mrs. W. R. Evans, Mrs.
Charles B. Thurston, Mrs. J. H. Webster, Mrs.W.
H. Hobbs, Mrs. Charles Frost, Miss S. F. Elder
Mrs. Samuel Thurston, Ml s. ltuel N. Field Mrs.
J. C. Roberts, Mrs. B. Dolliit, Mrs. John ElliottMrs. 7, It. Farrington, Mrs. John Srauawv-iirs.
Corbin Smith, Mrs. B. F. Uiiw>». ^ΪΙκΓΧτ. (i. Saunders, Mrs. B. M. K<»rr.iaii, Mrs. F. A. Smith, Mrs.
Adam Lemony Mrs. H. H. Sliaw, Mrs. W. S.
Bcckett, Mrs Charles H. Kobinson, Mrs. J. it.
1). Austin, Mrs. L. M. Webb, Mrs.
Barnes, Mrs.
Hiram Wyer, Mrs. John B. Coyle, Mrs. H. S.
Trickey, Airs W. 11. Baxter, Mrs. Η. H. Nevens,
Mrs. F. C Johnston, Mrs. Louis M. Douglass,Mrs.
Dr. Cln-iles L. Holt.

Teachers'

Association.

The regular monthly meeting of this sowas held last evening, Superintendent
Tash presiding. After the roll was called
and records read and approved, Superin-

ciety

lltl

A noil

V/1'V1 tljU

Whole number admitted
High School
Grammar Schools
Primary Schools

390
1321
3600

ioc

Montgomery
Anniversary.

Cuards

The actives, honorary and veterane turned
out in goodly numbers last night to celebrate
the fourteenth birth night ol the organization in which all our people take unwonted
pride. At 8 o'clock the line of March was
formed at the armory and at the command
forward the boys having for their guests the
champions of New England at base ball,
started for the place of entertainment. The
banquet was opened at 9 o'clock and was
one of
Robinson's best.
Speeches were
made by Chaplain MeDonough, Col. Lynch,
Capt. Hartnett, W. W. Mclntyre, Esq., J. J.
Lappin, Esq., W. J. McCallum, Esq., and
Manager Spence. Capt. Gallagher acted as
toast master. T. J. Lappin and J. II. O'Brien favored the party with songs.
Corporal Flaherty and Private Farry related their experience through many a campaign, particularly those of Maranocook
and Bangor. Λ te legram was received from
the Montgomery Veteran Association of
Boston celebrating at J. A. Andrew Hall
their twenty-fourth anniversary in answer
to one sent by the Guards :
Your dispatch received ; many thanks for
your good wishes ; we are having a good
time and wish you the same and a hundred
Thos. F. IJoiiektv.
more.
A vote of thanks was extended Caterer
Robinson, and the party broke up with
cheers for the fourteenth anniversary and
for the Montgomery Guards.
Electric Light Company.
The Consolidated Electric Light Company,
Saturday,signed a contract which gives them
a block of land containing some twenty
thousand square feet. It takes in tiie land
in front of their present building on Plum
street, on which the company will immediately erect a building and fill it with ma-

chinery to run the incandescent system,
in a few
which the company promises
months.

nu

her she was on the bare floor and the feather
bed on some upset furniture and partly over
her face.
Judge Bonney in charging the jury gave
them the law relating to manslaughter and
the legal rules for weighing and delivering
the value of circumstantial evidence, but did
not comment upon the evidence or any part
of it.
The jury retired at twelve o'clock. At half
past one tl.ey agreed and were brought into
court. O'Hare was extremely nervous and
with difficulty restrained his emotion when
the clerk inquired of the jury, but as the
words "Not guilty" came from the foreman a
sigh of relief escaped him and a broad smile
spread over his pale countenance. lie received'the congratulations of the brothers of
hie deceased wife and his daughter.
By order of the court he was discharged by the
clerk "to go thereof without day.'
Subsequently, in the afternoon O'Hare, his
daughter and little boy came back to the jury
room and got the feather bed with the bloody
tick that had figured in the case and carried
it away down the street.

Portland

5311

Average number belonging:
High school
Schools
l'rlmary Schools
Grammar

382
1291

3408

Total
Average number attending
High School
Grammar Schools
Primary Schools
Total

the alms house.
Col. R. E. Kicker, general
of the Denver & Rio Grande

keeper of

20 Cushman street; newly

5081
372
1252
3204
4828
95

Average per cent
The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year:
President—Superintendent Thomas Tash.

Vice President—A. H. Files.
Beporter—W. W. Andrews.
Secretary—Miss M. S. Murch.
Treasurer—Miss A. M. Carlton.
Executive Committee-Messrs. Lord, Carpenter
and Shaylor, Misses Adams, Stackpole and M.
Taylor.
After brief remarks by Mr. Shaylor on the
subjects which he has under linstruction, the

meeting adjourned.

A Maine Boy.
The Baltimore American publishes a wood
cut and this sketch of a Maine boy, a native
"Koscoe M. Packard,
of Oxford county:
master workman of Mozart Assembly of
Musicians, No. 4846, was born in West Paris,
Me., on October 24, 1860. In early childhood he evinced a great fondness for music,
preferring the cornet from choice, and at the
early age of sixteen years he was selected
leader of the Norway, Me. Brass Band, a
band of much local fame. He came to Baltimore in 1881 to follow his profession. Mainly through his efforts Mozart Assembly was
organized, thus bringing together in one
strong organization many hitherto discordIn manner he is genial, a
ant elements.
most excellent executive officer, carrying into
master
of
workman that quiet
his position
firmness with exact justice, dignity and
one of the
genialty which make of Mozart
best handled assemblies in the city. He is
of decided character, and is looked upon as
one of the purest and most temperate of
men."
A cafwr
Tu the Public:
I hereby acknowledge the receipt of $33.33
as the amount given to the Gospel Mission
by Mr. Ira F. Clark, clothier, the same to be
expended in clothcs for boys of the ages of 4
Mes. S. F. Peakson.
to 12 years.

railway, is vis-

WINDOW SHADES.

for

Godfrey Mass}', who has been
School
many years janitor of the High
building has resigned his position.
Mr.

Goorge W. Young, of Bristol Mills, Me., a
graduate of Colby, class of '77, has gone to

American

Woman

Suffrage

Asso-

ciation.
The eighteenth annual meeting of the
American Woman Suffrage Association will
be held in the hall of the House of Representatives, at the capitol in Topeka, Kansas,
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, October 20, 27 and 28, 1880, commencing on
Tuesday afternoon, October 20, at 2.30 p. m.
and holding eight consecutive sessions at
10.30 a. m. and 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Each State and Territory is entitled to
send delegates equal in number to its Congressional delegation. Credentials should
be issued by auxiliary State societies, where
such lexist ; otherwise by auxiliary local societies. Where full delegations are not present, any member of the American Woman
Suffrage Association in attendance from a
State may participate in the discussion.
Well-known speakers have been invited to
address the convention,—the president of
the association, Hon. Wm. Dudley Foulke;
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe; Lucy Stone; Henry
B. Blackwell ; Mrs. Mary E. Haggart, of Indiana ; Rev. Annie H. Shaw ; Rev. Louis A.
Banks, late of Seattle, Washington Territory; Mrs. Margaret W. Campbell, of Iowa;
Mrs. S. M. Perkins of Ohio ; and Mrs. D. G.
King of Nebraska.

,.

Cuthbert Raspberry plants,
Strawberry plants of the leading popular varities; Currant and Gooseberry buslias, grape
vines, ceders for hedges and ornament ; fruit trees
extra size, and bearing age apple trees. J. ΛΥ.
4-1
ATKINS, N, Main street DeermgMe.

FOB

ve. v

va-

l

FOB

SALE—I Will sell good oualitv boots
and shoes at prices nearlv as low as other
uealers charge for shoddy. Those in want of
medium priccd goods can <io better at my
y store
than elsewhere. M. G. PALMER.

FOB

PORTLAND
dit

HAIjE CHEAP—A few more pairs of
the French kid boots at $3.00 per pair. You
can't afford to raiss this sale. M. G. PALMER.
4-1

FOR

HAIjK.--Horse,

pung

WANTED.
Busliels

SOO

—

OF

bury

Insolvency.

lu

Court of Insolvency for «Aie County of Cumberland,
October 4, A. D. 1886.
State of Maine,
In case of CHARLES W. LANE, Insolvent
Debtor.
Is to give notice, that on the fourth
day of October, Α. I). 1886, a Warrant in
I Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said Coun!
ty of Cumberland, against the estate of said

THIS

j

—

GRAB APPLES
For which we will pay

25 CENTS PER BUSHEL,
Delivered on Merrill's Wharf, quality
to be sound and merchantable.

CHABLES W. LANE, of Portland,
ot
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
fourth day of October, A. D. 1886, to which
[ date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
I
I Debtor, ana tlie transfer and delivery of any
forbidden by law.
property by him are
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be liolden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the eighteenth day of October,
A. D., 1886, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
oct5&12

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.
d5t

oet5

of

will be

this

meeting
Society
in City Building, Thursday,
held in their
THE
for the election of
annual

room

NEW FALL GOODS.
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Combination Dress Goods,
Cloakings,
Wrapper Flannels,
Wrapper Blankets,

Jersey Stripes,

Portland,

lower

bought

elsewhere.

J. M. DYER A. CO.,
St.

Congress

eodtf

GOLD WATCHES!

offer in GOLD WATCHES. If you
are to buy soon it would pay you to call early.
A large stock of Silver Watcnes always on hand,
at prices to suit the times. Finger Kings a specialty. Call and see my prices in the big sliow
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,
near the P. O.
C. H. LAMSON.
oct5d&w

SPECIAL

J

Singing.

of

Address, 14 FREDERICK ST.,
or STOCKBRIDGE'S Music Store.
dlw*

boy seventeen years old would
like a chance to learn a trade or work at
some steady employment ; can furnish good refer5-1
Address Y, PresslOfflce.
ences.

WANTED—A

for general house
WANTED—Capable,

steady Protestant, girl
work at 243, Brackett
5-1

St.

A RD-Everybody knows if they want the
best quality and style of Boots the ν can get
them at my store, while few are aware that we
have the same quality in misfits, broken lots and
single pairs for naif price. M. G. PALMEE, 541
5-1
Congress St.

AC

Neal St. in a new house, a
with Sebago water, bath
all the modern apand conveniences and a good exposure
Apply to No. 221 New High St. 5-1

RENT- On

rooms

;

;

'having

the
Îdiances
H A IiE—House situated in the pleasantall day, House
est part of the city;
FOR
etc.
lot with
ο

sun

suu

con-

tains 12 rooms, bath, Sebago,
Large
fruit trees; will be sola low. Apply at 323
5-1
SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 1176.

MALE—Two hacks, a sleigh hack and
wheel hack, one set harness and one horse,
with the good will of a first class business. Apply
to AMOS MESEKVE. Custom House, or Bliss
Walker, Brown's stable, Federal street.

FOR

agents actually
WANTED.—Lady
daily with my wonderful entirely
for females.
A

rubber undergarment
wife sold 13 first hour.
Box 443, Chicago, 111.

MADAM

$20

clear
new

patent

minister's

C. T. LITTLE,
5-4

LET,-Brick house, No. 10 Gray St. ; conTOtains^lO
rooms, bath room, furnace, all modern
N. S.

conveniences; large garden.
40 Exchange St.

GARDINER,
5.1

general housework.
PLUMMER, 205 Newbury
to do

WANTEJD—Girl
Enquire H. T.

St

5-1

at 489 Fore street
RENT—Shop
near Cross; 15x5o with or without power.
Will be vacated Nov. 1st. Apply on the PREMISES.
5-2
room

FOR

PINKHAM,

&

MORSE

Eyes.

Escape from
LlttleBoy's
Blindness.

Scorfula in the eyes is one of the most terrible
afflictions imaginable. Life is ^continuai torture
from which even death would be a relief, while
cure is welcomed with great rejoicing, as in the
following statement from a happy mother:
"I take great pleasure in telling what Hood's
£2Γ3&γμ*Η» has done for my little boy. Six
months ago ulcers bêgan to come on his right eye.
The doctors said the cause
SCROFULOUS HUMOR IN THE BLOOD
After a time he could dot open his eye at all ; the
humor grew worse and his face became sore

DOiriie

οι

nooas

o<trs;i parma

iui

juol

a

that if it had not been for
eyes so long.
Hood's Sarsaparilla my child would have been
blind. I cannot find words to praise it enough.
My boy is now six years old, and in general
health is now better than lie lias ever been in his
life before. Every word here is trne." Mrs. A.
W. Leonard, Middleboro, Mass.
I

OF PIIILDEUPHIA.

Statement January 1, 18S0.
*7S4,056.S5.

$270,774.00
value
Bank and other Stocks, market value, 128,148.75
Bills Receivable lor Marine rremiums
and Book Accounts due Company.. 133,577.55
9,500.00
First Mortgages on City Property
Real Estate, unincumbered, owned by
the Company
187,000.00
Cash in Bank and Office, and Loans
55,050.55
with collaterals

LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Re Insurance, and other
Liabilities
$336,570.11
60,840.71
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
2,343.66
Unclaimed Dividends
384.302.37
Surplus ns to Policy Holders

$13,505,777.00
PINKHAM,

Organization,

MORSE

eodlm

AGENTS·

sep30

Portland and Vicinity
—BY—

Photographer.
Special facilities for fine Photos
of Groups, Picnics and other parties, yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, Acc., by the Instantaneous
Process.
jly!4

BROWN
Can fit your

Visit

FOR

SALE—Good house and stable,

on

Enquire

23-2

SALE—Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,000 pei year; buildings, machinery,
engine, boiler, etc., all good ; power and buildings
may be used for other business if desired ; price
terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
$8000;

FOR

easy

Owner leaving the country will
OK DALE
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
furnished
House in nourishing city near Boston ;
—

TO

High Street,

BENT—Furnished house, steam heat,
grounds ; lias
SHAW, 48ya
premises.
20-1
Exchange St.

of

rent with

Ο Κ BE IV Γ—A first class rent of five rooms,
with furnace, hot water and bath room, on
St.
High St. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange 28-2

F

having a second-hand
please address, C. G.

WOODMAN, East Deering,

to examine

5 and 10
WANIED-People
goods,
tinware
cent

are înviieu

u>

or

medium

examine

goods,

uui

at

atuun.

a

walk oi horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Station. Tenns moderate. inquire at 1039 Con19-3
gress street.
FEMALE HELP.
something entirely
WANTED—Ladies;
perfectly simple and easy, ladies and yonng
in
good salary,
country
new,

girls

WANTED—A

good capable girl to do general
housework. Call at 231 HIGH ST. 30-1

WANTED—A

BOARD.

ui

LIZZIE Mc QUARRIE, for five years associated
furnished new
house
Mrs. Blanchard;
the very best of table board : gents
ladies
J3.00 ; single meals 25
$4.00 per week ;
cents ; large dining room, experienced waiters and
2i>-l
cooked.
well
the best food,

tlirought ;

are invited to examine our foot
wear before buying your boots ; we claim to
sell solid durable goods ; medium priced goods a
30-1
specialty. IRVING J. BltOWN.

price, |

fjp Λα it

ran

Congress

Street.
eodt|

Fine views made of the procession
of the Drummers on their clam bake
sale at the studio of

30-1

your

Dealer ror tnem,

RB.

ap21

eodly

ffice hours. 9 to 12
Barlors

MARKS,

WE M.

TOAKTE

Book, Card
AND

Please send

97

t

PUISTÏNG

by mail

or

A

SPECIALTY.

ol Latest

dtf

STARCHINE !
cooking, sticking, blistering, or trouble.
Elacticity. stiffness
and gloss piôduced.
Gives Troy finish. Ask
your grocer for Starchine. Sample tree tor letter
stamp. Made aud guaranteed by THE GEO,
FOX «TABCII CO., Cincinnati, Ohio,
eodlinnrni
sepll
No

PA
>

a

A

specialty of

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
repaired In flfcmost thorough manner at reasona
ble

prices, by first-class workmen.

MILITARY and SOCIETY COODS

J. A. MERRILL &CB„ JEWELERS.
«» MI»OI,E STREET.

J. A. Merbill.

a.

aug24

Keith.
eodly

EI8TUI.A treated with,and
1 «ut the use of

P>\'NTEf\S sjppug

street-

G

ROOT, Perry

House
9-4

i«"u

h-H.HAY & SON
PORTLAND.
eodsm

PILES

the knife

or

detention from business, also
iall other diseases of the RecCure guaranted.
WM.
RtAD ν»·ι.
I I
xj. iiarvaru
(M. D.
Harvard 1842)
154'Z)
and ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1876),
Evnn* Home, No. 173 Tremont St., Ronton.
References given. Consultation free. Senl
Office Hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
f°r

jpamphlet.

sep29d2w

good

to act

men

STREET,

UNION

53

PORTLAND, MAINE.

EXPRESSAGE

FREE !

will ronoivA nrnmnt: attention.

nraos

dim

SPECIAL^

SALE.

I have on hand several lots
Gents' Cloth Top Button
and Congress

of

hand and machine

both

Men's Boots and
show in
goods to
M. G. PALMER, 641 conever
Gents fine

4-1

in Boston & Maine Parlor Car on
afternoon last, on leaving said car

LOST—Left
Saturday
Grand Trunk

the

sewed,

Station, one aligator hand bag.
\ suitable reward will be paid for the recovery of
he bag. with whole or a portion of its contents
& CO.

M, G, PALMER,
541
Congress Street.
0C4
dlw

LOST—A

HALE HELP.

competant

man

and carriages.
WANTED—A
West Buxton, Me.
«

DAVIS,

NO. 178 MIDDLE ST.
dtf

sept27

YARNS!
best

of

quality

Knitting Yarns

in

SAXONY,
SPANISH,
SCOTCH,
COUNTRY and

CERMANTOWN,
AT LOWEST PRICES.

H. I.

NELSON,

534 Congress Street.
eodlw

sep3u

WINTER

Rogers and Bros.'AI Table Ware.

LAP

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, U

ROBES.
A large stock of

Blankets, all

new

I am offering special Inducements In Rogers &
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

Lap Robes and Horse
patterns.

COE,

Wo. 197 middle Street.
eodtf

oct2

"OUR OWN"
Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, whicb
for style, quality and ûnistl bas few equals and no
superior in the wwld.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

WANTED!
all parties needing wood to call on

at

the newly established prices.

WENTWORTH,

A. M.

509 CONGRESS ST.

apl5

C. W. YORK,

where they will And the best assortment In the
city, consisting of

eodtf

CHICKERING

NOVA SCOTIA HARD WOOD
especially for open grates.
Birch Edgings and Slabs,
Oak Edgings and Slabs,
Soft Edgings and Slabs.
Wood Sawed and Split by Steam Power.
Commercial Street,
Telephone

!βΟ

Ο Wnwhioxton Street.
Cor. Daniorth and Clark St*.
087-B.
sep2eodlm·

PIANO!
LITTLE USED.

is used or needed in 8. 8.
Ν L Ε Ε Ρ Κ R & CO.Ή
"Ν. Λ 8." CIGAR. Made
from pure long Havana tobacco, it is undoubtedly the
best ten cent cigar nianul
factured. Try one and see.

A GREAT BARGAIN.

CALL AT

THURSTON'S.

NO 'DOCTORING

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low Figure, If sold at once.

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

Ko. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

α—

woat Riixfon.

A.

to take care

S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,

Boston
Factory,TTli&Sly

GUNS

WANTED—At
pressman Immediately.

good

28-1

SALE.

FOR

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Agent

for Du

PONT'sTaitd

PRICES

ATLAS POWDER.

LOW.
?

221 MIDDLE STREET, opp. Falmouth Hotel.

U2w

sep25

Dutch

ESTATE, Mills and Machinery,
known as the Derry Mill, situated at Goifs
Falls. In the city of Manchester, Ν. H., Including
store houses, ten sets moder· machinery, &c &c
Hood water power, sufficient to run the mills all
the year round. Now running
full, under good
organization, and with orders for goods several
weeks ahead at a profit. For full
particulars as
to price, etc., apply to HENKY
WHITMAN, of
the firm of Hilton. Weston &
Co., 118 Federal
street, Boston.
ThSa&Tu2w
_S'P80

Bulbs ! CARPET BEATING ROOMS,

Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, Narcissus, Lilies, etc.
Send for Catalogue.

—

a

WOOLEN MILL

SPOETISC GOODS and MM! TICKLE. REAL·

K. P. LORD,
30-1

W. H. KOHLING'S,

dtf

aup

1-1

Gold Ear-ring, betweeu'Rines Bros.'
and Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts. The tinder
will he suitably rewarded by leaving the same
with Β A. ATKINSON & CO., Cor. Pearl and
28-1
Middle Sts., Portland.

of horses
Me.

T. B.

now

and the best trade ever offered
in this city. Don't fail to see them.

m

υι uuiavu

Cartridges,Wads, Sliellsand Priat lowest factory prices.

mers

arriving. These are
famous New Jersey goods,

goods

best stock of

Shoes in all the latest styles
FOCND—The
:his city. Also several lots of

ψ ψ

—

American Arms Co's Guns.
Parker Double Breach Loading
Guns.
Harrington Λ Richardson Ham·
merless Guns.
Colt's Lightning; Magazine Rifles.
Laflin «V Rand Powder Co.
Atlas and Forcite Powder for

Ver;

which I will sell at less than cost
in order to make room for new

I.OST AND FOCA'n.

SICKER,

AND

Blasting.
Ladies'
gents' garments cleansed or colored
Blankets cleansed and
without being ripped.
made soft as new. kid gloves cleansed or coloied.
Hats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed
in the latest styles. Feathers dyed, cleansed and
Mattresses cleansed
curled. Carpets cleansed.
and made over.
or
for
cleansing sent by ex
dyeing
0r-Goods
and

yl3

H. H.

RIFLES, REVOLVERS

as

who mean business and want work on
:lie leading book of the season, should apply for
;erms and territory to B. W- GOWELL, State Maniger, Richmond, Me.
octl
d&w2w

sold below cost.
gress street.

GUNS,

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR

HOUSE,

DYE

racy" ; men

ne

dtl

England AMMUNITION!

New

solicitors for Gen.
John A. Logan's book, "The Great Conspi-

lew

DEPARTMENT,
ocl

—

Always uniform and reliable.
Sold everywhere.

WANTED.

!

and most Tasty Designs.

ap!3

6 2. M IDOLE

m.

D—Highest Cash prices paid for cast

postal to M. DE.

Boston.

novlleodtf

Street JEWELRY !

you can't afford to get through your next wash
day without using

2

g.

more young men and 5 more young ladies for
positions in telegraph offices at salaries per
week, when learned, at from $15 to $35. Permanent positions assured. Send at once for full
particulars, enclosing stamp to BOSTON TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE, 258 Washington St.,

telephone promptly at-

American and Foreign manufacture.

WHULt^ALt^nc

m., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10

β

-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOB

We make

/

of

Wanted.

WATCHES Σ

time, labor, and money.

horses

orders for collecting city offa
our office after tills date.
Tele980. G. M. STANWOOD & CO., 261 and
265 Commercial St.
3-8

EKHANGE,

DIAMONDS

Saves

few

subscriber,
and accommo175, Gorliam, Me.

care

WANTED—All
to be left at

—

Job Printer
~'RIIVTERg>

July 5th, and
July 7th, for i

Congress

tuner lias a
Preble
Maine. Recap29-4

opposite

a

people

a.

1 Case Ladies' Vests, 25 cents.
"
"
50 cents.
1 Case
1 Case Gents' Camel's Hair Vests
$1.25, former price $1.75.
Gents' Camel Hair Hose 25 cents.
Best Scotch Iron Yarn 30 cents.
54-inch Camel's Hair Dress Goods
75 cents, former price $1.25.

MASON'S

good
Spring

know that J. D.

Deerlng
specialty.

address

WANTED—The

SPECIAL SALE OF UNDERWEAR.

2-1

MEN—Buy your boots at sign of gold
boot ; waterproof Waukenphast calf and
•
grain balmorals a specialty. IRVING .J. liROWN.

care

Portland to know
that MRS. SNOW Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, has returned from
Her vacation, and can again be found in her
in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India,

ia*e no oiner.

ALSO,

NOTICE—All

a

until

phone

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilioue etate of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

514

parly,

now

situation in a retail grocery
the business ;
reference furnished
required. Address,
28-1
•P.," Box 219, Saccarappa, Maine.

[WHOLESALE.]

All orders
tended to.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
jly'J

off

;;ood

KOLIKK,
Step Boiler is Standard.

1 Case Heavy 11-4 Blankets, $3.50

pepsons having claims against
the estate of tne late Joseph E. Miller, are
to
present the saine for settlement to
requested
F. V. CHASE, Union Mutual Insurance Building.

Sep30d2w

Mass.

WANTED—A
store ; has had experience in
if

WE MAKE TUB ONLY

SATURDAY, OCT. 2.

GENTS—You

seg28-2

UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.

—

EXTRA BARGAINS I EVERY

MISCELLANEOUS.

experienced rubberat Para Rubber Shoe

to

GENUINE

ucw

com-

with

more

(girls)

Window Shatte Curtain Fixtures,

our

large and

now

WANTED—A

it reasonable rates, with good
lations. B. G.COBURN, Box

and

a

city
work sent by mall,
objection, no canvassing. Address, AID SUPPLY CO., No. 43
30-3
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.
girl for general housework In
Call
a family of four In New Gloucester.
on or address MRS. ARTHUR SHIRLEY, New
1-1
Gloucester.
earn
distance no
can

or

tenement of six rooms in good,
location; about 1st, of Nov. formait and
wife ; no children ; moderate rent. Address NEL1-1
SON, care Carrier No. 6.

board;
WANTED—Horses
would be taken to board by the

Curtains,

rJD

low

stock of
coal-hods

our

flour-pots,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
ad Silk

AT

TURNER BROS.,

ΙΛηϊΤΙΗ.

Jl

a specialty. We nave a good
and shovels ;
stock of groceries, cigars and tobacco; also fresh
candles. BOSTON TEA CO.. 75 Middle St. 1-1

House.

Î-. A D IS S
In search of fine

4-1

Maine.

public,
WANTED—The
CHENEY, Piano and Organ
slato at Horse R. R. Station

feet and suit your pocketbook.

—

TO

buy-

acres

state
cultivation
Must have good water, orchard and wood on it
State location, improvements and price. An immediate
answer
by letter required. J. M.
41
HEIGHE, Preble House.

a

BLANKETS

on

; must

a nurse

privilege
WASTEB-To
improved and in good
ing 20 to 40
of
within 16 miles of Portland.

P. O.

—

ΟΚ

13-12

d2w

ping piano hammers

OF

—

F
sunny exposure and spacious
BENJAMIN
stable

sep21

Framingham,

GREATSALE

LET—Up stairs rent, house 71 Franklin
2»!
street, near the Park.

rear

of lot, first class location, in western part of
FOR
at 582 CONGRESS STREET.
the

few

dtl

TO

[or his keeping ; light usage
good
given ;
liorse must be kind, all right and without tricks.
20-1
Address at once, SADDLE, Press Office.

ATTENTION !

New York City.

S ALE—A nice lot of German Canaries,
almost in full song ; also mockihg birds (in
song,) larks, black birds, etc. ; meal worms for
soft billed birds, two dozen for 5 cents. BIRD
28-1
STORE, 410 Congress St.

use

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,

PRESS
28-1

OFFICE.

a

—AMI)—

ACHE

SALE—Half interest in manufacturing
increasing demand for

FOR
business, large and

goods ; investigation solicited. Address, Z.,

responsible
from
saddle horse to
WANTED—By
and

—

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our
pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
17se them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

FOR

cast

TRADE PROCESSION

pills

SA LE-Three story brick house, in good
repair, with stable; good neighborhood, central location ; rents for $23 per month ; 5 minutes
from Post Office: price $2500, half cash, balance
W. H. WALDRON, 180
mortgage if desired.
28-1
Middle St.

D-At 87

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W. ALI.KV

F. O. BAILS'Y.
marl4

LET—Two large front rooms, also table
board at reasonable rates, at 42 South St.,
29-1
second house from Free street.

F

immediately,
St., Portland, Me.

sign of GOLD BOOT and be properly fitted

"llTTLE^

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint ; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little
valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all 6ick head

29-1

or

COMFORT,

oct2

HEAD

SEVERAL

IOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—On Atlantic street, a 1 1-2 story house, ell and staλ.
For particulars apply to
Lot 52x100.
ble.
29-1
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

Clothing
buy $1.000
of all Mnds. Highest cash price paid. Call
WANTED—To
MR. S. LEVY, 97 Middle
address

Turcoman

421

ail disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

—

BICYCV.ES

so.

DEALER,

BROWN,

SICK

UOIMEM TO LET-Itents in
different sections of the city ranging in price
from 88 to $20 per month. Enquire of ELIAS
THOMAS & CO., No. 114 Commercial si. 30-1

works, South Framingham ; will also take
several girls to learn the business ; steady employment the year round and good prices. Apply
personallv or by letter to J. D. THOMAS, Supt.

WHEN YOUR FEET TROUBLE YOU AND YOU WANT

aprl-dly

Headache,yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

Port-

of

miles

two

New Victor.
FOR SALE
American Champion, Challange, Safety and
Ideal Bicycles; also two rare bargains in secondhand Bicycles, E. 8. PEN DEXTER, Agent, with
J. A. Merrill & Co., 239 Middle St., Portland.

F

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

TO

at the

ER^jtO_ExchangeSt.

city.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

28-1

to

SHOE

IRA

to

LET—Shop No. 1GO Federal St.. suitable
for storage, or various kinds of mechanical
trades. J. F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block Ex3o-i
changc Street.

Congress street, Port-

able Garden
rooms, ell, stable, carriage, ice and poultry houses,
GARsplendid cellar. A good bargain. N. S. 29-1
DIN

shoe makers
WANTED—A

eodtf

—

100 Doses One Dollar

CURE

Enquire

1912.

PALMER.

M. G.

one

MEN

TUE

or

Central Rail Road 7 per

Any
WANTEDfurnace for sale

Mass.

piii
PILLS»

Apply

AND ROO τι»—At

WANTED-A

GOODS!
NOBBY_ STYLES !
—REMEMBER

at house between 1 and 2 p. m.,

good».

Spring.)

(first

on

one
;
by
10 acres excellent land for cranberries, buildings
abundant, cuts 50 tons hay, V2 niile from R. It.
station, stores and post office, 3 miles from two
W. H.
good markets ; will bear investigation.
29-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle Street.

.lark of II. C. NOV KM. !>'»■ MEirhantff· Mi., UVdnndajr. Oct. 01b.
IO A. M., and 'i.30 P. M., and contiuutng until sold. Consisting of Rangea,
Parlor Stoves, Open Franklin and Air Tight
Stoves, Magee Heater, No. 6, Tin Ware of erery
description, I'orcelaln Kettles, Water Coolers,
Tea, Coffee and Cake Boxes, Brittannia Pots,
Copper Tea Kettles. Me.isureK and Tunnels. Coal
Hods, Dusters and Brushes.Scales. Carpet Sweepers, Crockery and Glass Ware, Wooden Ware,
&c., together with a general line of housekeeping
Also Iron Ware, Stove Pipe, second hand
toves, Tin Stock, Tools, Benches, Trucks. Office
Furniture and Safe, Sc., &c. Terms cash.
H. B. CLEAVES, Assignee.
Oct4d3t
The

rear

a

TO EXCHANCE—For property in
modious house No. 65 Free St., house lately
BOARD
Portland, 175
FARUI
good land, bounded
vacated by Mrs. Blanchard,
opened by MISS.
the salt water wharf for
dressing,
side

reliable party with J400 to
$500 to take half interest in a light manufacturing business ; goods staple, business easily
learned, satisfactory income assured. For partic4-1
ulars address J. E., Press Office.

NEW

Styles, Common Sense, Opera and Walking Boots.
Special care taken to fit the foot properly.

IVER
ifivE
:|

—

WANTK

FALL FOOT WEAR.

Sold by all druggists. SI ; six for $5. l'repared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

CARTER'S

son

Co's

YOUNG

rent of 5 rooms

LET—A

pleasant upstairs
to
small family without children, in
TO
house 139 Brackett St.
house from

do plain sewing ; best references required.
4-1
Call between 7 and 8 o'clock p. m.

OF

$784,056.85

Total Assets

Losses Paid s'ncs

VIEWS

$375,000.

CASH CAPITAL,

feel

Hood's Sarsaparilla

der

WANTED.

mai.

What was my surpaise, before the bottle was all
gone, his face had all healed up, and he could
open his eye just a little bit, something he had
He continued to take
not done for four months.
it, and I am happy to say can now
SEE A8 WELL AS HE EVER DID.
He has left off the shade which lie wore over his

one cylinstripper, one
vamping machine, five No. 6 Wheeler & Wilsewing machines ; all at extra bargains. B. Ff
30-1
WHITNEY & CO., 559 Congress St.
SALE
Centrally located, desirable
boarding house, doing a ftne cash business :
15 well furnished rooms; nice dining room; will
give a family a fine living and clear $1200 a year
easy ; investigate this. Address "P. 142," Herald
30-2
Office, Boston, Mass.

one

INSURANCE CO.,

THE mm

was

Then his left eye began to be affected, and I
thought he would be entirely blind. I bought a

24 inch
power

one

or

sep21

$784,056.85
Marrow

SALE—Shoe machinery;

steam
Roller and Splitter for hand
FOR
buttonhole machine,

House No. 13 Deering Street. A p.
R. LEWIS & CO.
ply to

EXCBAIteC St.

Government, and other Bonds, market

Scrofula in the

TO

Waeterly

GURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

ASSETS

A

LET—Tenement of seven rooms No. 37
Hanover street with or without stable ; also
Store No. 43 Portland St. occupied for last six
months by C. W. Lombard & Co. Apply to JOR2-1
DAN at Chamberlin & Homsted's.

INSRUE WITH

9

In this city, Oct. 6, Mary Ellen, only daughter
of Michael aiid Winnlfred Greely, aged 1 year,
17 days.
[Funeral this afternoon at 3 o'clock, from No.
61 Pleasant street.
In Lisbon, Sept. 6, Walter, only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Enoch Tebbetts aged 2 vears 3 months.
In Turner. Sept. 23, James M. Allen, agea about
32 years.
In Poland.'Sept. 24, Mrs. Ruth P. Saunders, wife
of Cyrus Brlggs, aged 72 years.
In Gardiner, Sept. 28, John Booker, aged about
40 years.
In North Turner, Sept. 23, Israel LeRoy, sou of
J. Frank and Altliea G. Quimby, aged 22 days.
Ill Livermore, Sept. 2υ, Mrs. Betsey, widow of
David Morse, aged DO years 0 months.

OK SALE—A first class modern house in
end of the City, on line of
the
Horse Cars ; will be sold wi h carpets if desired ;
to
intending
parties
purchase, are invited to examine this property before purchasing; can secure
N. S. GARDa good house to their advantage.
30-1
NER, No. 40 Exchange St.

F

a

A

rooms

2-1

grain
foot wear. Our rent and expenses invite vou to
J.
buy your boots at sign of gold boot. IRVING
30-1
BROWN,

SALE—Within

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the Libary room, Mechanics' Building, on Thursday
Κ veiling, Oct. 7th, at 7.80 o'clock.
oct6d3t
Κ. B. SWIFT, Sec.

tenement of 7
FOR
steam heated

St.

mu.

very desirland. and in full view of same,
FOR
Farm. Good two story house, nine

IW· €· m, Association.

TO

large closets. Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
FREDERICK STRKET, within three minutes

Exchange

40

years

Sale of Stoves, Housekeeping
Goods, &t. By Auction.

Assignee's
AT

CumBK LET-Α pleasant sunny rent
berland 8t. Enquire of W. R. ANTHONIE,
2-1
48»Λ Exchange St.
on

sewed custom made
calf and English
a speciality of gents

nurse ο

GENTLEMEN—Hand
waterproof, walking fast,
balmarals. We make

land.

C. C. HAYES, Secretary.
oct5dtd

Oct. 5tli.

TO

Hill and Ellsexposure ; to
Can be seen
2-1

sound and kind, good driver and is uot afraid

anything. Enquire

of

«ALE—Ma.ne

the election of officers.

better variety and at
prices than they can be

Teacher

octstd

Meeting.

Annual

J?

mm π ν

sea

Provident Association.

Portland

LET—Lower part house Cor.
worth streets ; 0 rooms ; sunny
be ready for occupancy Nov. 1st.
afternoons between 2 and 5 o'clock.

LET—Possession given October 1, house
(i203 State street.
Inquire of JOHN C.
22tf
SMALL.

■ jivi* saijis—nice

acres

day evening,

Slinu'lc.

in

oct5

COFFIN,
Secretary.

Portland. Oct. 4th, 188C.

HORSE

on

New Silk Underwear,
New Jersey Underwear.
New Beaded Gloves,
New Kerr's Spool Cotton,

511

business that

2-1

FOR SALE-Α fine family horse.,
six years old, dark color, weight 1,000; also
harness and 2 carriages : all will be sold low. En2-1
quirt at No. 9 SPRING ST.

annual meeting of the Portland Provident
cent. Bonds due in
FOR
ThursAssociation will be held at its office
THE
Boot and Shoe Store, 541
Business:
Oct. 7th, at 7Va o'clock.

Fancy Velvets,
Colored Plushes,
IV in to··

Oct. 7th, at 3 o'clock, p. m.,
officers and transaction of any other
may rouit' uciorc nit' uraetiag.
MES. J. H.

WARD.

J. C.

street.

FOR

Female Provident Association.

Fire and Marine Insurance,

DEATHS.

seven years old, weighs
: safe for woman to
Also, a good sleigh, Thompson's make; a
and a wolf robe. Can be seen at 107 New-

975 lbs., sound and kind
IjlOK
drive.

MARRIAGES.
Iu Auburn, Sept. 20, D. L. Parker and Miss
Lena K. Francis.
In Auburn, Sept. 28, George W. Hill and Miss
Marion Andrews.
In East Livermore, Sept. 20. BenJ. B. Blanchard
and Miss Josie N. Gordon.
In Dixmont, Sept. 3, Elmer McNelley and Miss
Rowena B. Whitley, botli of Plymouth.

HALE

SALE—The best line of ladies' hand
sewed goat walking fast boots in Portland.
These are the best styles and the only proper
thing in ladies' walking boots. M. G. PALMER,
4-1
641 Congress street.

oct5

We notice by the weekly statement of the
Mutual Life Insurance Co., of New York,
that they have recently paid on the life of the
late George C. Richardson of Boston, the
large sum of $30,477.50. One policy for $5000
had increased to $9177, and another for $10,00 had become $21,300, thus making a good
investment for his family, his estate being
insolvent.

T3(JSIlVESg FOB Ν A I, Κ-Well established
-U in Portland, manufacturing an article which
pays 50 per cent, nett prollt, the demand for which
is unlimited.
$5000 will buy the Plant with all
the machinery in perfect order. Best of reasons
for selling; will bear rclose investigation. W. H.
* 1
WALDRON. 180 Middle street.

to make and put up all kinds

oct5

Inquire

FOB SALE.

A f·"1 assortmeut of
fl/\vV.l.r.° now prepared
10 ordcr·
in all desirable
E?0w.8lmde"
JohE
Sons' Scotch Holland,
in trimming,and tb?
widil.l ?. c?,ors· Mew designs
Vw.LVL<1
Balance Rollers may Be found
in large
»nô..p«î.S.pr,nKand
Sash Curtains and Fixtures
R^®k· S,alrS Un,,, >OV·1S'* CoB»Parison l„
ien
Prices soUeuVd!'

position in

Washington to take a responsible
the Wallack School.
Mr. E. A. Perry, formerly of the Bangor
Whig and Lewiston Journal, and who is now
in London, is to reiide there as the English
correspondent of the Boston Herald. Mrs.
Perry is with him.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Grace Blanchard, daughter of Mr. Wm. G.
Blanchard, to Mr. William Pitt Preble, formerly of Portland, and now established in
a law practice in New York.
Miss Josephine P. Elden, a school teacher
in Deering for several years, graduated recently as a professional nurse, from the Chicago County Hospital, and has now been appointed matron of the Rhodes Avenue Woman's Hospital, Chicago.
A. T. Fitch, Naples; A. W. Macomber,
George Harvey, Boston ; L. W. Alger, West
Stewartstown, Vt. ; C. II. Hoey, New Haven ; F. H. Whitman, Harrison ; B. A. Chades, Toledo; G. Β. Mack, Chicago; were
among the arrivals at the United States Hotel yesterday.
Miss Nellie, accompanied by her sister,
Miss Maggie, daughters of Cornelius Connolly, left on the 8.43 train yesterday morning, for Jacksonville, Fla., by advice of her
physician, for the recuperation of her health,
which has been for some time impaired. It
is hoped her health will be fully restored.
Dr. Clemni, Germany ; O. D. Baker, Augusta; D. S. Zanetti, Cuba; Ε. M. Stillwell,
Bangor: W. M. Oler, Baltimore, Md.; W. E.
Jackson and wife, Providence ;\V. F. Bohannan, [Brooklyn ; Julius Wolff, New York ;
J. Alden, and W. W. Tompkins, New York;
W. -Β. Swan, Belfast ; C. T. Ripley, G. C.
Sargent, H. R. Sayles, Boston ; Ε. H. Burke,
Cleveland, 0.; A. R. Richardson, Lynn; A.
O'Neil, Michigan ; were among those registered at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
Sunday, on invitation of Mr. Ed. Sands, of
the Boston & Lowell road, Conductor George
P. Thomas, Engineer George W. Babb, and
several other P. & O. boys made a trip to
the Tip Top House, where the entire party
Mr. ;Merrill
dined with Landlord Merrill.
took the party from Crawford's to Fabyan's
in a six-horse coach, and the ride was a very
enjoyable one. There is now about an inch
of snow on the mountain, and the air was so
chilly that heavy overcoats were found comfortable.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

in

bottom,
gantly furnished from fop
room let for winter. This is a splendid opportunity to step into a good home and nice income.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington St.
2-1

superintendent

iting Portland.

AUCTION iALK*.

LET·

LET—House
SALE-»1,000— Part cash, will buy
and painted, and in first-class order.
FOB
oi the best lodging houses
TOpapered
Boston; ele4tf
and every
at 81 state street.
to

J. 0. S. rowers has been elected assistant

Ar-

Yesterday.

Total
The

from

At the coming in of court !at nine o'clock
yesterday, Mr. Hadlock began the closing
argument for the defense, and occupied one
hour and ten minutes. He claimed that the
evidence for the government was wholly inadequate to convict a man of even a slight
misdemeanor muchlless of so grave a crime
as this.
He claimed that the discrepancy between the testimony of O'Hare and the story
he told Marshal Hawkes on the day of the
arrest was;due to theldefendant s mental condition, perhaps from drink and perhaps from
the great mental shock on learning of the
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